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RÉSUMÉ ÉTENDU

INTRODUCTION

Le développement des technologies CMOS à l’échelle nanométrique a fait émerger de nombreux
défis sur le rendement et la fiabilité des composants [1]. Les prochaines générations de circuits AMS
et RF souffriront d’une augmentation du taux de défaillance durant le temps d’opération. La méthode
classique de conception des circuits sur puce repose sur lescompromis entre : surface, consommation
de puissance et vitesse d’opération. L’optimum est le point où on obtient le maximum ou le minimum
spécifié pour les caractéristiques du circuit.

L’augmentation de la variabilité et la diminution de la fiabilité des transistors a prouvé que ce point
optimal est devenu une région étant donné que le rendement attendu se déplace sous l’effet du vieillisse-
ment. La combinaison de ces deux événements impose de nouveaux défis au concepteur par rapport à
la méthode classique de conception des circuits sur puce. Le rendement est le rapport entre le nombre
des puces qui sont conformes aux spécifications de conception et la totalité produite. Cette grandeur est
mesurée au début du temps d’opération des circuits et juste après la production des puces, c’est-à-dire à
t = 0. Pourtant, le rendement ne prend pas en compte l’évolution du taux de défaillance en fonction du
temps. La fiabilité peut être définie comme la probabilit´e qu’un dispositif exécute une fonction exigée
dans des conditions indiquées pendant une période indiquée [1].

Depuis l’avènement des téléphones mobiles, les architectures de frontal RF ont nécessité des inno-
vations technologiques accrues dans un temps de commercialisation réduit. A côté de la recherche des
architectures de frontal radio, les technologies des circuits intégrées sur puce ont suivi la célèbre Loi
de Moore. Ces technologies ont permis d’obtenir les dimensions réduites, une faible consommation
d’énergie et une augmentation de la vitesse. C’est pour cela que la surface, la consommation d’énergie et
la vitesse sont devenues les éléments clés d’un compromis pour les circuits sur puce en général. Pour les
circuits analogiques d’autres critères de performance sont définis, comme : le gain, le bruit et la linéarité.
Le défi sera de trouver le compromis entre ces éléments.

Avec l’accroissement de la variabilité, la conception proche du point optimal est maintenant une
région composée par un, deux ou troisσ selon le rendement souhaité. La solution la plus simple est
de concevoir selon les caractéristiques maximales et minimales spécifiées en prenant le pire cas de ces
caractéristiques selon la variabilité. Le coût imposépar ces marges mène à un circuit surdimensionné.

Les phénomènes de vieillissement des transistors MOS sont connus depuis les années 70, mais on
sait que le circuit doit être soumis à un environnement quiva au delà de ses conditions normales de fonc-
tionnement. Ce sujet avait disparu de l’état-de-l’art pendant quelques décennies puis est réapparu avec
les circuits nanométriques. Pourquoi le vieillissement est-il devenu aujourd’hui si important? Les ten-
dances du vieillissement sont très préoccupantes parce que la tension de seuil et la tension d’alimentation
n’ont pas suivi le même rythme durant l’évolution des nœuds technologiques des circuits sur puce. Par
conséquent, les conditions de fonctionnement auparavanttrès improbables qui pourraient contraindre le
circuit sont devenues des conditions d’environnement courantes.

Dans ce scénario, nous sommes motivés à innover dans la conception d’un frontal RF en CMOS
65 nm (voir Figure1). Nous proposons de nouvelles méthodologies d’analyse etde synthèse, qui com-
prennent la variabilité et le vieillissement en mettant enévidence les compromis présents parmi les
critères de la conception. Le frontal RF a trois principauxblocs de construction: le BLIXER [2], re-
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groupant un balun, un amplificateur large bande à faible bruit et un mélangeur I-Q ; l’oscillateur contrôlé
numériquement (DCO) [3], et l’amplificateur de gain programmable (PGA) avec le filtre passe-bas [4].

DCO

WBLNA

PGA

Mixer

Mixer

PGA

Q

I

BLIXER LP Filter + PGA

LP Filter + PGA

Figure 1: L’architecture du frontal radio pour les applications multistandards de communication sans fils
: illustration [5].

L’objectif principal de ce travail est d’améliorer la conception de circuits du frontal RF basée sur la
recherche des nouveaux compromis imposés par la variabilité du transistor et la dégradation par vieil-
lissement. En proposant sur ces deux agents de variation descaractéristiques des circuits sur puce comme
critères de conception, nous concevrons un frontal radio fiable pour une application RF multistandard.
Ainsi, nous pouvons énumérer nos sous-objectifs qui compléteront cet objectif principal, comme

1. L’étude de la physique des phénomènes de vieillissement et des conditions de conception du circuit
pour éviter le vieillissement et la variabilité des transistors

2. L’étude des sources de dégradation (vieillissement etvariabilité) et ses tendances dans les tech-
nologies à l’échelle nanométrique

3. L’étude des méthodes de conception classique, comparant avec les besoins imposés par la vari-
abilité et la fiabilité des composants

4. Une proposition de conception des circuits fiables pour lecas d’étude dans une approche montante
(bottom-up)

5. Une proposition de conception de l’architecture fiable pour le cas d’étude dans une approche de-
scendante (top-down)

6. Une proposition de généralisation de la méthode de synthèse qui relie les approchesbbottom-upet
top-down

7. La comparaison des compromis imposés par le vieillissement et par la variabilité des composants
pour la technologie CMOS 65 nm

LA VARIABILIT É ET LA FIABILIT É DANS LES TECHNOLOGIES AVANĆEES

La variation du processus d’intégration est observée comme la déviation de la valeur des paramètres
des circuits sur puce. Ces variations sont dues à différentes causes et ont de nombreuses conséquences.
La variabilité du circuit est l’ensemble des variations deparamètres du processus de fabrication, l’imper-
fection des masques d’intégration et les impacts sur la qualité des circuits entre les différents échantillons.

La variation de performance des circuits intégrés est li´ee à deux groupes de facteurs [6] :
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• Facteurs environnementaux- Ils interviennent durant l’opération du circuit comme lasource de
l’alimentation, le couplage de bruit et la température. Ils sont appelés variations dynamiques et
sont fortement dépendant des agents externes et du schémadu circuit.

• Facteurs physiques- Ils apparaissent durant la fabrication et ils changent la structure physique des
circuits. Ils incluent les RDF (Random Dopant Fluctuations) et la LER (Line Edge Roughness).

Ainsi, les variations des paramètres physiques peuvent être classées en deux catégories : D2D (Die-to-
die) et WID ( Within-die) [7]. Les variations du type D2D sont des variations globales entre différentes
puces. Les variations du type WID sont des variations internes à une puce et entre les différents com-
posants qui forment les fonctions intégrées.

La conception de circuits RF plus fiables requiert la connaissance des phénomènes physiques qui
réduisent la fiabilité. Les principaux phénomènes physiques à l’origine du vieillissement des dispositifs
sont :

• Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) - un phénomène irréversible où une charge a assez d’énergie pour
franchir une barrière de potentiel, (généralement du cˆoté du drain, comme illustré par la Figure2)
en créant un défaut d’interface. Il a lieu quandVGD est plus grand que zéro etVGS est très élevée
[1]. Il peut être évité en réduisant le temps pendant lequel les transistors sont en inversion forte,
par le contrôle deVGD etVGS .
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Figure 2: Phénomène HCI: illustration.

• Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI)- un phénomène réversible de dérive des paramètres
électriques du transistor sous une tension négative sur la grille et à hautes températures (illustré
par la Figure3). La récupération des paramètres a lieu quand les stresssont arrêtés. Cela implique
qu’il est possible d’avoir moins d’impact si le temps de récupération est proportionnellement plus
grand que le temps de stress.
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Figure 3: Phénomène NBTI: illustration.

• Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB)- un phénomène statistique de rupture continue du
diélectrique (illustré par la Figure4), qui par conséquent induit un manque de performance. La
probabilité d’avoir le TDDB peut être réduite en contrôlant le courant de fuite par le biais de la
réduction de la tension de grille et de la surface du transistor [8].

• Electromigration (EM)- un phénomène de transport de masse dans la couche de métal. L’EM peut
être évitée par la réduction de la longueur et l’augmentation de la largeur des connexions. Aussi,
les circuits qui n’utilisent pas de composants passifs (sujet à l’EM) sont plus robustes.

Il n’existe pas de modèle universellement accepté pour ladégradation de fiabilité due aux phénomènes
physiques du vieillissement des composants. Nous présenterons les plus importants de l’état-de-l’art.
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Figure 4: Phénomène TDDB: illustration.

LE MODÈLE DE RÉACTION ET DIFFUSION Le NBTI et le HCI ont des modèles similaires, car les
paramètres électriques changent de la même façon après stress. Le modèle le plus accepté est le modèle
dit de Réaction et Diffusion. Il est décrit en deux parties:

1. Réaction: processus de rupture de liaison chimie Si-H dans un défautd’interface oxyde/substrat
et hydrogène libre;

2. Diffusion: mouvement de l’hydrogène vers l’oxyde jusqu’à la grille.

Le processus de génération de défaut est décrit pour uneloi de puissance du temps de stress, et la solution
du modèle de Réaction et Diffusion est présenté en [9]. Le modèle de Réaction et Diffusion peut être
illustré par la Figure5

LE MODÈLE DE RUPTURE DE L’ OXYDE La probabilité de défaillance pour un événement TDDB est
bien décrite avec une distribution de Weibull [10]

F (x) = 1−exp

((

− x
α

)β
)

; (1)

oùF est la probabilité cumulative de défaut,x peut être charge ou temps,α est la vie caractéristique pour
63% de probabilité de défaillance etβ est le paramètre de forme de Weibull. Après rupture, le chemin
de conduction est modélisé par une admittance de faible valeur [11]. Ceci modélise bien les courants de
fuite, l’augmentation du bruit, la réduction de fréquence d’opération et la transconductance du transistor.

LE MODÈLE DE L’E LECTROMIGRATION La dégradation par l’EM est évaluée avec le temps moyen
de défaillance (MTTF), qui est une méthode d’approximation statistique décrite par [12]

MTTF= AJn
e exp

(
Ea

kT

)

; (2)

oùA est une constante caractéristique de la couche de métal etdu processus de fabrication,Je est la den-
sité de courant,Ea est l’énergie d’activation de l’EM,k est la constante de Boltzmann etT la température.
n est dépendant du résidu de stress et de la densité de courant [13]. Après l’EM, la couche de métal perd
sa caractéristique de haute conductance et est modélisée par une résistance parasite en série.

ETAT-DE-L’ ART DES M ÉTHODOLOGIES DECONCEPTION

L’utilisation des technologies CMOS nanométriques entraı̂ne d’importants défis imposés aux méthodo-
logies de conception de circuits. Défis comprenant [14] :

• L’apparition de courants de fuite non négligeables et l’impact sur la consommation d’énergie;

• L’augmentation de la variabilité des paramètres du proc´edé technologique (Vth, le niveau de dopage,
largeurs, longueurs, et autres) ;
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• La réduction de la source d’alimentation sans que la tension de seuil suive ce rythme, ce qui réduit
la dynamique du signal disponible pour les circuits AMS/RF ;

• L’apparition de nouveaux matériaux, comme les diélectriques à haut k, et de nouveaux dispositifs,
comme FinFET et CNT-FET ;

• L’importance croissante des phénomènes de dégradationbien connus, comme HCI, NBTI et EM,
et l’avènement de phénomènes de dégradation qui n’étaient pas observés avant, comme SDB et
SM.

Ainsi, nous avons réalisé une étude de l’état-de-l’artdes méthodes de conception classique, comparant
les besoins imposés par la variabilité et la fiabilité descomposants.

M ÉTHODES CLASSIQUES DE CONCEPTION La conception des circuits intégrés peut être divisée en
trois parties : la validation de l’architecture en utilisant des modèles comportementaux, la réalisation
des schémas électriques, la synthèse des masques d’int´egration. La plupart des méthodes de conception
dans les différents niveaux hiérarchiques s’appuient sur de puissants outils d’optimisation numérique
couplés à des outils d’estimation des caractéristiques, comme illustré dans la Figure6. Dans l’ensemble
de cette partie, nous discutons les avantages et les désavantages des approchestop-downet bottom-up.
Ensuite, nous présentons l’état-de-l’art des outils d’optimisation numérique et des outils d’estimation des
performances.

LES MÉTHODES DE CONCEPTION POUR LA VARIABILIT́E La prise en compte de la variabilité dans les
méthodes de conception est souvent réalisée par un changement de l’estimateur des caractéristiques des
circuits. Les solutions les plus utilisées peuvent être distinguées entre la simulation descornersdu circuit
au pire cas et la simulation de Monte Carlo (illustré dans laFigure7). Les plus grands désavantages d’une
solution basée sur un simulateur sont le coût de calcul et le faible couplage avec l’outil d’optimisation.
L’avantage est la précision qui peut être obtenue en utilisant des modèles physiques et des résultats de
la caractérisation de circuit sur puce. Une autre solutionest de changer l’évaluation dans l’optimisateur
en utilisant aussi l’écart-type de la caractéristique etle rendement désiré. Cette solution réduit le coût de
calcul et augmente le couplage entre l’estimateur et l’optimisateur au prix de l’utilisation d’un modèle
coûteux et moins précis.

L’état-de-l’art ne présente pas un consensus dans le choix de la prise en compte de la variabilité en
utilisant des outils commerciaux avec un seul outil de conception automatique. Depuis 2000, S. Nassif a
souligné les besoins d’une conception qui prend en compte la variabilité [15]. Actuellement, G. Yu et P.
Li ont proposé que la conception analogique soit optimisée non seulement pour les performances nom-
inales, mais aussi pour la prise en compte de la variabilité, afin de maintenir un rendement raisonnable
[16]. H. Onodera va plus loin en proposant que les méthodes et les outils de conception automatique
doivent tolérer, atténuer, ou même exploiter la variabilité par des techniques appropriées à la conception
avec la variabilité [17]. En 2009, V. Wang et al. ont introduit la formulation d’un modèle simplifié pour
réduire la lacune entre les méthodes statistiques existantes et la conception de circuits [18].

LES MÉTHODES DE CONCEPTION POUR LA FIABILIT́E La prise en compte de la fiabilité dans les
méthodes de conception est, à l’état-de-l’art, le développement de l’estimateur des caractéristiques des
circuits vieillis (illustré dans la Figure8). Ce concept a été ouvert avec les outils BERT (Berkeley
Reliability Tools) et il est utilisé dans la modélisation des phénomènes de vieillissement [19], dans la
simulation électrique des circuits vieillis [20, 21] et dans le calcul du temps de vie des composants [22].

L’avantage d’une approche de simulation électrique est laprécision des résultats et le désavantage
est le coût du calcul. Pourtant, la prise en compte de la fiabilité reste très peut utilisée dans les outils de
simulation et les kits d’intégration commerciaux. Ainsi d’un côté, la recherche actuelle vise à améliorer
les outils de simulation sans être liée aux données des kits d’intégration commerciaux, d’un autre côté
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elle vise à améliorer les techniques de modélisation desphénomènes de vieillissement. Dans l’analyse
de la fiabilité on peut distinguer : l’analyse pour un cornernominal, c’est-à-dire sans prendre en compte
la variabilité ou en prenant un pire cas de variabilité ; etl’analyse en prenant en compte la variabilité,
c’est-à-dire la fiabilité des points de simulation de typeMonte Carlo.

CONCEPTION D’ UN FRONTAL RADIO FIABLE DANS UNE APPROCHEbottom-up

BLIXER Nous avons proposé la conception d’un BLIXER fiable (schéma illustré dans la Figure9).
D’abord, nous avons caractérisé la variabilité et le vieillissement présent en CMOS 65 nm en utilisant les
caractéristiques de courant de drain et de transconductance du transistor. Ensuite, nous avons proposé un
modèle constructif pour estimer les caractéristiques duBLIXER et la variation des ses caractéristiques
par rapport à la variation de courant de drain et de transconductance des transistors. Avec une analyse de
sensibilité, nous avons identifié les transistors les plus sensibles et les impacts imposés au BLIXER en
raison de la variation des caractéristiques des transistors. Avec ces informations, nous avons trouvé les
conditions de polarisation et de dimensionnement qui réduisent les phénomènes de vieillissement. Les
résultats obtenus sont illustrés parle Tableau1 et les Figures10 et11.

Table 1: Résultats de simulation du BLIXER : performance typique.

Frequency (GHz) 1.0 2.4 5.0
Power (mW) 5.55 5.56 5.59
Consumption

Differential Gain (dB) 13.5 13.5 14.3
NFmax (dB) 4.0 4.5 5.3
IP3 (dBm) 4.4 3.4 -0.73
S11 (dB) -17.6 -15.4 - 13.3

Ces résultats de simulation du circuit typique sont cohérents avec les spécifications d’un frontal radio
multistandard. Malgré la variabilité des processus d’intégration et la disparité des dimensions, nous
avons observé que les caractéristiques du BLIXER sont conformes aux spécifications pour un rendement
supérieur à 90 %. Par ailleurs, le vieillissement du BLIXER est négligeable selon la distribution de
Poisson de la consommation de puissance ajusté avec 99,9 % de confiance [23].

DCO Nous avons proposé une comparaison entre deux DCO : l’unconçu sans les contraintes de vieil-
lissement et variabilité et l’autre comme un circuit fiabilisé. Pour cela, nous avons choisi de concevoir un
DCO pour les applications à 1 GHz avec le schéma proposé par [24] (illustré dans la Figure12). Pour la
conception classique du DCO, nous avons évalué le compromis entre bruit de phase, plage de fréquence
pour le verrouillage et la consommation de puissance. Pour la conception du DCO fiabilisé, nous avons
estimé la variation de ces caractéristiques par rapport `a la variabilité et le vieillissement.

Nous avons développé une analyse de fiabilité du DCO qui nous donne les informations nécessaires
pour la conception des circuits plus fiables. En concevant leDCO fiabilisé et non-fiabilisé, nous obtenons
une réduction de la dégradation de la fréquence d’une valeur entre 15% et 30 %. Egalement, le DCO
fiabilisé a un temps de vie cinq fois plus grand que le non-fiabilisé, si nous fixons la dégradation
de la fréquence a un maximum de 2 %. Les inconvénients de la conception du DCO fiabilisé sont
l’augmentation du bruit de phase et la réduction de la plagede fréquence disponible pour le verrouillage.
Ceci pourrait être négligé dans la spécification d’un standard radio [25].

Les résultats du DCO sont illustrés pas les Figures13(a), 13(b), 14(a), 14(b), 15(a), 15(b), 16, 17(a),
17(b), 18(a), 18(b).
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: 1000 points de simulation de Monte Carlo du BLIXERtypique pour(a) le Gain et(b) le
NFmax avec 1 GHz de signal d’éntrée.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: 1000 points de simulation de Monte Carlo du BLIXER(a) typique et(b) après 30 ans de
vieillissement pour la consommation de puissance en utilisant la bibliothèque de modèle obtenu.
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Figure 12: Schéma du DCO conçu [24].
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Figure 13: Fréquence d’oscillation du DCO (fOSC) simulé à 27oC pendant 30 ans de dégradation pour
(a) le DCO et(b) le DCO fiable. Le résultat avant le stress est représenté par la ligne continue, après le
stress par une ligne pointillée et le modèle de vieillissement marquée par x.
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Figure 14: Analyse du∆ fosc/ fosc à 27oC pour(a) DCO et(b) fiable.
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Figure 15: Analyse du∆ fosc/ fosc à 150oC pour(a) DCO et(b) DCO fiable.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17: Variabilité du DCO, simulé stress avecfosc= 1 GHz pour 1000 de simulation Monte Carlo.
(a) DCO avecµ =1.020 GHz andσ =97.1 MHz ; et(b) DCO fiable avecµ =0.988 GHz andσ =94.7
MHz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18: Variabilité du DCO, simulé avec le modèle de vieillissement de 10 ans de stress avecfosc= 1
GHz pour 1000 de simulation Monte Carlo.(a)DCO avecµ =1.003 GHz etσ =95.9 MHz ; et(b) DCO
fiable avecµ =0.967 GHz etσ =92.7 MHz.
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PGA Dans cette partie, nous présentons pourquoi le circuitPGA (illustré dans les Figures19(a) et
19(b)) est naturellement fiable en utilisant la méthode d’analyse et synthèse développée dans les cas
précédents. La topologie la plus courante dans les applications multistandard est composée d’un filtre
RC actif et d’un amplificateur [4]. L’analyse de la variation des caractéristiques du PGA montre que
le choix des compromis dans une conception non-fiabilisée mène à un ensemble de caractéristiques de
l’environnement qui dégrade très peu le transistor. Une autre caractéristique notable est la versatilité de
la topologie en permettant la reconfiguration des paramètres du circuit.

+
−Vin

Vout
+
−

(a)

Vout
+
−

Vin

(b)

Figure 19: Schéma du PGA multi-bande :(a) filtre de bande base et(b) stage de gain programmable.

En ce qui concerne les contraintes de conception, la méthodologie de conception de circuits fiables
est capable de montrer que le PGA est naturellement insensible au vieillissement comme présenté dans
la conception du BLIXER. La fiabilité du PGA est ainsi directement contrôlée par la fiabilité des circuits
de contrôle. Ces circuits sont pour la pluspart des circuits numériques dont la fiabilité n’est pas traitée
dans ce travail.

CONCEPTION D’ UN FRONTAL RADIO FIABLE DANS UNE APPROCHEtop-down

La conception d’un frontal radio fiable vis-à-vis des contraintes imposées par la variabilité et le
vieillissement passe d’abord par une modélisation de l’architecture choisie. En connaissant les résultats
obtenus dans l’approchebottom-up, nous pouvons réaliser une analyse des impacts de la défaillance que
les blocs de construction peuvent causer aux caractéristiques spécifiées pour un frontal radio multistan-
dard. Les résultats obtenus durant l’analyse de sensibilité sont suffisants pour proposer des stratégies de
conception qui vont réduire les impacts aux caractéristiques du frontal radio. La fiabilisation du frontal
radio se concrétise en deux solutions différentes qui sont compatibles avec les caractéristiques spécifiées
pour un frontal radio multistandard. Ces deux solutions sont ainsi simulées en complétant le flot de con-
ception du frontal radio. Ces résultats de simulation sontcomparés au résultat de l’approchebottom-up
pour conclure les compromis qui sont pris en compte dans chaque stratégie.

MODÉLISATION DU FRONTAL RADIO La modélisation du frontal radio est faite en deux parties :
modèles comportemental et analytique. D’abord, nous avons proposé une modélisation comportementale
en VerilogA pour pouvoir simuler l’architecture au niveau système. La plupart des blocs de construc-
tion et modèles comportementaux sont disponibles pour la mise en œuvre de l’architecture du frontal
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radio [26]. Toutefois, l’ensemble des modèles ne dispose pas de caractéristiques nécessaires à la mise
en œuvre de la conception des circuits fiabilisés. Ainsi, nous présentons ces détails complémentaires de
mise en œuvre du modèle comportemental pour chaque bloc de construction. Les codes VerilogA sont
disponibles en annexe.

Ensuite, nous avons développé un modèle constructif pour l’architecture choisie. Ce modèle ana-
lytique nous permettra d’évaluer les caractéristiques du circuit et les variations de ces caractéristiques
en fonction des défaillances dans les blocs de construction. Le système des équations du modèle an-
alytique obtenu est aussi suffisamment complet pour permettre l’optimisation des caractéristiques de
l’architecture et des variations de ses caractéristiques.

ANALYSE DE DÉFAILLANCE DES BLOCS DE CONSTRUCTION Pour mettre en évidence l’analyse de
sensibilité de l’approche top-down, nous avons générédes conditions de défaillance hypothétiques pour
les blocs de construction. Ainsi, nous avons évalué l’impact que la défaillance peut causer sur les car-
actéristiques de l’architecture. Pour cela, nous avons d´ecrit un tableau de tests qui couvrent tous les cas de
défaillance des blocs de construction. Les résultats de l’analyse de défaillance des blocs de construction
sont illustrés par le Tableau2 et les Figure20 et21

Table 2: Tableau des cas de test de défaillance pour le frontal.

Cas PGA DCO BLIXER
défaillance défaillance défaillance

Pas de défaillance non non non
teste 1 non non oui
teste 2 non oui non
teste 3 non oui oui
teste 4 oui non non
teste 5 oui non oui
teste 6 oui oui non
teste 7 oui oui oui
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Figure 20: Résultats de simulation du Gain du frontal radiopour les cas de teste d’analyse de défaillance.
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Figure 21: Résultats de simulation du NF du frontal radio pour les cas de teste d’analyse de défaillance.

Table 3: Résultats de simulation du IP3 du frontal radio pour les cas de teste d’analyse de défaillance.

Cas IP3 (dBm)
Pas de défaillance 1.125

teste 1 2.127
teste 2 1.126
teste 3 2.127
teste 4 1.125
teste 5 2.127
teste 6 1.126
teste 7 2.127

Nous avons trouvé les éléments sensibles et les variations de performance les plus importantes. Nous
avons identifié l’amplificateur à gain programmable (PGA)en tant que bloc de construction le plus
sensible. La défaillance du circuit PGA est responsable dela dégradation du gain, du bruit, et de la
linéarité de l’architecture. Dans les signaux basse fréquence, l’oscillateur à commande numérique (DCO)
devient la principale source de dégradation de bruit. Par contre, c’est l’amplificateur de faible bruit
(BLIXER) qui est la principale source de dégradation de bruit en haute fréquence [27].

CONCEPTION DU FRONTAL RADIO FIABILISÉ En connaissant les sensibilités des blocs de construc-
tion et les impacts des défaillances sur les caractéristiques de l’architecture du frontal radio, nous avons
proposé une optimisation des caractéristiques de chaquebloc visant un meilleur compromis entre les
caractéristiques, la variabilité et le vieillissement.

D’abord, nous présentons le résultat d’analyse de l’architecture conçue par la méthode classique
en connaissant les caractéristiques des blocs de construction. Ensuite, nous discutons un ensemble de
stratégies qui peuvent guider une conception fiabilisée du frontal radio. Visant l’équilibre des con-
traintes dans les compromis de la conception, nous présentons deux solutions possibles dans la prise
de la décision pour un frontal radio fiabilisé.
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SIMULATION DU FRONTAL RADIO Le résultat obtenu par la méthode classique est comparé aux deux
solutions présentées, visant à démontrer les compromis qui ont été pris parmi les caractéristiques des
blocs de construction. Nous présentons les résultats simulés pour le gain, le bruit et la linéarité du frontal
radio. Ces résultats sont illustrés pas les Tableaux4, 5 et6 ; et Figures22 et23.

Table 4: Performances estimées pour les blocs des constructions du frontal radio.

BLIXER PGA DCO Architecture
G = 14 dB G = 20 dB VLO = 0.25 V G = 34.1 dB

NF = 3.5 dB NF = 10 dB L(1 MHz) = NF=
- 120 dBc/Hz 6.87 dB@5 MHz

fRF = 5.0 GHz fLO = 5.004 GHz fIF = 4 MHz
IP3 =1.1 dBm IP3 =10.0 dBm IP3 =1.12 dBm

Rin = 53Ω S11 = -15.0 dB

Table 5: Performances estimées pour les blocs des constructions du frontal radio fiabilisé avec la
stratégie 1.

BLIXER PGA DCO Architecture
G = 13.9 dB G = 16.8 dB VLO = 0.24 V G = 30.6 dB
NF = 3.51 dB NF = 10 dB L(1 MHz) = NF=

- 120 dBc/Hz 6.65 dB@5 MHz
fRF = 5.0 GHz fLO = 5.004 GHz fIF = 4 MHz
IP3 =1.09 dBm IP3 =10.05 dBm IP3 =1.09 dBm

Rin = 61Ω S11 = -10.0 dB

Table 6: Performances estimées pour les blocs des constructions du frontal radio fiabilisé avec la
stratégie 2.

BLIXER PGA DCO Architecture
G = 13.9 dB G = 16.8 dB VLO = 0.25 V G = 30.8 dB
NF = 3.84 dB NF = 10 dB L(1 MHz) = NF=

- 119.5 dBc/Hz 7.26 dB@5 MHz
fRF = 5.0 GHz fLO = 5.004 GHz fIF = 4 MHz
IP3 =0.16 dBm IP3 =10.05 dBm IP3 =0.16 dBm

Rin = 53Ω S11 = -14.8 dB

Avec les résultats de simulation du frontal radio, nous avons démontré la validité des discussions
développées durant l’analyse de sensibilité. En plus, nous présentons de manière très claire les compro-
mis présents possibles dans la prise de décision pour un frontal radio fiabilisé. Ainsi, les deux solutions
de conception du frontal radio fiabilisé vont constituer des points d’équilibre entre l’optimum de la car-
actéristique spécifiée et les variations des caractéristiques dues à la variabilité et au vieillissement.
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Figure 22: Simulation du gain du frontal radio, et les fiabilisées par les stratégies 1 et 2.
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Figure 23: Simulation du NF du frontal radio, et les fiabilis´ees par les stratégies 1 et 2.

FLOT DE CONCEPTION DES CIRCUITS FIABLES

A partir des expériences obtenues dans la conception du frontal radio, nous avons rassemblé les
étapes importantes du flot de conception des circuits fiables. Ainsi, nous proposons un nouveau flot de
conception pour les circuits AMS/RF qui prend en compte les compromis de la variabilité et du vieil-
lissement. Ensuite, nous pouvons démontrer comment ces compromis peuvent influencer les stratégies
de conception.

Le flot classique de conception de circuits a besoin des spécifications minimum et maximum des
performances. Souvent, les informations sur la technologie d’intégration et les blocs de construction
sont disponibles. L’ensemble de ces informations vont constituer ce qu’on appelle l’espace de concep-
tion, c’est-à-dire la description des caractéristiquesen fonction des choix de conception (par exemple
dimensionnement et polarisation).

Prenant en compte les spécifications de performance et la caractérisation de l’espace de conception,
une méthode de conception classique permet d’obtenir l’optimum pour les caractéristiques (ψ) des dis-
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positifs de bas niveau à partir des caractéristiques (Φ) des dispositifs de haut niveau. Si l’optimisation
prend déjà en compte la variabilité (comme en [18]) et que le stress de vieillissement n’est pas assez élevé
en comparaison aux besoins de fiabilité, il est possible quece circuit optimal satisfasse à l’évaluation de
défaillance. Donc, nous avons un circuit optimal et fiable comme il est apparu dans les exemples de
conception des circuits BLIXER et PGA. Pourtant, si la variation des caractéristiques du dispositif n’est
pas nulle, cela signifie qu’il a souffert soit de variabilit´e, soit de vieillissement.

C’est clair qu’il est important de refaire l’étape d’optimisation, mais il faut apporter des éléments qui
guideront l’optimiseur vers une solution aussi fiable. Donc, nous avons proposé l’analyse de sensibilité
des dispositifs comme point de départ de la fiabilisation ducircuit. Cette analyse est appliquée au même
modèle utilisé dans l’étape d’optimisation et va conduire à une mesure de faiblesse des dispositifs. Avec
l’expérience des concepteurs, ces chiffres vont constituer des poids pour le partage de la variation estimée
dans l’étape précédente entre les variations autorisées aux caractéristiques des dispositifs de bas niveau.

Le partage des variations est un problème classique de prise de décision qui peut converger à un
optimum ou présenter des points d’équilibre. Ainsi, nousdiscutons les stratégies possibles qui guideront
la prise de décision. Dans la conception du DCO, nous avons présenté une stratégie assez simple guidée
par les informations sur la variation de l’espace de conception. Cela signifie spécifier un nouveau jeu
des caractéristiques pour atteindre les spécifications du circuit pour un certain rendement et fiabilité.
Pourtant, ces stratégies peuvent être plus complexes et aboutir à un certain compromis pour relâcher la
conception d’un bloc et rendre stricte la conception d’autres blocs, comme dans l’exemple présenté dans
l’approche top-down.

Finalement, l’optimisation sera bouclée avec un nouveau jeu des caractéristiques à atteindre et un
espace de conception réduit. Il est bien possible que l’optimisation ne soit pas capable d’obtenir le nouvel
optimum qui va aboutir à la faisabilité du circuit avec sesspécifications de performance, rendement et
fiabilité. Par contre, s’il existe un optimum il pourra être fiable ou pas, ce qui va aboutir au besoin de
fiabilisation du circuit. La fiabilisation du circuit, que nous avons élaborée, constitue un nouveau flot
de conception qui prend en compte la variabilité et le vieillissement. Ce flot de conception des circuits
fiables est résumé dans la Figure24.

Pour mettre en évidence la faisabilité des circuits dans les compromis existants parmi leurs spécifications
de performance, rendement et fiabilité, nous démontrons ces compromis pour un oscillateur en anneau
avec 13 portes inverseurs. L’oscillateur en anneau est un circuit souvent utilisé pour évaluer une tech-
nologie d’intégration. Faisant varier la tension d’alimentation, nous pouvons analyser le compromis
entre consommation de puissance de chaque porte et sa vitesse par le délai de la porte.

Pourtant ces deux spécifications vont certainement changer avec la variabilité et le vieillissement des
transistors. Pour cela, nous allons simuler ce circuit conc¸u en CMOS 65 nm sous un stress de 27oC
de température, jusqu’à une tension d’alimentation 10 % plus grande que la valeur spécifiée dans la
technologie d’intégration et 30 ans de vieillissement. Nous mettons en évidence une variabilité proche
de 30 % et un vieillissement proche de 1 % pour le point optimumdu compromis entre consommation de
puissance et vitesse. Donc, nous mettrons en évidence que le vieillissement sera souvent négligeable par
rapport à la variabilité dans l’optimisation des compromis des performances en utilisant la technologie
CMOS 65 nm sous un stress comparable aux conditions d’environnement courantes.

CONCLUSION

Ce travail de thèse a proposé un nouveau flot de conception des circuits fiables en s’appuyant sur la
conception d’un frontal radio. Ainsi, nous arriverons à notre but principal qui était d’améliorer la con-
ception de circuits du frontal RF. Durant ce travail, nous sommes à la recherche de nouveaux compromis
imposés par la variabilité du transistor et dégradationpar vieillissement. D’après ce nouveau compro-
mis, nous avons proposé des stratégies de partage de la variation des caractéristiques des circuits entre
les caractéristiques des blocs de construction.

Dans la recherche de l’état-de-l’art, nous avons étudiéla physique des phénomènes de vieillissement
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Figure 24: Flot de conception des circuits fiables: illustration des étapes de conception.

et des conditions de conception du circuit qui permettent d’éviter le vieillissement et la variabilité des
transistors. Ensuite, nous avons étudié les sources de d´egradation (vieillissement et variabilité) et ses
tendances dans les technologies à l’échelle nanométrique. Enfin, nous avons présenté les méthodologies
de conception classiques, comparant les besoins imposés par la variabilité et la fiabilité des composants.

Nous avons mis en œuvre des circuits fiables pour le cas d’étude du frontal radio dans une approche
bottom-up. Par ailleurs, nous avons mis en œuvre l’architecture fiablepour le cas d’étude du frontal
radio dans une approchetop-down. Ainsi, nous avons pu lier les étapes de la conceptiontop-downet
bottom-updans une méthode générale qui est la proposition d’un nouveau flot de conception des circuits
fiables.

La conception des circuits fiables met en évidence le nouveau compromis entre les performances
nominales désirées, les attentes de rendement et de tempsde vie pour le circuit. Par la démonstration
des compromis imposés par le vieillissement et la variabilité des composants en CMOS 65 nm, nous
sommes capables de prédire les tendances dans les technologies à venir et mettre en évidence le besoin
d’un flot de conception des circuits AMS/RF qui prend en compte les dégradations des performances
pour le vieillissement et la variabilité.
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ABSTRACT

In this work, we have been motivated to innovate in RF front-end design. New analysis and synthesis
methodologies have been proposed including the variability and the ageing degradation in the center of
the design trade-off. Moreover, the variability and the ageing degradation criteria have motivated us to
propose changes in the classical design methodology with aim of a variability-aware and ageing-aware
synthesis. Thus, the main objective of this work has been to improve the design of AMS/RF front-
end circuits based on the investigation of a new trade-off imposed by transistor variability and ageing
degradation. Aiming the proposition of both agents of characteristics variation as design criteria, we
have designed a reliable RF front-end for a multi-standard application.

This state-of-the-art research has described, as best as weknow, the sources and the trends of the
device-performance variations. Variations will be separated asstatic or at time zero, anddynamicor
time-dependent variation. Thestaticvariations will be represented by integration of process variability
and devices mismatch. Thedynamicvariations will be represented by probabilistic events anddevice
ageing. The knowledge of the physical mechanisms of variability and ageing has been essential to
propose an improved design methodology aiming at more reliable devices. Furthermore, we have de-
scribed, as best as we know, the state-of-the-art of design methodologies. The challenges and solutions
for AMS/RF design in advanced CMOS technology have been presented. The classical design method-
ologies have been divided in three parts: architectural behavioral-model validation, electrical schematic
implementation, layout synthesis. Most of variability-aware design methodologies have presented worst-
corner and Monte Carlo simulation for design verification and performance estimation. However, some
few works have been describing the variability-aware design methodologies using behavioral modeling
and so improving the design optimization. Moreover, the reliability-aware design methodologies have
been mostly concentrated on reliability analysis around a nominal corner. Few works have presented the
combination of variability and ageing phenomena under a reliability analysis. Hence, we have identified
an opportunity to innovate by proposing the reliability estimation in early design stages.

We have innovated by proposing AMS/RF circuit reliability improvements during the design of the
multi-standard RF front-end using a bottom-up approach. First, the reliable-BLIXER design with a fail-
ure evaluation has been proposed in [23]. Next, the validation of a reliable-circuit synthesis method
using a DCO design has been conducted. By designing a classical- and a reliable-DCO, we have pub-
lished such analysis and discussions in [27] and [28]. Then, the PGA and the required elements to design
a reliable-PGA have been analyzed. Furthermore, we have innovated by proposing architecture relia-
bility improvements during the design of the RF front-end using a top-down approach. In this case, we
have discussed the design of a reliable architecture for RF front-end and the variation sharing strategies
to avoid an overdesign. We have published such analysis and discussions in [27]. Therefore, we have
innovated linking top-down and bottom-up approaches in a general method which has been the propo-
sition of a new AMS/RF design flow increasing the circuit reliability. The design of reliable circuits
has highlighted a new trade-off among typical performance specification, the yield requirements and the
circuit lifetime.

Therefore, our major objective has been successfully achieved; while improving the design of AMS/RF
front-end circuits based on the investigation of new trade-offs imposed by transistor variability and age-
ing. Finally, we could point some research perspectives in:new analysis tools, new design models, and
new synthesis methods; linking variability and ageing.
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L IST OF SYMBOLS

AMS Analog Mixed Signal
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
CAD Computer-Aided Design
DE Differential Evolution
DoE Design of Experiments
∆Φ Variation ofΦ (defined byΦworst = Φtyp±∆Φ)
D2D Die-to-die
EA Evolutionary Algorithms
EDA Electronic Design Automation
EM Electromigration
GP Geometric Program
HBD Hard Oxide Breakdown
HCI Hot Carrier Injection
IC Integrated Circuit
IP Intellectual Property
IP3 Third-order Input Intercept Point
LER Line Edge Roughness
LHS Latin Hypercube Sampling
MC Monte Carlo
MOS Metal Oxide Semiconductor
MTTF Median Time to Failure
NBTI Negative Bias Temperature Instability
NMOS n type MOS transistor
OTA Operational Transconductance Amplifier
Φ a general circuit or system performance
ψ a general circuit or system parameter
PA Power Amplifier
PDF Probability Density Function
PDK Process Design Kit
PMOS p type MOS transistor
QMC Quasi Monte Carlo
RDF Random Dopant Fluctuations
RF Radio Frequency
RSM Response Surface Model
SA Simulated Annealing
SBD Soft Oxide Breakdown
SiP Systems in a Package
SM Stress Migration
SoC Systems on Chip
SOI Silicon-On-Insulator
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TDDB Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown
VDS Drain-to-source voltage
VGD Gate-to-drain voltage
VGS Gate-to-source voltage
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Sub-nanometer CMOS technology has emerged new yield and reliability challenges [1]. The next
generation of analog-mixed signal (AMS) and radio frequency (RF) circuits may be touched by an in-
crease in failure rate during all circuit operation-time. Classical design methodologies often look for
the basic design criteria: die area, power consumption and speed; in terms of exploiting the technology
limits. The optimum is the design point where we have the specified performance.

The increasing transistor variability has proved to be big enough to find a large number of chip sam-
ples with performance far away from the specification. This phenomenon is known as yield reduction.
The yield can be defined as the ratio of chip samples which meetthe design specifications and of all
chip samples in a context of a complete production process. However, yield concept cannot measure the
number of chip samples which still meet the design specifications in a context of continuous use under a
known environment condition.

The transistor ageing is the agent of circuit characteristic changes under stressful environment con-
dition during a period of time. The specified period of time isincluding a time-varying concept into
circuit performance quality. If such a period of time is zeroand so it is the complete production process
moment; we measure the circuit yield which should be better than specified. If the circuit performance
quality drops out of the specification, the time when it occurs is defined as the circuit lifetime. Combin-
ing stressful environment condition and the circuit lifetime, the reliability is defined as the ability of a
circuit to conform to its specifications over a specified period of time and under specified conditions.

In order to evaluate the reliability of a circuit, we assume that a circuit is composed ofn statistical
identical and independent parts that were put into operation at timet = 0. The empirical reliability of a
circuit can be defined according to

R̂(t) =
u(t)
n

, (1.1)

whereu(t) represents how many parts did not yet fail at timet. It can be noted that the behavior ofu(t)
is a continuous decreasing step function. A direct application of the law of large numbers (n→ ∞) yields
thatR̂(t) converges to the reliability functionR(t) [29].

Theλ̂ (t) is the empirical failure rate and it is given by

λ̂ (t) =
u(t)−u(t +δt)

u(t)δt
(1.2)

λ̂ (t) =
R̂(t)− R̂(t +δt)

δtR̂(t)
,

converges to the failure rate expressed by

λ (t) =
−dR(t)

dt

R(t)
(1.3)

for n → ∞, δt → 0 andnδt → 0 [29]. Considering that at timet = 0, the circuit executes its functions
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Figure 1.1: Bath Tub Curve representing the typical shape ofthe failure rate of a circuit composed ofn
statistical independent parts

perfectly, that meansR(0) = 1. In this case, the reliability function can be defined as

R(t) = e−
∫ t

0 λ(x)dx. (1.4)

Analyzing the equation (1.4), it can be seen that the reliability function depends of thebehavior ofλ (t).
In fact,λ (t) has a typical shape represented in Fig.1.1. This curve is denominatedbathtub curvedue to
its shape and it is described by three parts:

• Decreasing Failure Rate- the failures that occurs when the circuit is first introduced as a result
of momentary weakness in materials or in the item’s production process. At this point, the design
should improve the circuit yield by the simulation of the integration process parameters variation.

• Constant Failure Rate- the period whenλ (t) can be approximated by a constant. It corresponds
to the useful life of the circuit and it is reduced in advancedtechnologies when the sizes are shrunk
and the ageing degradations are increased.

• Increasing Failure Rate- the end of the circuit’s operation, the circuit lifetime isachieved due to
wearout and ageing degradation. In sub-nanometer integrated circuits (IC), it begins earlier and is
strongly dependent on the circuit and its operation conditions.

1.1 MOTIVATION

Since the advent of mobile phones, radio frequency (RF) front-end architectures were requiring in-
creased technology innovations in a shortened time-to-market. At the beginning, the radio circuits are
concerned in transmission of narrow signal bandwidth, a single service using a simple RF standard, and
sometimes a double-talk communication was not required. Injust few years, the humanity demands
have changed a lot. Thus, the RF front-end architectures have been improved in the direction of wide-
bandwidth, multi-standard, opportunistic radio and cognitive radio.

These improvements have been the base of new mobile generations. The called first-generation
was an analog-based RF architecture for voice transmissiononly. The second-generation push forward
the data rates to tenths of kilobits per second and it has innovated with the text message functionality.
The third-generation has transformed the radio in a wireless multimedia center and so requiring the
coexistence of different standards (like Bluetooth/UMTS/WCDMA) in a single or a multi-path front-end
having data rates of some megabits per second. The fourth-generation is just beginning with the LTE
standard, but the radio users expect GPS service, digital television, and WLAN Internet connection in a
single wireless device which could also be able to do voice and text messages transmission.
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Beside the RF front-end architecture research, integratedcircuit (IC) technologies have been fol-
lowing the famous Moore’s Law. IC technologies have achieved shrunk dimensions, lower power con-
sumption, and increased limit-frequency. Area, power consumption and speed have become the basic
trade-off for a circuit design mostly digital. Analog circuits have added gain, noise and linearity perfor-
mance, forming a complex design trade-off challenge.

The IC technology node evolution has achieved the 100 nm barrier, moving inside of the molec-
ular dimensions. Thus, the old drawback of circuit variability became the major agent of performance
variation and the circuit yield a new trade-off challenge. With the advent of the important amount of vari-
ability the optimum-point design has become a region of one,two or moreσ depending of the desired
yield. The easiest way is to design the maximum and minimum circuit characteristics as the worst-case
of such characteristics. The cost is imposing margins of circuit failure leading to an overdesigned cir-
cuit. The argument in opposition of a worst-case design is that such design does not take the statistical
characteristic into account, but it is just a modified deterministic design.

CMOS ageing phenomena are known since the 70’s decade, whilecircuits shall be stressed over
its normal operation conditions to present ageing degradations. This subject has disappeared of the
state-of-the-art for some decades to be back to the focus of research in the advent of the under 100 nm
IC technologies. Why has ageing become so important in thesedimensions? The ageing trends are
very worrying because threshold voltage and voltage sourcedid not keep pace during the dimension
shrinking. Therefore, the very improbable operation condition which could stress the circuit is now the
usual environment condition.

Most of ageing phenomena research is focused on ageing analysis, developing new estimation tools
of circuit characteristics after some lifetime. Over 100 nmIC technologies, the circuit lifetime was near
the infinity because the IC industry was sure that such a circuit would be replaced before its lifetime is
achieved. Under 100 nm IC technologies, the IC industry has no more this guarantee because the circuit
lifetime has become smaller than the before-expected time to replace the circuits. Therefore, ageing may
change the statistical characteristics of the circuits during its lifetime. The easy and costly solution is
using bigger margins and redundant circuits.

However, in spite of the advantages of the fourth-generation of mobile, the implementation of the fu-
ture radios will require more and more shrunk IC technology dimensions, complex AMS circuits aiming
an ADC just after the antenna, and multi-mode reconfigurableRF circuits. The future of telecommuni-
cations faces a number of design challenges which may be summarized as [5]:

• Flexibility in terms of wireless standards leads to multi-standard radios. Aiming the operation over
a variety of different specifications, multi-standard radios need to be implemented with reconfig-
urable building blocks that can adapt to each standard specification and different signal conditions.

• Integrationin terms of more and more functionalities in a single chip is leading to sub-nanometer
IC technologies. Thus, the power supply is reduced and the limit-frequency is near the required
speed. Moreover, the system performance may change during time pushed by the increasing vari-
ability and ageing degradation.

• Optimizationin terms of single optimum is no longer the case. A multi-standard radio has mul-
tiples optima at least one for each standard specification. Furthermore, the integration challenges
have transformed an optimum point in a region which may change during the circuit lifetime.

In this scenario, we are motivated to innovate in RF front-end design proposing new analysis and
synthesis methodologies including the variability and theageing degradation in the center of the design
trade-off. Moreover, the variability and the ageing degradation criteria motivate us to propose changes
in the classical design methodology aiming a variability-aware and ageing-aware synthesis.
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1.2 STUDY CASE DESIGN

The multi-standard wireless applications require the mostadvanced IC technology [5], and thus we
will study a design of an RF front-end in CMOS 65 nm. The wide-band specification and multiple
frequency carriers will require a reconfigurable architecture. Although the many imposed challenges,
one of the most advantageous architectures for such application is the direct conversion architecture.
Moreover, such an architecture can easily be converted to the digital low-IF architecture if required.
Hence, the RF front-end shown in Figure1.2was chosen [5].

DCO

WBLNA

PGA

Mixer

Mixer

PGA

Q

I

BLIXER LP Filter + PGA

LP Filter + PGA

Figure 1.2: RF front-end architecture for multi-standard wireless applications: illustration [5].

The RF front-end has three main blocks: the BLIXER [2], aggregating a balun, a wide-band low
noise amplifier, and an I-Q mixer; the digital controlled oscillator (DCO) [3], and the programmable gain
amplifier (PGA) together with the low-pass filter [4]. The common functions of the direct conversion RF
front-end were aggregated according to the available transistor level schematics.

The BLIXER, proposed in [2], avoids the area-consuming on-chip inductors deliveringthe signal at
base-band by the I-Q mixer. Therefore, the area cost is lowerwith some trade-offs in noise performance
and linearity. The receiver has often a single-ended RF-input which requires an external broadband balun
and its accompanying losses. However, the BLIXER has two amplifier paths with signal phase opposition
and common input noise which can be ideally canceled with thedifference of the balanced outputs.

The DCO, proposed in [3], uses digital ring-gates interpolation avoiding inductors but guaranteeing a
low phase noise performance. The trade-offs in the DCO is among limited resolution, design complexity,
and power consumption. The advantage of the DCO is exploiting the digital domain with an all-digital
phase locked-loops (ADPLL) and a time to digital converter (TDC), increasing the DCO reconfigurable
capability. This characteristic is very probable in ageingstress environment, and it could mitigate the
performance variations.

The PGA with the low-pass filter acts like a natural anti-aliasing filter and signal swing control for the
following ADC. That is why a multi-mode, multi-band active-RC filter and tuning circuits are interesting
for multi-standard applications [4]. The trade-offs are power and area consumption which allows the
desired versatility and good linearity. The PGA versatility could also mitigate the performance variations.

The key performances of the RF front-end were defined in a context of multi-standard application
requirements [5]. The RF front-end architecture specifications are summarized in Table1.1.

1.3 OBJECTIVE

The main objective of this work is to improve the design of AMS/RF front-end circuits based on
the investigation of new trade-offs imposed by transistor variability and ageing degradation. Aiming at
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Table 1.1: RF front-end architecture specifications of a multi-standard application [5].

Operational Frequency 1 GHz - 6 GHz
Bandwidth (max) 20 MHz

Gain > 30 dB
NF 3.5 dB @ 1 GHz - 6 dB @ 6 GHz
IP3 > 0 dBm
S11 <−10 dB

the proposition of both agents of characteristics variation as design criteria, we will design a reliable RF
front-end. Thus, we can enumerate our sub-objectives whichwill complete the main objective, as

1. Study the ageing phenomena physics and the circuit designconditions to avoid ageing degradation

2. Study variability and ageing degradation sources and trends in sub-nanometer IC technologies

3. Study the classical design methodology comparing to the variability-aware and reliability-aware
needs

4. Propose the reliable-circuit design of the design study case in a bottom-up approach

5. Propose the reliable-architecture design of the design study case in a top-down approach

6. Propose the generalization of the synthesis method linking bottom-up and top-down approaches

7. Demonstrate the transistor variability and ageing degradation trade-off in CMOS 65 nm

1.4 ORGANIZATION

During this chapter, we presented the basic concepts of circuit reliability and the reliability defini-
tions in CMOS technology. Introducing this work, we are motivated to innovate in RF front-end design
proposing new analysis and synthesis methodologies, including the variability and the ageing degrada-
tion in the center of the design trade-offs. The chosen studycase design is an RF front-end architecture.
Hence, our main objective is to improve the design of AMS/RF front-end circuits based on the investi-
gation of new trade-offs imposed by transistor variabilityand ageing degradation.

Chapter2 describes, as best as we know, the sources and the trends of the device-performance vari-
ations. Variations will be separated asstatic or at time zero, anddynamicor time-dependent variation.
Thestaticvariations will be represented by integration process variability and devices mismatch. Thedy-
namicvariations will be represented by probabilistic events anddevice ageing. At Chapter2, we present
the knowledge of the physical mechanisms of variability andageing which is essential to propose im-
proved design methodologies aiming at more reliable devices.

Chapter3 describes, as best as we know, the state-of-the-art of design methodologies, the possible
solutions and the not solved challenges for AMS/RF design inadvanced CMOS technology. Thus, the
classical design methodologies can be divided into three parts: architectural behavioral-model valida-
tion, electrical schematic implementation, layout synthesis. Most of the basic steps among the different
synthesis levels rely on powerful numerical optimization tools coupled to performance estimation tools.
Most of variability-aware design methodologies present the worst-corner and the Monte Carlo simula-
tion for design verification and performance estimation. However, some few works are describing the
variability-aware design methodologies using behavioralmodeling and so improving the design opti-
mization. Moreover, the reliability-aware design methodologies are mostly concentrated on reliability
analysis around a nominal corner. Few works present the combination of variability and ageing phenom-
ena under a reliability analysis. Hence, we identify the opportunity to innovate proposing the reliability
estimation in early design stages.
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Chapter4 proposes the reliable-circuit design for the BLIXER, the DCO, and the PGA. First, we
decided to represent variability and ageing degradations using simple transistor electrical characteristics
as drain current, transconductance and threshold voltage.Using a CMOS 65 nm characterization, we are
able to propose a nominal circuit design. Unfortunately, not all optimum circuits are reliable circuits.
Then, we propose a failure analysis to early estimate how reliable the circuit is. Using the electrical
characteristics variation to represent variability and ageing degradations, we can discuss some design
strategies improving the circuit reliability in a bottom-up approach.

Chapter5 proposes the reliable-architecture design for the RF front-end architecture using a top-
down approach. Now, the challenges turn in characterizing the building blocks reliability and identifying
system-level failure conditions. Thus, we develop failureanalysis to early estimate how reliable the
architecture is. Architecture design strategies not oftenlead to an optimum design, but more likely in
some trade-off equilibrium. In such an equilibrium, the designer should suppose some trade-offs among
the specified performance, variability and ageing degradation. In Chapter5, we present some simulation
results of two different strategies and the design trade-offs found.

Chapter6 organizes the experiences gained in the design of the reliable RF front-end in a design
flow. Thus, we propose a new design flow for AMS/RF circuits that takes into account the variability
and ageing trade-offs. During Chapter6, we develop a comprehensive discussion around the design
strategies and how they lead to an optimum or equilibrium on variation sharing. After that, we present
the variability and the ageing as new design criteria imposing new design challenges. Moreover, we
complete the discussion presenting how that trade-off can influence the design strategies.

Chapter7 concludes this work resuming how we achieve the main objective and the sub-objectives.
Thus, we enumerate the main contributions of this work and our publications during this research. Fi-
nally, we can discuss future trends in CMOS technologies andhighlight the needs imposed in an AMS/RF
circuits design flow taking into account the ageing and variability performance degradation.
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CHAPTER 2

VARIABILITY AND AGEING IN ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Technology scaling will continue imposing new criteria forIC design. The variability and ageing
will be challenges to future RF devices, just as today challenges arise from area and power consumption.
Die size, chip yields, and design productivity have thus farlimited transistor integration in VLSI designs.
However the market needs more functions, circuit reconfiguration, and multi-standard operation.

In advanced technologies, transistor leakage continues toincrease. There are leakage avoidance,
tolerance, and control techniques. However, as technologyscales further, new challenges will emerge,
such as variability, single-event upsets, and device ageing degradation. These problems will inevitably
lead to inherent unreliability in components, posing serious design and test challenges. Even today,
design methodologies attempt to consider variability and ageing issues, but both problems are not seen
as the same trends. It copes with variability in transistor performance through careful design, as well
as testing for different product quality binning. With continued technology scaling, the impact of these
issues is becoming greater, and design for reliability techniques shall be required dealing effectively with
such issues.

Random dopant fluctuations, negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) and hot carrier injection
(HCI) cause variation in transistor parameters. Sub-wavelength lithography, which generates line edge
roughness (LER) and thus variation in the device performance, will continue until extreme-ultraviolet
technology becomes available. Electromigration (EM), which is a transport of mass in metals, causes
LER and thus variation in the passive device performances. EM will increase with high current density
stress in shrunk interconnections. The increasing power density increases heat flux, leading to greater
demand on the power distribution system and increasing NBTIphenomenon. This greater demand pro-
vokes voltage variations, as well as hot spots on the die withincreased leakage power consumption. Soft
oxide breakdown (SBD) also increases the leakage power consumption, changes the voltage distribution
leading the circuit to more HCI and finally to fail.

Thus, systems designs are facing static (integrated process variability) and dynamic (circuit ageing
degradation) variations [30]. Most of design methodologies optimize performance, area, and power
consumption. However, they ignore performance variation in the presence of variability and ageing.
To include them, a complex-design optimization capability, taking into account all variation sources
and their characteristics, is needed. Therefore, it is veryimportant for the development of new design
methodologies, studying techniques to avoid and to mitigate the variability and the ageing.

Process variability and device reliability have similar consequences. The first is partly responsible
for device infant mortality and the second for device ageingfailure. Moreover, the reliability constraints
shall be included to the design techniques as the variability constraints are already included. Therefore,
it is important to understand the physical phenomena (NBTI,HCI, EM and SBD) in the operation en-
vironment and the sources of variability. Both informations will help the proposition of a new design
methodology including variability and ageing degradations.
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2.2 SOURCES OFVARIABILITY

Process variation is defined as the deviation from designed values for a layout structure or circuit
parameter. These variations may differ in their causes and consequences. Thus, the circuit variability
is the set of the process parameters variations, misalignments of the integration masks, and the conse-
quences in the circuit performance among different samples. The variability has long been a critical issue
in integrated circuit (IC) design.

IC performance variations is caused by two groups of factors[6]:

• Environmental factorsarise during the circuit operation, and include variationsin power supply
voltage, noise coupling among nets and temperature. They depend on time, schematic topology,
and external agents. They are also called temporal (or dynamic) variations, and directly impact
the circuit reliability. They have always been analyzed at the local parameters (or performance)
variation.

• Physical factorsarise during manufacturing and result in structural deviceand interconnect pa-
rameter variations. They include Random Dopant Fluctuations (RDF) and Line Edge Roughness
(LER), causing connections, active and passive devices variability. Such variations are essentially
permanent; they are also called spatial variations, and mayreduce the parametric yield, and poten-
tially introduce catastrophic yield loss. They have alwaysbeen analyzed at the global parameters
(or performance) variation. In the advanced technologies,the physical factors are also responsible
for an increasing local parameters (or performance) variation. In fact, the ICs (like multi-core
processors) are large enough that the old global sources of variation become local parameters vari-
ations.

Thus, the physical parameter variations can be classified into two categories: Die-to-die (D2D) and
Within-die (WID) [7]. D2D are global variations, resulting from lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer, and a por-
tion of the within-wafer variations. They affect all transistors and interconnections on a die equally.
WID are local variations, consisting of random and systematic components inducing different electrical
characteristics across a die.

In spite of the different factors and categories of sources of variability, we will deal with them as
a variation of the device performance. At this point, we shall understand the sources of variability.
Therefore, this knowledge consists in an important step in order to propose new design methodologies
taking the variability into account.

2.2.1 DIE-TO-DIE (D2D) VARIATIONS

The D2D is the difference of some parameter values across supposed identical dies. Those dies are
either fabricated on the same wafer, or different wafers, orcome from different lots, resulting in the
denominations lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer, and within-wafer variations.

In circuit design, the D2D is typically modeled with the samedeviation with respect to the mean of
such parameters across all devices or structures on any chip. The parameters often modeled are:

• the transistor model (e.g. BSIM4) parameters,

• wire width and length on a given layer connection, and

• resistivity, and permittivity on passive devices.

It is assumed that each contribution in the D2D variation is due to different physical and independent
sources. Such assumption is usually sufficient to lump thesecontributions into a single effective D2D
variation component with a unique mean and variance.

Thus, a parameter (or characteristic) distribution can be obtained by silicon measurements from a
large number of randomly selected devices across chips on some wafers (or and lots). Then, the mean
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and variance are estimated from the approximately normal distribution of these devices. In this approach,
named the lumped statistics [6], the details of the physical sources of these variations are not considered.
The combined set of underlying deterministic as well as random contributions is simply lumped into a
combined random statistical description.

2.2.2 WITHIN -DIE (WID) VARIATIONS

The WID is the spatial parameter deviation within a single die. Such WID variation may have several
sources depending on the physics of the manufacturing steps. In the designer’s point of view, the concern
is how a WID variation may impact on performance or parametric yield of the circuits. Moreover, the
WID variation contributes to the loss of matched behavior between nearby structures. Individual MOS
transistors or/and segments of signal lines may vary differently from designed or nominal values (e.g.
RDF). They may also differ unintentionally from each other (e.g. LER).

Two sources of WID variations are particularly important:

• Wafer-levelvariations are small fluctuations across the spatial range of the die. Chemical and/or
physical steps on IC layers deposition and/or polishing might introduce systematic variations
across the die.

• Layout dependenciesmay create additional variations that are inherent to the component and its
neighborhood. These variations are due to photolithographic interactions, plasma etch micro-
loading, layer deposition and polishing, or other causes. The range of such perturbations can vary
between microns to millimeter range. The line distortions in exposure and distortions in lens and
other elements of the lithographic system are within the range of a micron or less. However, the
film thickness variations arising in chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) and chemical or physical
vapor deposition (CVD or PVD) may occur in the millimeter range.

While such variations may be systematic in any given die, theset of these variations across differ-
ent dies may have a random distribution. A random-WID parameter variation fluctuates randomly and
independently from device-to-device. A systematic-WID parameter variation results from a repeatable
and governing principle. In this case, the device-to-device correlation is empirically determined as a
function of the distance between the devices. Although systematic-WID variations exhibit a correlated
behavior, the profile of these variations can randomly change from D2D. From a designer’s perspective,
systematic-WID variations behave as continuous and smoothcorrelated random-WID variations [7].

2.3 VARIABILITY TRENDS

The ITRS report [31] has expected that the manufacturing variations will continue increasing rela-
tively to their nominal values. Some of the technology parameters and their 3σ variations are summa-
rized in Table2.1. It is remarkable that the 3σ variability is becoming more significant in comparison to
the nominal value with the technology shrinking. Furthermore, the WID variations were reported being
significantly increasing, which brings the structure-mismatch as the most important concern.

Table 2.1: Technology process parameter (nominal/3σ variations): ITRS report trends.

Leff (nm) Tox (nm) W (µm) H (µm) ρ (mΩ)
250/80 5.0/0.40 0.80/0.20 1.2/0.30 45/10
180/60 4.5/0.36 0.65/0.17 1.0/0.30 50/12
120/45 4.0/0.39 0.50/0.14 0.9/0.27 55/15
100/40 3.5/0.42 0.40/0.12 0.8/0.27 60/19
70/33 3.0/0.48 0.30/0.10 0.7/0.25 75/25
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The ITRS report [31] had shown even worst results for theVth parameter, summarized in Table2.2. At
this point, the variability is achieving values comparableto the nominal value. These trends indicate that
it will not be possible anymore to design an IC without a careful variability analysis and management.

Table 2.2: Technology process variability: ITRS report trends.

L (nm) 250 180 130 90 65 45 32 22
Vth (mV) 450 400 330 300 280 200 150 100
σVth (mV) 21 23 27 28 30 33 47 57

The state-of-the-art [15, 6, 32] has investigated the trends of the process-induced variations in tech-
nologies beyond 22 nm. Following the technology scaling trends, CMOS devices are expected to con-
tinue shrinking over the next two decades. While the semiconductor industry looks toward the 22nm
technology node, some manufacturers are considering a transition from planar CMOS transistors to the
three-dimensional (3D) FinFET device architecture. Beyond a 22nm node device, the thin width might
be on the order of 10-15nm. As such devices approach the dimensions of the silicon lattice; they can no
longer be described, designed, modeled, or interpreted as continuous semiconductor devices. In contrast,
the process variability comparisons show that SOI FinFETs are likely to have superior matching char-
acteristics [32]. Thin height and width are likely to be more easily controlled in the SOI process, while
the bulk process faces significant manufacturing and process control challenges. Therefore, the beyond
22nm devices will need new analysis and synthesis tools, breaking the CMOS paradigm.

2.4 AGEING PHYSICAL PHENOMENA

The physical phenomena responsible for the most ageing degradation in active devices are

• Hot Carrier Injection (HCI),

• Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) and

• Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB).

On the other hand, the passive devices also have ageing degradation, mostly caused by

• Electromigration (EM).

The ageing physical phenomena degrade the circuit performance with crystalline structure defaults which
changes the device parameters. The NBTI and the HCI are responsible for traps at substrate-oxide
interface. These interface traps are dangling bonds no longer hydrogen passivated. The reaction and
diffusion model is the most accepted model for interface trap creation in both physical phenomena. The
microscopic model and the hydrogen role in present and future technologies are described; they are the
basis of the reaction and diffusion model and also explain the TDDB event.

2.4.1 HOT CARRIER INJECTION (HCI)

Hot carrier injection is the phenomenon in solid state devices or semiconductors where either an
electron or a hole gains sufficient kinetic energy to overcome a potential barrier, becoming ahot carrier,
and then migrates to a different area of the device. In electronic devices, this phenomenon occurs at the
end of the drain junction of a transistor in saturation, as illustrated in Figure2.1. These energetic carriers
injected can get trapped or cause interface states to be generated, and then these defaults lead to threshold
voltage shifts and transconductance degradation of MOS devices.
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Figure 2.1: Interface traps in MOS structure under HCI degradation: illustration.

The first report of HCI measurements was done in 1970. The workof Hisashi Haraet al. [33]
have reported a new instability found in p- and n-channel MOStransistors. The phenomenon occurs
when a higher voltage in an excess of a breakdown voltage is applied to the drain electrode, so that the
breakdown voltage drifts to a higher value and the drain current also increases. They highlighted that:

1. the semiconductor surface near the drain becomes p-like in the n-channel transistors and n-like in
the p-channel transistors and thus the active channel length is shortened,

2. this is caused by charging of the gate oxide due to injection of electrons or holes generated during
the drain avalanche breakdown, and

3. electron and hole injections are much affected by electric field across the oxide over the drain
junction.

The research [1] has proven that the HCI in NMOS devices are more significant than in PMOS devices.
The reason is to becomehot, and enter the conduction band of the dielectric, an electron must gain a
kinetic energy of 3.3 eV (for an SiO2 dielectric), however for holes the valence band offset dictates, they
must have a kinetic energy of 4.6 eV. Therefore, the holes arecalled muchcooler than electrons (lower
mobility), and suffer less HCI than electrons. However, thestate-of-the-art has presented that PMOS
devices suffer bigger consequences in the parameters degradation even the physical causes are smaller
[34].

Later, for the injection of hot carriers into the dielectric, four distinguished injection mechanisms
were studied [35]:

1. Channel hot-electron (CHE) injection - when theVGD is approximately equal zero and theVGS is
very high, the hot carriers are attracted to the gate and gainenough energy from the electric field
across the channel to surmount the Si/SiO2 barrier at the drain end of the channel. It is normally
identified by as a gate leakage current.

2. Drain avalanche hot-carrier (DAHC) injection - with veryhigh VGS and a highVGD, the hot car-
riers enter in avalanche multiplication. Measurement is difficult as both carrier types are injected
simultaneously as substrate and gate leakage currents.

3. Secondary generated hot-electron (SGHE) injection - under photo electron-hole pairs induced gen-
eration, the high field region near the drain injects both carriers causing the DAHC as a secondary
effect.

4. Substrate hot-electron (SHE) injection - with a high positive or negativeVSB bias, then the carriers
in the substrate are driven to the Si/SiO2 interface which gain further kinetic energy in the surface
depletion region. It is normally identified by a substrate leakage current.

Published works have demonstrated several mechanisms which can cause HCI, when the transistor
is under stress condition. First, the carriers are accelerated by the strength of the electric field. Then, a
carrier gains kinetic energy in the electric field, which happens only while it has aroom to run. Thisroom
is essentially the mean-free path of the carrier. As mean-free path decreases with increasing temperature
then low operating temperatures can be a problem.
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Circuit designs, which use too high voltage coupled with small dielectric thickness, will create
stronger field across the layer and increase the presence of hot carriers. Removal of the stress may
anneal some of the interface traps, but these traps are only present at the drain junction of the transistor.
As a result, this degradation cannot be recovered in most cases.

The developed models for HCI focused on the leakage gate or substrate current increase and the
threshold voltage shift. The most accepted model for HCI degradation is the power law dependence on
the stress time. In 2007, Wanget al. [36] have characterized the model of Reaction-Diffusion mecha-
nism (R-D model) for HCI stress in 65 nm CMOS technology. Their work shows the threshold voltage
degradation∆Vth due to HCI and the mobility degradation expressed as a function of interface traps, as
the same in negative bias temperature instability (NBTI). Normally, both phenomena have their device
degradation modeled equally, but their environment stressconditions are different.

In order to avoid, or at least minimize hot carrier degradation, several device design modifications
can be made. These are for example a bias control, larger channel length, double diffusion of source
and drain, and graded-doped drain junctions to name a few. Then, these hot-carriers-related device
instabilities have become a major reliability concern in modern MOS transistors. They are expected to
get worse in future generation of devices. Therefore, the study of the fundamental physical processes
that result in device parameter variation due to HCI is essential to provide guidelines avoiding such HCI
degradation. It has been the subject of numerous studies andis one of the challenges in sub-nanometer
MOS reliability.

2.4.2 NEGATIVE BIAS TEMPERATURE INSTABILITY (NBTI)

The negative bias temperature instability is a physical phenomenon which generates positive charges
and interface traps in Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) structures under negative gate bias stress and
mostly at elevated temperature, illustrated in Figure2.2. At these conditions, the interaction of inversion
layer with hydrogen-passivated Si atoms can break the Si-H bonds, creating an interface trap and one H
atom, that can diffuse away from the interface (through the oxide) or anneal an existing trap [37]. The
NBTI is mostly observed in PMOS transistors (p-type MOSFET), because in this case the positive oxide
charge and positive interface charge are additive.
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Figure 2.2: Interface traps in MOS structure under NBTI degradation: illustration.

A single microscopic model of NBTI is not fully established yet. One of the most accepted model
is the reaction-diffusion model (R-D model), that attributes NBTI-induced degradation to a loss of pas-
sivated Si-H bonds at the oxide/Si interface and diffusion of hydrogen related species away from the
interface. Mostly, the hydrogen release from the substrate/gate-oxide interface states and the hole trap-
ping in the gate oxide are cited causes of NBTI [1].

The NBTI has already been reported 45 years ago, its effect has first been published by Miura and
Matukura in 1966 [38]. The authors investigated a 300 nm SiO2, thermally grown in a dry oxygen
atmosphere, on an n-type silicon substrate. The metal contact was formed of aluminum. This MOS
structure was stressed at a temperature of 300o C at different gate voltages. The stress at each voltage
was retained until the saturated degradation, which was then measured. Miura and Matukura proposed
an electrochemical reaction under the influence of the strong electric field at the Si/SiO2 interface. This
reaction leads to positively charged oxygen vacancies in the SiO2 film. As this mechanism proceeds at
higher electric fields, it dominates the ion migration process which saturates at large bias [38].
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Then, the NBTI was further characterized by researchers at Bell Laboratories, Fairchild Semicon-
ductor, and RCA Laboratories. The effect was remarkable that an increase in positive charge under
negative gate bias implicated a mechanism distinct from themigration of mobile ions [39]. The diffusion
of hydrogen in poly-Si (poly silicon) gate, the dependence of the phenomenon on the oxide thickness
and a variety of diffusing species (H-protio, H-deuterium or H2), were observed. Also, the relaxation
or recovery of the chemical bonds degradation were observedimmediately after the stress voltage has
been reduced, but not all degradation can be annealed and theremained interface traps are cumulative,
reducing the circuit reliability.

The NBTI is typically seen as a threshold voltage shift aftera negative bias stress has been applied
to a PMOS transistor and later the degradation of channel carrier mobility as well as the driven current
are observed [1]. Therefore, if the NBTI occurs, then the most important transistor parameters degraded
are:

• decreasing transconductancegm,

• decreasing linear drain currentId,lin and saturation currentId,sat,

• decreasing channel mobilityµe f f,

• decreasing subthreshold slopeS,

• increasing off currentIo f f , and

• increasing absolute value of the threshold voltageVth.

At DC operation, the NBTI rapidly shifts the threshold voltage. However, under AC operation condi-
tion, the recovery time may result in less severe shift in device parameters over a long term, if compared
to the DC result. Moreover, at 50% duty cycle, the∆Vth (threshold voltage shift) is less than one-half of
its DC value [39]. A little or no frequency was noticed dependence up to 500 kHz, but then decreasing
further above 2 MHz [39].

There are two important factors for accurate NBTI modeling:

• the physics of the degradation mechanisms have to be modeledas precisely as possible

• the experimental and measurement setup must lead to an exactdescription of the device state.

First, the physics of NBTI is very complex, and up to now it is well modeled by the R-D model. The
model describes the trap generation and annealing as a powerlaw dependence with the time of stress and
the time of recovery. The most used parameter as a measure of degradation is∆Vth. Wanget al. [36] have
already characterized the R-D model for NBTI stress in 65 nm CMOS technology. Last, S. Mahapatra
and M. A. Alam in 2008 [40] wrote an article which discusses the NBTI models and measured results,
suggesting a common framework in all technologies for NBTI physical mechanism. The [40] highlights
discrepancies on measured results, and points out ambiguities as a consequence of measurement artifacts.
This conclusion was found with new measurements applying the on-the-fly measure technique developed
by M. Denais et al. in 2004 [41] for ∆Vth characterization.

2.4.3 TIME DEPENDENTDIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN (TDDB)

One of the major factors presently assumed to be limiting thereliable lifetime of CMOS integrated
circuits is the occurrence of the first failure (breakdown) of the gate dielectric. This phenomenon called
time dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) and its physical mechanism is not yet fully understood
[42]. The stochastic nature makes it difficult to determine the exact extrapolation of time-to-first event at
operating conditions; and moreover, if the first event is sufficient for an observable circuit failure [8].
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The gate dielectric layer has represented the critical component of metal-oxide-silicon field effect
transistors (MOSFETs) since their adoption in 1960’s. The dielectric or gate-oxide breakdown is man-
ifested by a sudden loss of the layer’s insulating properties. However, for older technologies it was
less of the problem, where even more pessimistic reliability predictions satisfied the 10-year lifetime
for 99.99% of circuits at operating conditions [11]. Nowadays, the probability of oxide breakdown has
strongly increased with the increasing oxide field in downscaled MOSFETs technologies. The statistics
of gate-oxide breakdown are described using the Weibull distribution [10]

F (x) = 1−exp

((

− x
α

)β
)

; (2.1)

whereF is the cumulative failure probability,x can be either charge or time,α is characteristic life at
63% of failure probability andβ is the Weibull slope.

For dielectric breakdown two scenarios are distinguished,extrinsic and intrinsic breakdown. Extrin-
sic breakdown is due to defects in the dielectric which can beintroduced during different processing
steps and it is out of the scope of this reliability study. Theintrinsic breakdown is because of the nature
of the dielectric itself and occurs at a certain electric field, defined by the dielectric strength. As the
insulating layers are getting thinner and the technology isgoing to high-k insulator the probability of an
external defect and therefore the probability of an extrinsic failure is decreasing. Hence, intrinsic failure
is the most likely problem for future technologies.

The TDDB intrinsic failure was classified into two groups of failures depending on the magnitude of
the post-breakdown conduction: hard breakdown (HBD) and soft breakdown (SBD) [43]. The HBD is
considered a catastrophic failure of the device and consequently, of the entire circuit. HBD is the ancient
gate-oxide breakdown, but in mid 1990’s, the SBD was identified in ultra-thin oxide layers. The SBD is
more likely to occur at operating conditions and has smallereffect on circuit operation. Because of SBD
event, the reliable lifetime criterion has changed and SBD is a field of study in circuit reliability. After an
SBD event, the devices and circuits can operate with a performance loss and the catastrophic nature was
reexamined. Furthermore, there is some confusion in the literature over the precise characterization of
breakdown modes: HBD and SBD. It may be caused by the lack of a precise definition of the terms and,
for some experimental conditions, by the detection of one orthe other breakdown mode may be difficult.

The SBD is the most interesting TDDB for this reliability study. Published works show that SBD
occurs in a localized spot, and therefore the current after breakdown is independent of device area [44].
This spot is a number of aligned defaults into the dielectric, shown in Figure2.3, which creates a conduc-
tion path between the channel and the gate. The size of this spot is estimated to be 10−14 to 10−12 cm2.
Several SBD events, occurring in different spots, may sometimes be seen in large-area devices prior to
a HBD. In addition, the SBD current-voltage (I-V) characteristic between the gate and the channel path
is independent of the oxide thickness, at least down to 3 nm, within a band of observed curves. In con-
trast to the HBD which shows a roughly linear (ohmic) I-V characteristic of resistance of about 10 kΩ
between the gate and the channel. If the damage region remains localized and does not propagate, the
SBD I-V characteristic between the gate and the channel is a power law of the position into the channel
with an exponent of 3-6 [44].
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Figure 2.3: Aligned defaults in post-breakdown MOS structure: illustration.
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2.4.4 ELECTROMIGRATION (EM)

Electrons passing through a conductor transfer some of their momentum to its atoms, and, at suffi-
ciently high electron current densities (greater than 105 A/cm2 [13]), these atoms may shift [12]. Elec-
tromigration is this physical phenomenon associated to thetransport of mass in metals.

A metal crystalline structure can be defined as an orderly array of an aggregate of metal ions which
are bound together by forces resulting from the ions sharingtheir valence electrons with the entire aggre-
gate [45]. At any temperature other than absolute zero there is always a percentage of metal ions within
the crystalline lattice that possess sufficient energy to escape from the potential wall which binds them
in the lattice. The process of diffusion of the ions within their own lattice is termedself diffusionand
is a random rearrangement of the individual ions which takesplace under no concentration gradient or
chemical potential, and therefore, it results in no net masstransport. However, under electromigration
transport, the ion self diffusion is changed from a random process to a directional one by the presence
of an electric field and charge carrier flow. This directionaleffect causes ions to migrate or diffuse
downstream in terms of electron wind direction and vacancies move upstream [45]. Finally, the stressed
conductor fails. The open in the film is caused by an accumulation of vacancies by a positive divergence
in the ion flux.

The EM has been recognized as a potential semiconductor device wear out since J. R. Black works
in 1970’s. The most important circuit damage studied are [13]:

• the decrease of the electrical conductance,

• formation of open-circuit or close-circuit conditions,

• whiskers,

• thinning,

• localized heating,

• cracking of the passivated layer and

• the inter-level dielectrics.

There is no universally accepted model for EM failure mechanism, but the degradation is mostly
evaluated by the median time to failure (MTTF). The MTTF is anapproximate statistical method studied
by J. R. Black [12], and described by

MTTF= AJn
e exp

(
Ea

kT

)

; (2.2)

whereA is a constant of the metal layer and process characteristics, Je is the current density,k is Boltz-
mann’s constant,T is the film temperature andEa is the EM activation energy. Then is determined
by Black as 2 [12], but it is proved that it may change depending on the residual stress and the current
density conditions [13]. A range of values forEa are reported, depending on the material characteristics,
some of typical values are described at the Table2.3

Table 2.3: EM activation energy values reported [13]

Metal Layer Ea (eV)
Al 0.6±0.1
Al + Cu 0.5% 0.95
Damascene Cu 0.94±0.11
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2.5 AGEING TRENDS

2.5.1 HOT CARRIER INJECTION (HCI)

Future technologies advance in semiconductor manufacturing techniques and even increasing de-
mand transistors with sizes close to their physical limits.However, it has not been possible to scale the
supply voltage used to operate these devices proportionally due to factors such as compatibility with
previous generation circuits, noise margin, power and delay requirements, non-scaling of threshold volt-
age, sub-threshold slope, and parasitic capacitance [1]. In aggressively scaled transistors, the consequent
increase in internal electric fields comes with the additional benefit of increased carrier velocities, and
also increased switching speed. The presence of large electric fields implies the presence of hot carriers.
The carriers that have sufficiently high energies and momentum can get injected from the semiconductor
into the surrounding dielectric films such as the gate and sidewall oxides as well as the buried oxide in
the case of Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) transistors [1].

2.5.2 NEGATIVE BIAS TEMPERATURE INSTABILITY (NBTI)

In recent years, the NBTI is gaining much attention due to modern semiconductor technologies.
Several effects conspire to bring NBTI to the attention of device and circuit designers. First, the operating
voltage has not scaled as rapidly as gate oxide thickness, resulting in higher fields which enhance the
NBTI [39]. Next, device threshold voltage scaling has not kept pace with operating voltage, which
results in larger percentage degradation of drive current for the same∆Vth [39]. Also, the NBTI is
lower for thinner oxide, where sufficient tunneling currentmay flow to cause the generation of additional
traps and interface states, the NBTI recovery is lower [39]. Finally, the addition of nitrogen into the
gate dielectric used for gate leakage reduction and controlof boron penetration, has had a side effect
of increasing NBTI [39]. The following summarized aspects have been found to lead to increasing
susceptibility to NBTI:

• higher oxide electric fields due to oxide scaling,

• higher temperatures due to higher power dissipation,

• replacement of buried p-channel MOSFETs with surface devices,

• the introduction of CMOS elevating the importance of p-channel MOSFETs, and

• nitride oxides with a higher permittivity.

Recent investigations show that NBTI is an important transistor reliability issue also in newest sub-
nanometer MOS technologies. Measurements in high-k/metal-gate p-FETs [46, 47] show that NBTI
induced∆Vth is accompanied by an increase in the interface traps, similar to those observed for conven-
tional p-FETs with oxide and poly-Si gates. Therefore, the NBTI is a circuit reliability constraint, being
the threshold voltage shift or the drain current deviation as a criterion for device failure [37].

2.5.3 TIME DEPENDENTDIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN (TDDB)

Different technologies and circuits will have various degrees of sensitivity to oxide breakdown loss.
Thus, more research is needed in order to develop a quantitative methodology for predicting the reliability
of circuits after an SBD event. While the technology node is fast shrinking, the supply voltage is not
keeping pace. Thus, the gate oxide field is increasing, resulting in a higher SBD probability event.
Therefore, SBD degradation is becoming very critical as thetechnology node scales to 45nm and smaller.

In [48], the impact of voltage scaling on a 65nm and a 45nm SRAM bit cell was analyzed. V. Chandra
and R. Aitken have evaluated the metric of the critical charge in the presence of gate oxide degradation
[48]. They found that, as the oxide degrades, the value of the critical charge becomes a non-linear
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function of the supply voltage. Furthermore, the values of critical charge also change with technology
node scaling. The absolute values of the critical charge have decreased for both 65nm and 45nm nodes
as the level of degradation increases. Moreover, the 45nm maximum critical charge is 30% smaller than
the 65nm maximum critical charge, resulting on an increasing sensitivity to oxide breakdown.

The high-k technologies have presented higher breakdown immunity, as expected by the permittivity
increasing. The physical properties of the Si/SiO2 interface has been argued to be key to improve perfor-
mance and reliability [10] in devices after a SBD event. As the technology node scales to sub-45nm, the
effect of various reliability concerns becomes very crucial. The potential solution to TDDB is mitigat-
ing its consequences by oversized devices and redundancy. These features are already present in many
systems, and they represent an increase of cost.

2.5.4 ELECTROMIGRATION (EM)

As ICs technologies continue to shrink the metal interconnections and interconnect current densities
grow, EM will remain a concern. New technologies may reduce the EM impact, but performance requires
increased interconnect reliability under condition of decreased metallization inherent reliability [13].

In advanced technologies, the interconnect Joule heating can strongly affect the maximum operating
temperature of the metal interconnections and reduce the wire reliability by the combination of the EM
with the Stress Migration (SM). The SM is a stress induced voiding in Cu dual damascene structure,
first reported in 2002 [49]. SM is caused by the interaction between the thermomechanical stress in the
interconnect systems and the diffusion of vacancies. Thus,the interaction between EM and SM is the
interest of the state-of-the-art [50] studies with the advent of the dual-damascene Cu/low-k interconnects.

Unlike EM, SM may occur at the chip operating temperature, typically around 100-125oC, where
the thermal stresses are considerably higher. Moreover, EMfailure time of the lower metal line could be
strongly affected by the presence of the residual SM [50].

The interconnect Joule heating and the increasing of EM failure are already predicted in ITRS Report.
These trends are summarized in Table2.4. In the second line, the increasing interconnect Joule heating
is presented by the metal temperature (Tm) at the maximum current density (Max.Jrms) projected in
ITRS report [51]. In the third line, the requiredJrms are presented in order to maintain the 105oC metal
temperature [50]. In both lines, the increasing EM and SM stress conditions with the continuous metal
interconnection shrinking are clear. The consequences of EM and SM wearout are represented by the
increase of the time delay (td) and the decrease of the Median Time to Failure (MTTF). In thefourth line,
the increase of the time delay (∆td) are presented normalized by thetd at 105oC metal temperature [50].
In the fifth line, the decrease of the MTTF is presented by normalizing the technology MTTF values
to the expected 130 nm MTTF. The MTTF decrease is estimated bythe ITRS trends and the Black’s
equation (Eq. (2.2)).

Table 2.4: The increase of EM and SM failure, according to ITRS report trends [51].

L (nm) 130 90 65 45 22
Tm (oC) 107 117 122 126 128

Jrms @ 105oC (MA/cm2) 0.79 0.82 1.0 1.2 1.6
∆td/td (%) 1 5 9 9 10

MTTF 1.00 0.64 0.45 0.35 0.24

When the technology node is scaled down to the sub-45nm range, EM will remain a design and
wearout issue in integrated circuits. The effect of SM on EM will become even more prominent in
smaller vias, shrunk metal lines and the introduction of more porous low-k dielectric. The smaller vias
imply in lower vacancy density, causing the metal line to reach the required critical tensile stress for void
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nucleation. In addition, the introduction of more porous low-k dielectric lowers the critical nucleation
stress. Therefore, this will reduce the MTTF, in turn, leadsto a much earlier void nucleation at the
interface, decreasing the IC’s reliability.

2.6 AGEING DEGRADATION MECHANISMS

In this section, we will detail the physical and chemical mechanisms of HCI and NBTI degrada-
tion. Many physical and chemical models were proposed, however the most accepted are: Microscopic
model and Reaction-Diffusion model. Both are able to well explain the physical and chemical origins
of the transistor parameter degradation. On the other hand,we will not detail the physical and chemical
mechanisms of TDDB and EM. We will see later (in Subsection3.4.1) that both have not well adopted
post-event models. Moreover, they are not taken into account in commercial simulation tools or well
characterized in commercial design process kits.

2.6.1 MICROSCOPIC MODEL

The hydrogen plays an important role in many technologically relevant processes of integration in
silicon. The incorporation of hydrogen during the MOSFET fabrication process is associated to passi-
vating silicon dangling bonds. These dangling bonds are found at surfaces, grain boundaries, interfaces,
and in bulk silicon. They degrade the device quality, because they change the electrical characteristics of
the transistors.

The hydrogen molecule (H2) can easily form in most semiconductors. The binding energyis some-
what smaller than for H2 in vacuum, but still large enough to make interstitial H2 one of the more
favorable configurations hydrogen can assume in the lattice. H2 is the most common hydrogen species
in semiconductors, because it has lower bond energy, lower migration barrier energy and higher chem-
ical stability [52]. On the basis of the measurements, all of non-bonded hydrogen are present as H2

molecules, located in centers of atomic dimensions inside the crystalline silicon lattice.
The occurrence of negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) and hot carrier injection (HCI) in

semiconductor devices is directly connected with non passivated silicon dangling-bond and hydrogen-
species diffusion through the crystalline silicon lattice. First studied in 1966, Miura and Yasuo Matukura
[38] had reported an electrochemical reaction between holes and defects at the substrate/oxide interface,
it was put forward as the physical and chemical mechanism forNBTI and HCI.

It is well established that the NBTI and the HCI phenomena arenot dependent on current flow
through the oxide, in contrast to time dependent dielectricbreakdown (TDDB). The TDDB also pro-
vides reliability degradation. As oxides have become thinner, the increasing tunneling current leads to
additional defect generation, with parameter degradationsimilar to the NBTI or the HCI.

The generation of interface traps is schematically expressed as

(electrically inactive interface defect)+hole� (oxide positive charge)+ (interface trap)+X. (2.3)

It is generally believed that the initially electrically inactive surface defect in equation (2.3) comprises
a hydrogen passivated Si dangling bond (Si-H) andX is a hydrogen mobile specie (usually H2) which
diffuses through away from the interface. The interface trap is then supposed to be a silicon dangling
bond (Si�) which results when H is removed from Si-H. The majority datafor SiO2/poly-Si, SiON/metal-
gate and high-k/metal-gate FETs technologies are similar to those for conventional p-FETs [39, 47]
expressed on the general scheme shown in equation (2.3).

2.6.1.1 SIO2/POLY-SI TECHNOLOGY

The various proposals for reactants, in equation (2.3) are listed on Table2.5and they were presented
in [39]. All the listed reactions, except the last, require a hole.However, attempts to prove this component
have seen no variation in the rate of defect generation. The last reaction in Table2.5requires interstitial
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atomic hydrogen. This reaction is known from radiation damage, plasma processing and hot electron
experiments. The possible atomic hydrogen role has only recently been proposed. Note that the last
three reactions do not place separate entities for the interface states and the oxide positive charge; in
these reactions all of the positive charge is in the form of charged interface dangling bonds.

Table 2.5: Microscopic reaction models for SiO2/poly-Si technology

Interface defect X Reaction
Si-H+Si-O-Si Si-OH Si-H+Si-O-Si+h+ 
Si�+Si++Si-OH
Si-H+H2O H3O+ Si-H+H2O+h+ 
Si�+H3O+

Si-H H+ Si-H+h+ 
Si�+H+

Si-H H2 Si-H+h+ 
Si�++1/2H2

Si-H H Si-H+h+ 
Si�+H
Si-H+H+ H2 Si-H+H+


Si�++H2

2.6.1.2 SION/METAL -GATE TECHNOLOGY

In the 1980s, the use of nitrogen in gate oxides begins, as wayof reducing boron diffusion from
the gate into the channel and to improve low-field breakdown problems. In ultra-thin oxides (∼3 nm or
less), the silicon oxynitride (SiON) increases the dielectric constant, reduces the direct-tunneling leakage
current and acts as a blocking barrier to impurities (similar to the silicon nitride passivating layer).

Although on relatively thick oxynitride (∼35 nm), promising results for negative bias stress were
found, the thinner oxides (<10 nm), used in current technology, with the addition of nitrogen to the
gate oxide have presented serious adverse effect on NBTI. However, the recovery of interface traps is
greater for SiON, if the stress is removed. One reason for this adverse effect is that the SiON has a lower
activation energy (∼0.1 eV) compared to SiO2 (∼0.2 eV) and also a shallower time dependence [39].
Other possible explanation is that oxynitride contains more water [39]. Also, electrical measurements
have shown that the oxynitride exhibits a higher interface state density near the Si conduction band edge,
whereas pure SiO2 exhibits more states at mid-gap and close to the Si valence band edge [39].

Finally, a list of proposals for reactants are presented on Table2.6, according to equation (2.3) [39].

Table 2.6: Microscopic reaction models for SiON/metal-gate technology

Interface defect X Reaction
Si-H+Si2-N-Si-(NxO3−x) Si-NH-Si Si-H+Si2-N-Si+h+ 
Si�+Si++Si-NH-Si

or H++Si2-N-Si
Si2-NH+-Si
H2O+Si-Si-N3 H2 Si-Si-N3+H2O+h+ 
Si-O-Si-NH+-N2+H

then Si-H+H
Si�+H2

2.6.1.3 HIGH-K /METAL -GATE TECHNOLOGY

In recent years, there has been a great effort to integrate high dielectric constant (high-k) materials
and metal gates into FETs, in order to continue the scaling ofFETs for future technologies. The hafnium
oxide (HfO2) is one of the leading high-k candidates and several different metals, such as W, Re, TiN,
TaN; are being explored for replacing poly silicon gates. The NBTI is also a reliability issue in high-
k/metal-gate p-FETs. The dielectric consists of a stack with an interfacial oxide plus HfO2 layer, and,
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under bias and temperature stress, measurements have shownan increase on threshold voltage and on
interfacial trap density induced by NBTI.

Investigations have shown that NBTI in high-k/metal-gate p-FETs is similar to that in conventional
SiO2/poly-Si p-FETs at elevated temperature [39]. Also, HfO2 and SiON p-FETs have comparable
threshold variation at 10 years and high-k layers do not induce additional NBTI degradation [46, 47].
Earlier conclusions have appointed the interfacial oxide as the main cause of NBTI degradation and the
high-k layers do neither reduce nor increase the device reliability.

2.6.2 REACTION-DIFFUSION MODEL

One of the most accepted model is the reaction-diffusion model (R-D model), it was established by
Jeppson and Svensson in 1977 [53]. In this model, the threshold voltage shift (∆Vth) is caused by a strong
increase of the density of Si-SiO2 surface traps. On Jeppson and Svensson work, a detailed study of the
increase of the number of surface traps in MOS structures after negative bias temperature stress (NBTI)
at temperatures (25-125oC) and fields (400-700 MV/m) was done. A power law dependence with the
stress time ast1/4 was characterized at low fields and at high fields it increaseslinearly with the stress
time. The first physical model, proposed by Jeppson and Svensson, explains the surface-trap growth as
being diffusion controlled at low fields and tunneling limited at high fields.

Since then, the model has been continuously refined and describes the degradation process (reaction)
of the chemical bonds Si-H or Si-O, and the transport mechanism (diffusion) of the hydrogen species
away from the interface. This generation process is described [9, 39] as

1. Reaction: the degradation process as a reaction at the Si/SiO2 interface generating an interface
state (Nit ) as well as releasing a mobile hydrogen related species (NX) is described as

∂Nit (t)
∂ t

= kF (N0−Nit (t))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

trap generation

−kRNit (t)NX (t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

trap annealing

; (2.4)

wherekF is the interface-trap generation,kR the annealing rate and atx = 0. The symbolN0

denotes the initial number of electrically inactive Si-H bonds.

2. Diffusion: the transport mechanism is driven by the gradient of the species density concentration,
these species diffuse away from the interface toward the gate described by

∂Nit (t)
∂ t

= DX
∂NX (x, t)

∂x
+

δ
2

∂NX (x, t)
∂ t

− DXEox

Vt
NX, (2.5)

∂NX (x, t)
∂ t

= DX
∂ 2NX (x, t)

∂x2 − DXEox

Vt

∂NX (x, t)
∂x

(2.6)

at the dielectric, and

DX
∂NX (x, t)

∂x
= kPNX (2.7)

at oxide/poly-Si interface. WhereDX is the diffusivity of the hydrogen species,Vt is the thermal
voltage,Eox is the oxide electrical field andkP is the surface recombination velocity at oxide/poly-
Si interface.

In order to obtain an analytical solution, an infinitely thick oxide (i.e.tox>
√

4DXt), the conservation
rule

Nit (t) =
∫

NXdx (2.8)

and the case of a neutral diffusing species (X =H) are usually considered. This process can be illustrated
in Figure2.4, which shows the initially passivated dangling bond and thereaction of non passivating
dangling bond at the Si/SiO2 interface, as well as the hydrogen species diffusion.
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Figure 2.4: Reaction and Diffusion mechanism: illustration.

The general solution of the R-D model in stress phase anticipates five different regimes of time-
dependent interface trap generation. They are illustratedin Figure2.5, and described as

1. Early phase: Nit andNH are small and, by equation (2.4), we found

dNit

dt
= kFN0 =⇒ Nit = kFN0t; (2.9)

2. Quasi-statical equilibrium: dNit/dt ∼= 0, by equations (2.4) and (2.8), we found

kFN0−kRNit NH = 0=⇒ Nit =

√

kFN0

kR
t0; (2.10)

3. Hydrogen diffusion through the oxide: as analyzed by Jeppson and Svensson in 1977 [53], we
found

Nit = 1.16

√

kFN0

kR
D1/4

H t1/4; (2.11)

4. Hydrogen diffusion through the gate: as analyzed by Alam and Mahapatra in 2005 [9], we found

Nit =

√
√
√
√

1

2
(

DH
kP

− tox

)

√

kFN0

kR
D1/2

H t1/2; (2.12)

5. Final equilibrium : when all Si-H bonds are brokendNit/dt ∼= 0 andNit = N0.

For charged species, but again assuming infinite oxide thickness, the solution at hydrogen diffusion
through the oxide phase changes to

Nit = 1.16

√

kFN0

kR
D1/4

X
DXEox

Vt

1

2
√

DX
t1/2; (2.13)
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Figure 2.5: The five different regimes of time-dependent interface trap generation, as obtained from the
reaction-diffusion model.

whereDX is the diffusivity of the charged hydrogen species. The larger time exponent was never mea-
sured, but the majority of the measured results present a time exponent very close to the time exponent
at uncharged case. Therefore, the notion of a charged diffuser was rejected [39].

On the other hand, if the stress is removed (att0), the R-D model predicts the recovery of broken
Si-H bonds with the number of traps generated (Nit (t0)) and the density of interface hydrogen (NH (t0)).
For a linear hydrogen profile,

Nit (t0) =
1

2NH (t0)
√

DHt0
(2.14)

and this traps are annealed at timet + t0. By equation (2.4), with kF = 0 (no more interface-trap gener-
ation), assuming that the original hydrogen front continues to diffuse, Alam and Mahapatra in 2005 [9]
found

Nit (t + t0) = Nit (t0)



1−

√
ξ t
t0

√

1+ t
t0



 . (2.15)

The interface trap species modeled by reaction and diffusion have as a consequence the variation of
transistor parameters: threshold voltage, transconductance, saturation current. For example, the NBTI
degradation is generally monitored through threshold voltage shift (∆Vth). In this case, the transistor
degradation mainly results from the loss of passivated Si-Hbonds at the Si/SiO2 interface and the∆Vth

is normally approximated by

∆Vth = ∆Vit =
qNit

CINV
; (2.16)

whereq is the electron charge andCINV is the inversion layer capacitance.
Concluding, the R-D model successfully explains both the power-law dependence of interface trap

generation and the mechanics of interface trap annealing. Furthermore, it offers no quantitative pre-
dictions regarding the field or temperature dependence. However, thekF , kR is field or temperature
dependent, as predicted by Alam and Mahapatra in 2005 [9], the model covers the loss of passivated
Si-H bonds and not the most microscopic reactions found in the literature [39]. Moreover, the precise
power-exponents also make the R-D model difficult to fit the measured data, a wide variety of exponents
is observed.

The first reason of the wide range for power exponents is due tothe degradation recovery (under
NBTI stress) that takes place during the delay between stopping the stress for measurement and the
start of the next stress phase. The second is the assumption of constant time-independent diffusion
coefficient for hydrogen diffusion in the oxide. Finally, the large variety of hydrogen species are difficult
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to be analyzed separately, because the interfaces can be absorber or reflective for different species, and
chemical reactions between them can change the hydrogen diffusion profile or velocity.

The [40] takes a survey of several works that have presented different stress conditions, measurement
methods and gate-oxide process. At this point for the NBTI example, the threshold voltage shift is
estimated as [40]

∆Vth = AP2/3exp(BEOX)

(

DH exp

(
EA

kT

)

t

)n

; (2.17)

whereA andB are function ofN0, P is the hole density at inversion layer,DH is the diffusion coefficient of
H2, EOX is the oxide field,EA is activation energy necessary to create the dangling bond.k is Boltzmann’s
constant andT is the temperature.

2.7 CONCLUSION

In Chapter2, we described, as best as we know, the sources and the trends of the device-characteristics
variations. The variations were separated asstaticor at time zero, anddynamicor time dependent varia-
tion. Thestaticvariations are represented by integration process variability and devices mismatch. The
dynamicvariations are represented by probabilistic events and device ageing.

As the dimensions shrink in advanced technologies, the errors become more important, increasing
the device failure rate. Moreover, the reduced lifetime hasbecome a huge constraint for reliable devices
with the increased performance lost. In this way, the knowledge of the physical mechanisms of variability
and ageing is essential to propose improved design methodologies aiming more reliable devices.
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CHAPTER 3

STATE-OF-THE-ART OF DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Technology scaling will continue to increase the number of functions per area and the complexity of
the devices. Such scaling has allowed the design of huge Systems on Chip (SoC) and integrated Systems
in a Package (SiP). Most of consumer-market applications demand an increasing performance for a low-
cost full integrated solution in a shrunken time-to-market. Managing these criteria implies the use of
electronic design automation (EDA) methodologies and tools, increasing the designer efficiency.

AMS/RF EDAs have changed the focus from the bottom-up design, transistor-level optimizations to
behavioral system-level hierarchical design refinement flows. The systematic top-down design is only
possible using computer-aided design (CAD) tools. However, EDA tool support for AMS/RF designs
has strongly been lagging behind the digital design. The logic synthesis, standard-cell-based place and
route, presented in digital design, are not possible for theapplication driven AMS/RF devices, mostly
full-custom. As the AMS/RF IPs cannot be easily reused, the design methodology reuse and the design
background are the only retained design experiences. Moreover, integrating AMS/RF and digital circuits
on the same die creates additional problems of crosstalk andsignal integrity, which require tool support
for modeling and analysis.

The use of nanometer CMOS technologies brings significant challenges imposed to circuit design
methodologies. These challenges include [14]:

• the advent of no longer negligible leakage currents and the impact of power consumption;

• the increasing variability of the technological process parameters (Vth, doping level, widths, lengths,
and others);

• the reduction of the supply voltage without the pace of theVth, dropping the headroom for AMS/RF
circuits;

• the advent of novel materials, like high-k dielectrics, andnovel devices, like FinFETs and CNT-
FETs;

• the increasing importance of well known degradation phenomena, like HCI, NBTI, and EM; and
the advent of degradation phenomena not observed before, such as SDB and SM.

Thus, the advent of new EDA methodologies and tools, including the nanometer CMOS technology
challenges, is a need for AMS/RF design pace with the digitaldesign. In this chapter, we show the state-
of-the-art of design methodologies, the possible solutions and the not solved challenges for AMS/RF
design in advanced CMOS technology.

3.2 CLASSICAL DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

IC’s design has three parts: architectural behavioral-model validation, electrical schematic imple-
mentation, layout synthesis. Most of the basic techniques steps among the different synthesis levels rely
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on powerful numerical optimization tools coupled to performance estimation tools, see Figure3.1. Then,
performance and specification are showdown by the evaluation of a cost function. If the optimal design
is found then the designer can move down the synthesis level,in a top-down approach, or move up the
synthesis level, in a bottom-up approach.

Estimation
Performance 

EvaluationSpecifications

Optimization

Design
Optimal

Design
First

Figure 3.1: Classical design methodologies: the basic techniques steps.

The Figure3.1shows the basic flow of the most EDA methodologies and tools. Giving the electric-
schematic synthesis level example, the sizes and biasing ofall transistors as the values of needed passive
components have to be determined in order to meet the circuitperformance specification at some trade-
off cost. First, the optimization tool determines such design values, using trade-off criteria. Then, the
performance estimation tool, often a simulator, characterizes the optimal design candidate. Finally, the
evaluator judges if the achieved performance is enough according to the specification. After some it-
erations and computational cost, the optimal design may be found. So that, the state-of-the-art EDA
methodologies and tools have the objective of:

• increasing the performance estimation accuracy;

• reducing the optimization convergence time;

• controlling the computational cost as the design complexity increase;

• proposing new criteria trade-offs;

• reusing the design experience improving itself.
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In Subsection3.2.1, we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of top-down and bottom-up
approaches. Subsection3.2.2will describe the state-of-the-art optimization tools, and Subsection3.2.3
will present the state-of-the-art performance estimationtools.

3.2.1 TOP-DOWN AND BOTTOM-UP EDA APPROACHES

A top-down approach, also known as step-wise design, is essentially the breaking down of a system to
gain insight into its compositional sub-system. In a top-down point of view, the system is first formulated,
specifying performances and parameters but not detailing them in any low-level building block. After,
each building block is then detailed, sometimes in many additional lower-level devices, until the entire
specification is reduced to base elements. A top-down model is often specified in blocks, making easier to
manipulate the required mathematical behavioral. However, these blocks may fail to model and elucidate
physical mechanisms or be detailed enough to realisticallyvalidate the behavioral model.

A bottom-up approachis the piecing together of low-level devices to give rise to high-level systems.
Thus, such approach builds toward larger and more complex systems by starting at the low-level and
maintaining precise control of physical structure. In a bottom-up approach, the individual base devices of
the system are first designed in detail. These devices are then assembled together to form a larger building
block, which then in turn are linked, sometimes in many levels, until the complete high-level system
design. However, this strategy may result in a mass of confusedly interlaced devices and building blocks,
developed in isolation and subject to local optimization asopposed to meeting a global architecture
performance.

Starting from small device design building a product application is the most intuitive engineering ap-
proach. The bottom-up approach has high design space coverage in early phases, smaller time-to-market
only a few number of IC functions, higher observability of parameter variations, and higher costs on
design reuse. The top-down approach has a tactical but limited design space coverage, bigger time-to-
market but higher number of IC functions adapted, masked parameter variations in the device perfor-
mance, and lower costs on design reuse. And, the design reusein the top-down approach is responsible
on the speed-up of the time-to-market for new versions of theproduct.

Moreover, manage the design complexity of the AMS/RF systems integrated on a SoC or SiP re-
quires designers to adopt more system-oriented EDA methodologies and tools. Such system-oriented
EDA is only possible at the top-down approach, where the following phases can be identified: system
specification, architectural design, circuit design, circuit layout and system layout assembly [14]. The
advantages of adopting a top-down design methodology are:

• the possibility to perform system architectural evaluation and better optimization before a high
cost circuit implementation;

• the anticipation and mitigation of risks and of problems interfacing building blocks, reducing the
number of design iterations;

• the use of hybrid system simulation to fast explore criticalparts in the early stage of the flow,
combining different model levels like behavioral, schematic and extracted;

• the early development of test procedures in parallel with the block design;

• the better overall system solution in huge and complex SoC orSiP, achieving the required time-to-
market.

The top-down solution requires however some investment from the design team, especially high-level
modeling and setting up a sufficient model library for a target application. Such a high-level point of view
may distance the designer of the physical implementation. In such a case, the feasibility or optimality
of a solution may depend on the low-level details like matching limitations, circuit non-idealities, layout
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effects and others. Therefore, the high-level models must include such effects to the extent possible, but
it remains difficult in practice to anticipate or model everything accurately at higher levels.

At the end, there is no best design approach. A complex AMS/RFsystem integrated on a SoC or
SiP shall be specified in top-down. However, the piecing together of low-level devices will require a
bottom-up approach. Both approaches should be developed inparallel, linking architectural needs and
low-level details. Therefore, accurate high-level modelsmay be obtained optimizing the local low-level
and the global high-level characteristics.

3.2.2 OPTIMIZATION TOOLS

Synthesis can be carried out by the following two different approaches: knowledge- and optimization-
based [54]. The basic idea of knowledge-based synthesis is to formulate design equations in such a way
that given the performance characteristics, the design parameters can be calculated. In optimization-
based synthesis, the problem is translated into function minimization problems that can be solved through
numerical methods.

The optimization synthesis is based on the introduction of aperformance evaluator within an iterative
optimization loop. The system is often modeled with a performance function, capturing the behavior of
a circuit topology. The performance estimation will be discussed in Subsection3.2.3. Techniques for
analog circuit optimization that appeared in literature can be broadly classified into two main categories:
deterministic optimization algorithms and stochastic search algorithms.

The drawbacks of deterministic optimization algorithms are mainly in the following three aspects:

• requiring a good starting point,

• an unsatisfactory local minimum may be reached in many cases, and

• often requiring continuity and differentiability of the objective function.

The application of deterministic optimization can guarantee a local minimum likeGradient Descent
algorithm or a global minimum likeGeometric Programming.

Research efforts on stochastic search algorithms, especially Simulated AnnealingandEvolutionary
Algorithm , are been developed due to the ability and efficiency to find a satisfactory solution in a fast
optimization convergence. However, this solution is oftennot the optimal neither the stochastic algorithm
gives information about how good is the found solution.

Thereafter, we will describe the most implemented optimization algorithms that are:

• Gradient Descent,

• Geometric Programming,

• Simulated Annealing, and

• Evolutionary Algorithm.

The advantages and disadvantages of each one will be presented. And also, the state-of-the-art applica-
tions of the optimization algorithms will be highlighted.

3.2.2.1 GRADIENT DESCENTOPTIMIZATION

The gradient descent search is an optimization algorithm offinding solutions at local minima that are
known to be near the starting point of the optimization. Suchan algorithm checks the slope of the cost
function to take an optimization decision.

The gradient descent starts with the attribution of the costfunction to be optimized. Also, the max-
imum number of iterations is specified the in first step of the algorithm. Then, the slope of the cost
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function is calculated in the neighborhood of the starting point. If the slope is negative, it searches a
new point in this direction in order to minimize the cost function. If the slope is positive, such a point
is rejected. The algorithm continues to iterate until all specifications are satisfied or the total number
of iterations exceeds the specified maximum number. Finally, it stops searching for the global optimum
solution and simply reports a local minimum found as an optimum value [55].

Because of this simplicity, it is a very fast optimization algorithm. However, it has a serious drawback
of easily becoming stuck at an undesirable local minimum. This case occurs when it is not sure how much
near the starting point is to the optimum. The starting pointchoice increases in complexity with the cost
function formulation and number of variables to be optimized. Thus, the odds of specifying such an
initial condition approach zero ahead the complex real-world problems.

In 2008, J. Cong et al. [56] has unified a wide range of density smoothing techniques called global
smoothing and presented a highly efficient method for computing the gradient of such smoothed densities
used in several well-known analytical placement algorithm. This method reduces the complexity of the
gradient computation used in analytical circuit placementoptimization. In 2010, they [57] presented an
analytical 3D placement method using a gradient projectionmethod to solve the constrained optimization
problem.

3.2.2.2 GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING OPTIMIZATION

A geometric program (GP) is a type of mathematical optimization problem characterized by objective
and constraint functions that have a special form. Recentlydeveloped solution methods can solve even
large-scale GPs extremely efficient and reliable [58]. At the same time a number of practical problems,
particularly in circuit design, have been found to be equivalent to (or well approximated by) GPs. Putting
these two together, we get effective solutions for the practical problems.

A basic part of solving the GP is determining the problem feasibility. Such feasibility means to
determine whether the design constraints are mutually consistent. Founding the feasible design space,
the GP starts the research of the optimal point. If the problem is infeasible, there is certainly no optimal
solution to the GP problem, since there is no point that satisfies all the constraints. To find the optimal
point, a trade-off analysis of the constraints is applied todiscover the effect on the optimal value of the
problem [58]. This reflects the constraint variation idea that takes place in many practical problems. The
analysis result is a point on the optimal trade-off design space. With the feasible region and the optimal
trade-off of the design space, the GP rapidly converges to the optimal point by an objective criterion.
Moreover, assuming the given criterion the trade-offs are immediately pointed-out. The given set of
criteria indicates the optimal trade-off point for this formulation.

The basic approach in GP modeling is to attempt to express a practical problem, such as a circuit
analysis or design problem, in GP format. One of the most disadvantages of GP is the required monomial
and posynomial functions modeling the circuit performance, because such modeling requires a convex
problem formulation and it is not often the case on circuit performance trade-offs. However, the bigger
advantage is the great efficiency and the fast solution optimization. Moreover, the GP gives the feasibility
of the design and the trade-offs to be paid in order to achievethe optimal.

In 2004, L. Vandenberghe [59] presented techniques for improving the accuracy of GP based analog
circuit design optimization. He proposed a simple method totake the modeling error into account in
GP optimization resulting in a robust design over the inherent errors in GP device models. In 2009, Y.
Xu et al. [60] introduced a regular analog/RF IC using metal-mask configurability design methodology;
named Optimization with Recourse of Analog Circuits including Layout Extraction (ORACLE). Such
methodology is a combination of reuse and shared-use by formulating the synthesis problem as an op-
timization with recourse problem. Using a two-stage GP withrecourse approach, ORACLE solved for
both the globally optimal shared and application-specific variables.
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3.2.2.3 SIMULATED ANNEALING OPTIMIZATION

The simulated annealing (SA) algorithm was introduced to overcome the limitations of the gradient
descent optimization. The concept of simulated annealing optimization follows from the physical process
of cooling of metal during manufacture for maximum strengthand minimum defects.

In this algorithm, the metal heating process is implementedby picking a random number. And the
metal cooling process, named annealing, is implemented by agradient descent optimization. After a
number of heating and annealing iterations, some cost function minima are found. Finally, the algorithm
stops searching for the global optimum solution by simply reporting the minimum of local minima found
as an optimum value. Thus, the global optimum is always foundif we dispose of the enough number of
iteration, and often tending to infinity.

Unlike gradient descent algorithms, simulated annealing provides a statistical hill climbing capabil-
ity, and thus avoids, with high probability, being trapped in an undesired local minima. However, the hill
climbing process needs to be controlled to save simulation time. In the simulation annealing technique,
two control parameters on the hill climbing process are the slope of the cost function and the temperature
(temp) coefficient [55]:

rand(0,1) < exp

(
∆cost
temp

)

, (3.1)

where∆cost is the variation of the cost function, always less than zero.So that, the right side of Equation
(3.1) is always less than one. Thus, the condition oftempbeing high indicates that the probability of hill
climbing is high, and reducing the temperature of annealingthe probability becomes lower. The second
condition to a less likely hill climbing is a high∆cost, as a result the∆costreduction works as a gradient
descent formulation.

In 1990, G. Gielen et al. [61] proposed an EDA tool based on a generalized formulation of the
analog design problem. The EDA tool sizes all elements to satisfy the performance constraints, thereby
optimizing a user-defined design objective. The global optimization method being applied on the analytic
circuit models is SA. In 2001, R. Gupta et al. [62] had designed a 3-V 85-mW balanced fully integrated
Class-C power amplifier (PA). The PA was optimized using a simulated-annealing-based custom CAD
tool, integrated, and tested. The CAD tool described in [62] was designed to find such an optimum
matching network for integrated PAs.

3.2.2.4 EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS OPTIMIZATION

Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) are stochastic search and heuristic optimization methods whose mech-
anisms are analogous to biological evolution [63]. EAs differ from more traditional optimization tech-
niques in that they involve a search from a population of solutions, not from a single point. Each EA’s
iteration involves a competitive selection that weeds out poor solutions. The solutions with highfitness
are recombinedwith other solutions by swapping parts of a solution with another. Solutions are also
mutatedby making a small change to a single element of the solution. Recombination and mutation are
used to generate new solutions that are biased towards regions of the space for which good solutions have
already been seen.

A generic implementation of a single-population EA is presented in Algorithm1. First, a random
population is initialized. For a single population and a given generation, the objective fitness function
is evaluated. While the desired fitness is not found neither the maximum number of generation is not
achieved, EA performs the population evolution by natural genetic processes. These genetic processes
are: selection, recombination, mutation, migration, locality and neighborhood. The genetic processes
aim to improve the average fitness of the population by givingindividuals of a higher fitness a higher
probability to be recombined into the next generation. The mutation implements the stochastic nature
of the EA optimization. The migration, the locality and the neighborhood are genetic processes applied
among different populations in a multi-population EA context.
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Algorithm 1 EA Pseudo-code implementation

initialize(population)
generation = 0
optimal = evaluate(population)
while (optimal /∈ optimalCriteria)and (generation6= maxGeneration)do

naturalSelection(population,optimal)
geneticRecombination(population)
geneticMutation(population)
generation += 1
optimal = evaluate(population)

end while
return population

A single-population EA is powerful and performs well on a wide variety of problems. However,
better results can be obtained by introducing multiple subpopulations. Every subpopulation evolves over
a few generations isolated (like the single-population EA)before one or more individuals are exchanged
between the subpopulation. The multi-population EA modelsthe evolution of a species in a way more
similar to nature than the single-population EA.

Several different types of evolutionary search methods were developed independently and the same
advantages and disadvantages. These include:

• Genetic Programming, which evolve programs,

• Evolutionary Programming (EP), which focuses on optimizing continuous functions without re-
combination,

• Evolutionary Strategies (ES), which focuses on optimizingcontinuous functions with recombina-
tion, and

• Genetic Algorithms (GA), which focuses on optimizing general combinatorial problems.

In [64], GA was implemented to design analog circuits, where the classic GA was modified with
respect to population size and the generation of valid circuits only. Also, simple modifications were
introduced which reduce the computations required. In [54], a new EP algorithm, called competitive
co-evolutionary differential evolution (CODE), was proposed to design analog ICs with practical user-
defined specifications. The base of CODE is the combination ofHSPICE and MATLAB. The CODE tool
links circuit performances, evaluated through electricalHSPICE simulation, to the optimization system
in the MATLAB environment, for a given circuit topology. In [65], an accurate method to determine the
device sizes in an analog IC based on GAs was presented. To evaluate algorithm, a two-stage Operational
Transconductance Amplifier (OTA) was designed in CMOS 0.18µm process exemplifying both time and
frequency domains optimization.

3.2.3 PERFORMANCEESTIMATION TOOLS

An accurate synthesis begins with an accurate analysis. With the continuous downscaling of CMOS
technology, to obtain a precise model and to control its parameters has become a highly challenging task.
Most of options for circuit performance estimation consistof building a model of a circuit performance
metric and then using this model to estimate the performance. However, one of the largest problems is
to find systematic methods to create accurate behavioral or macro models. Moreover, such model shall
be adapted to the needed tools to automate the synthesis process.

An accurate solution can be pointed out by a circuit simulation, which even today remains the cor-
nerstone of many circuit designs. In general purpose, the SPICE-based simulator solves the nonlinear
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system obtained from the netlist of the circuit. Such a circuit in turn is composed by modeled devices
given by the process design kit. So, the problem turns to how good and available are the device models.
AMS/RF device models are not often available in standard CMOS process. Moreover, the largest disad-
vantage of the circuit simulation is the time needed to complete the analysis. The simulation time grows
exponentially up with the accuracy needs, and thus the accurate and fast analysis is not even feasible
with circuit simulation.

Thereafter, we describe the solutions at the state-of-the-art for behavioral modeling and electric sim-
ulation. Foremost, these solutions do not solve the trade-off among accuracy, analysis time, and synthesis
automation. They are able to point solutions to some problems adapting the trade-off to some application
need.

3.2.3.1 PERFORMANCEBEHAVIORAL MODELING

In order to systematically create analog behavioral models, the state-of-the-art of behavioral model-
ing can be distinguished [14]:

• Fitting or Regression Approachwhich is parameterized mathematical model and values parame-
ters selection to best approximate the simulated circuit behavioral by minimizing the error between
the simulation and model results. The disadvantages are finding a good starting meta-model and
fit it with a small number of simulation points. However, oncethe model is fitted the performance
can be directly estimated.

• Constructive Approach which is the physical inherent model by underlying circuit description.
The advantage is the higher guarantee of the model fitting, but the model building includes not at
all trivial simplifications from the electrical-simulatedmodel.

• Model Order Reduction Approach which is a mathematical technique to generate a simplified
model for a given circuit by direct analysis and manipulation of its detailed description by the
eigenvalue and the eigenvector of the system matrix. Such models produce as output a similar
state-space model, but with a state vector of lower dimensionality. These reduced-order models
are very advantageous because they simulate much more efficiently, while approximating the exact
response, with less system equations and computational efforts. However, reducing the system
order is not often feasible, evident, or computationally less expensive than a direct simulation. The
reason is that AMS/RF circuits are usually nonlinear, time-variant, and/or distributed parameters
system.

In order to achieve a trade-off between accuracy and CPU time, efficient approaches based on meta-
modeling techniques have been proposed. The meta-model canbe distinguished:

• Polynomial Function which is a mathematical polynomial representation often obtained from a
model order reduction in the form [66]

Φ =
N

∑
i=0

Aiψi . (3.2)

In a single-objective optimization problem,x is one parameter andΦ is one performance. How-
ever, a multi-objective optimization problem will requirea matrix representation. Such a model
has an advantage to analyze the performance with simplicity, it is easy to hand design or EDA
implementation. The disadvantage is the low accuracy for a small order model. The model is
only accurate when process variations are sufficiently small which is hardly the case in nanometer
technologies.
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• Posynomial Functionwhich is a mathematical posynomial representation often obtained from a
model fitting or regression in the form [60]

Φ =
t

∑
k=1

ck

N

∏
i=1

ψαi,k
i , (3.3)

whereck ∈ Z
+∗ andαi,k ∈R. Using a posynomial function, the advantageous GP optimization can

be easily implemented and an exact solution achieved. However, the system can only be modeled
by a posynomial function if it has a convex formulation, which is not often the case.

• Symbolic Model which is the generation of interpretable mathematical expressions from a set
of templates, that relate the circuit performances to the design variables. Such templates are au-
tomatically chosen by the optimization tool from polynomial, posynomial and simple non-linear
functions. Thus, its main weakness is that it is limited to linear and weakly nonlinear circuits [67].
The model strength comes from the automatically generationand fitting of the model in a single
EA optimization tool.

• Kriging Model which is a framework to represent a circuit performance as a stochastic process
Φ(ψ) that is cast into a regression model as

Φ(ψ) = Z(ψ)+ ~β T~f (ψ) [16], (3.4)

where~f (ψ) is a vector of predefined regression functions and~β T is the vector of unknown regres-
sion coefficients.Z(ψ) is a random process and used to capture the systematic departure of the
performance from the global regression portion. The Kriging model enables robust regression of
global trends of complex mapping between design parametersand resulting performances. More-
over, such a model provides an uncertainty level for each prediction in the form of mean-square-
error [16]. Thus, model and model error are optimized simultaneouslyin a regression approach.
The disadvantage is the mathematical complexity of the stochastic formulation of the model.

3.2.3.2 PERFORMANCEELECTRICAL SIMULATION

Advanced technologies and complex IC designs have turned AMS/ RF simulations in some days
or even weeks of engineering tasks. As a result, the need for afast, accurate and optimized simulation
solution that incorporates analog, RF, and AMS needs has become more pressing and widespread. This is
especially true in cutting-edge low-power, low-noise or high-frequency designs at 90nm and below. Thus,
the resulting simulation performance bottleneck has increasingly strained IC designers’ productivity and
their products’ time-to-market schedule [68].

Ever since the emergence of commercial simulation tools in the early 1980s, simulation performance
has been the driving force for major simulation technology developments. Currently, the simulation tools
are developed to specialized applications providing the fast and accurate results for a given circuit design.
These simulators can be distinguished:

• SPICE simulator is based on a precise brute-force transient and small-signal analysis. The advan-
tage is to be a general accurate circuit simulation, but it costs an exponential-increasing simulation
time with the circuit complexity increase.

• Steady-State simulatoris a simulation technology that takes advantage of the knownperiodic
steady-state nature of time-variant designs, like RF and discrete-time circuits. Such simulator pro-
vides significant speed-up compared to SPICE analysis ensuring the required accuracy. However,
the periodic circuit frequency shall be known a priori and the difference of frequency of circuit
clocks shall not be small. The steady-state simulation timetends to the SPICE simulation, and
even bigger, if the difference of frequency of circuit clocks decreases.
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• FastSPICE simulator explores the hierarchical structure of full-chip design and takes a divide-
and-conquer approach to ensure full-chip verification can be done in a reasonable timeframe.
The advantageous speed-up SPICE simulation time is paid with a mandatory top-down approach.
Moreover, the required analog small-signal analysis is notavailable which leaves a lack for a faster
SPICE simulator.

• AMS simulator encourages a top-down design methodology that mixes much simpler behavioral
models with full accuracy transistor blocks to speed-up transient analyses during both design and
verification. The co-simulation approach takes advantage of different approaches to obtain fast
and accurate result for each circuit block. However, combining the results in a full-chip simulation
requires a common language to inter-communicate simulators. This disadvantage limits the AMS
solutions to only few simulator tools, often not the faster neither more accurate ones.

The most advanced simulation engines have different approaches and achieve better results in specific
applications. These features are presented below with the informations extracted from the white papers of
the more important companies: Cadence, Mentor, Synopsys, and Magma. Although we are able to point
the best engine for a specific application, the decisions arenot only based on the technical capability. In
most cases, the engine choice is driven by license cost, designers’ experience, PDK model availability,
and integration with other tools. Therefore, this thesis will present results based on Cadence Virtuoso
and Mentor Graphics ELDO, because of the constraints of the integration with other tools and the PDK
ageing model availability.

CADENCE V IRTUOSO ENGINE [68] using the simulator Spectre provides fast, accurate SPICE-level
simulation for tough AMS/RF circuits. It is tightly integrated with the Virtuoso custom design platform
and provides detailed transistor-level analysis in multiple domains. Its architecture allows low memory
consumption and high-capacity analysis. The simulator features and benefits are presented below:

• Provides high-performance, high-capacity SPICE-level analog and RF simulation with out-of-the-
box tuning for accuracy and convergence;

• Performs application-specific analysis of RF performance parameters (spectral response, gain
compression, inter-modulation distortion, impedance matching, stability, isolation).

• Includes advanced statistical analysis (Smart, MonteCarlo, DCmatch) to help design companies
improving the manufacturability and yield of ICs at advanced process nodes without sacrificing
time-to-market;

• Ensures higher design quality using silicon-accurate, foundry-certified device models shared within
Virtuoso Multi-Mode Simulation.

Cadence Virtuoso Multi-Mode [69] simulator combines industry-leading simulation engineslike
AMS Designer, Spectre, UltraSim, and device models. The objective is to deliver a complete design
and verification solution. Such simulation engine meets thechanging simulation needs of designers as
they progress through the design cycle. The coverage solution is from architecture exploration to analog
and RF block-level development and to final analog and mixed-signal full-chip verification.

Virtuoso Device Modeling (BSIMProPlus/RelProPlus) [70] automates HCI and NBTI stress and data
collection through simultaneous control of various hardware measurements. The tool can stress multiple
devices at the same time. After, the extracted AgeMos model makes it possible to have degradation
models based on the age calculated after the fresh simulation. The Virtuoso UltraSim Full-chip Simulator
can use these models directly. To run aged simulation with other commercial simulators, such as the
Virtuoso Spectre Circuit Simulator, using a Cadence technology called RelXpert.
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MENTOR GRAPHICS ELDO ENGINE [71, 72] is the core component of a comprehensive suite of
AMS/RF tools. Moreover, Eldo offers a unique partitioning scheme allowing the use of different algo-
rithms on differing portions of design. It allows the user a flexible control of simulation accuracy using
a wide range of device model libraries, and gives a high accuracy yield in combination with high speed
and high performance.

The following is a list of the major product features of Eldo:

• Eldo is the core technology allowing addressing RF simulation (Eldo RF) and mixed-signal (Questa
ADMS, ADMS-ADiT);

• Simulation of very large circuits (up to around 300,000 transistors) in time and frequency domains;

• Advanced options such as pole-zero, enhanced Monte Carlo, DC mismatch, circuit optimization,
statistical analysis (Design of Experiments), and S and Z-domain generalized transfer functions;

• Unique transient noise algorithm and reliability simulation (Eldo UDRM);

• Flexible netlist support, behavioral modeling with Verilog-A, and extensive device model libraries
(MOS, bipolar, MESFET transistor models such as the BSIM3v3.x, BSIM 4, MM11, Mextram,
HICUM, and PSP, and TSMC Model Interface);

• Integration into Cadence’s Analog Artist environment (Artist Link).

SYNOPSYSHSPICE ENGINE [73] uses a precision parallel technology which is a multi-coretransient
simulation extension to HSPICE for both pre- and post-layout of complex analog circuits such as PLLs,
ADCs, DACs, SERDES, and other full mixed-signal circuits. HSPICE addresses the traditional bottle-
neck in accelerating SPICE on multi-core CPUs with new algorithms that enable a larger percentage of
the simulation to be parallelized, with no compromise in golden HSPICE accuracy.

Additionally, efficient memory management allows simulation of post-layout circuits larger than
10 million elements. The HSPICE solution includes enhancedconvergence algorithms, advanced analog
analysis features and foundry-qualified support for process design kits (PDKs) that extend HSPICE gold-
standard accuracy to the verification of complex analog and mixed-signal circuits. With HSPICE 2010,
design teams can accelerate verification of their analog circuits across process variation corners, and
minimize the risk of missing project timelines [73]. The Synopsys HSPICE features can be distinguished:

• Process and Interconnect Variation including models both device and interconnect variation;

• Variation Block using powerful and flexible mechanism for defining process variation effects;

• AC & DC Match using efficient statistical simulation for local parameter mismatch effects;

• Smart Monte Carlo, the all-purpose statistical simulationthat runs several times faster than tradi-
tional Monte Carlo techniques;

• MOSRA device reliability analysis simulating HCI and NBTI device ageing effects;

• PLL and VCO simulation including the most accurate and fastest RF simulator.

MAGMA TITAN ENGINE [74] is well-known solution for leading the pack with regard to its digital
IC design, analysis, implementation, and verification solutions. It’s true to say, however, that (until
now) most engineers and industry observers do not tend to think of Magma in the context of analog,
full-custom, and/or mixed-signal designs.

For the last few years, Magma has been developing technologyand expertise. The result is Titan, a
truly unified, automated, full-chip, mixed-signal design solution. There is no question about the power
and value of this technology in the minds of users who have hadthe opportunity to work with Titan.

The Magma Titan FineSim features can be distinguished:
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• Interface for full-chip circuit simulation, offering SPICE-level accuracy for the analog portions of
the design and Fast SPICE-level accuracy for the digital side of the design;

• Fast Monte Carlo is a revolutionary new alternative to traditional Monte Carlo analysis, making
it possible to achieve much more accurate statistical analysis in a fraction of the time required by
traditional methods;

• Especial steady-state simulation for RF circuits and ageing (HCI, NBTI) analysis are not available,
or the specific tools are not found in this state-of-the-art research.

3.3 VARIABILITY -AWARE DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

In advanced technologies, the increase of process variation significantly impacts circuit yield. The
impact of variability on the design of large ICs is becoming especially severe. Thus, the classical EDA
methodology and tool is not able to solve the design problemsunder 100 nm technologies nodes.

In general, the first change in the classical design is the performance estimator. Most of the simulator
engines have variability simulation included. The approaches can be distinguished between Corner-
Based and Monte Carlos simulation. The biggest disadvantage of the simulator-based in performance
estimation is the weak feedback for the optimizer tool. Thus, the optimizer shall be based on an opti-
mal search without the information of the statistical characteristics of the performance. Moreover, the
computational design cost can be too much expensive.

The second possible change in the classical design is the evaluator judge and the feedback of the
optimizer. The evaluator shall judge the performance mean and its variance or standard-deviation as
well. The feedback advantage is obtained with the model building cost, which is higher including the
information of the statistical characteristics of the performance.

At the state-of-the-art, a single EDA consensus joining variability-aware design and commercial
CADs was not found. Since 2000, S. Nassif pointed out the design for variability needs [15]. Nowadays,
G. Yu and P. Li proposed that the analog designs must be optimized not only for nominal performance
but also for robustness in order to maintain a reasonable yield [16]. H. Onodera goes further proposing
that the EDA methodologies and tools shall tolerate, mitigate, or even exploit the variability by proper
design techniques [17]. In 2009, V. Wang et al. introduced a simplified model bridging the gap between
existing statistical methods and circuit design [18]. In next subsections, we address the details of each
state-of-the-art answer to EDA lacks in the increasing variability of the advanced technologies.

3.3.1 WORST CORNER-BASED

In traditional variability-aware design methodologies, the variability has been considered in the ICs
process by guard-banding, using a corner-based approach. Figure 3.2 illustrates all performance (Φ)
samples in function of the parameters vector (~ψ). We see the guard-band linking the important corners
of Φ. From allCi corners, there is a corner namedTypical situated at the center of the guard-band and
some worst cornerCw, whereΦ drops out of the specification. The corner-based method consists in
identifying these important corners and designing the circuit to achieve the specification, even in the
worst case.

The worst case corner models are generated by offsetting theselected parameters by a fixed number
of its standard deviation (σψ). This selection guarantees a minimum circuit yield. TheTypicalcorner is
generated from the measured data on a single golden wafer of the centerline process. Other four corners
often selected are the two analog and the two digital worst case scenarios. Thus, the worst-case corner
models provide designers a capability to predict the assertions of the typical design and the pessimistic
scenarios.

The state-of-the-art worst-case methods take the statistical distribution of the process parameters into
consideration and evaluate the worst-case scenario based on the probability density function (Figure3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Corner-based variability analysis: illustration.

In [75], L. Silva et al. proposed a set of efficient branch-and-bound-based techniques for automating the
computation of the exact worst-timing corners of combinational and sequential circuit. This research
work pointed out difficulties to find the worst corner in a specific application. However, the corner-
based approach easily leads to overly pessimistic worst-case design which will cost power and area
consumption.

3.3.2 MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

The Monte Carlo (MC) simulation avoids the pessimistic worst-case, performing a direct yield esti-
mation of a given circuit. MC is an exhaustive method that never fails, and in some cases may be the only
available option. It consists of several trials, each of which is a full-scale circuit simulation. On every
simulation, each process parameter is sampled from its distribution, and then the circuit performance is
estimated. The procedure is repeated over thousands of trials, and the performance distribution is derived
from the statistics of the estimated performance among the trials. With a sufficient large number of trials,
the performance distribution can be predicted with a measurable confidence.

MC-based methodologies are inherently accurate as they involve only measure-fitted models. This
advantage leads to an accurate optimum for a given circuit yield. Based on a fully random choice of the
samples, the number of employed samples is crucial to achieve a representative statistic. However, the
simulation time directly depends on the number of samples, leading to a loss of efficiency for a large
number of samples.

In order to reduce the number of MC runs, the state-of-the-art has proposed variance reduction tech-
niques [6]. The idea is reducing intentionally the accuracy of the method speeding up the MC simulation.
The most important methods derived from this idea are presented [76].

• Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method samples each dimension (process parameter) by parti-
tioning its domain into equi-probable sub-ranges. Hence itimproves the uniformity of the samples
in one-dimensional projection.

• Quasi Monte Carlo (QMC) utilizes low-discrepancy sequences to provide uniformityin higher
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than 1-D projections. However, the convergence rate of the QMC method is dependent on the
problem dimension, and it is found to be only asymptoticallysuperior to MC.

Another disadvantage on a MC-based method is the weak feedback for an optimum search. There-
fore, the design optimization easily leads to exhaustive random search increasing the design-cycle cost
which consists of several analysis and redesign iterations.

3.3.3 BEHAVIORAL MODELING

The circuit performance metrics are generally non-linear functions. The performance’s probability
density function (PDF) cannot easily be computed. The aim ofthe behavioral modeling approach is
to estimate an interval that encloses the circuit-performance variability. Thus, the circuit-performance
distribution is estimated avoiding the MC exhaustive simulation. Moreover, this approach has a better
optimization feedback since the estimation accuracy can beimposed as a trade-off.

Most noteworthy variability analyses are the response surface methods and models (RSM). RSMs
first generate a model of the circuit performances as a function of the process parameters around the
nominal design point. Then they use this model to estimate the performance’s PDF. In this way, the
state-of-the-art of the variability-aware design methodologies proposes different meta-model to estimate
the mean and the standard deviation of the circuit performance distribution. Thus, the optimization
problem only doubles the number of the objective equations giving to the desired performance a statistical
characteristic.

The crucial issue in RSM lies in creating an accurate model with minimal computational cost. The
required minimum number of simulations can turn the behavioral modeling in a prohibitive approach, and
it is one of the bigger disadvantages. A proposed solution reducing the minimum number of simulations
is the design of experiments (DoE). According to the type of meta-model, the DoE theory can indicate
an efficient sampling strategy [77].

In [16], G. Yu and P. Li demonstrated how an efficient iterative search based optimization can be de-
veloped for extracting Pareto analog performance models innominal case. The proposed methodology
uses Kriging model advantage representing the parameter asa stochastic process. Thus, they applied an
iterative search based optimization to efficiently seek optimal performance trade-offs under yield con-
straints in a high-dimensional design parameter and process variation spaces. Their experiments showed
that the proposed method can efficiently extract desired optimal performance trade-offs by avoiding ex-
cessive time consuming MC simulations and such a method alsoleads to well-controlled accuracy.

In [60], Y. Xu et al. proposed a robust GP optimization capturing the variability by an ellipsoidal un-
certainty expression. Formulating the optimization with ellipsoidal uncertainty, the statistical distribution
information of the circuit variability can be included. They demonstrate that competitive performance
can be achieved with guaranteed yield.

In [18], V. Wang et al. proposed an accurate posynomial model for circuit variability that provides in-
sight into the sources of variability in a circuit design point of view. Modeling random process variability
onto designer-controlled variables (size and bias), it will allow a variability-aware GP optimization. The
work trends are using this model for circuit optimization problems and noise analysis for more complex
analog blocks. Such a model has a great potential to find more methods of evaluating circuit performance
variability without the use of computationally expensive MC methods.

3.4 RELIABILITY -AWARE DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

Integrated circuit reliability simulation is not a new concept and a number of reliability models and
simulation methodologies have been developed during the past decades [78, 79, 13]. Most state-of-
the-art reliability simulation methods try to emulate the degradation process of aged devices based on
the physical failure mechanisms and are based in Berkeley Reliability Tools (BERT) concept. As the
technology advances under 90nm, the sources of ageing increase and the circuit lifetime shrinks. Since
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2003 [79], reliability-aware design methodologies have been proposed. Most of studies are interested in
model [19] and simulate the ageing stress [20, 21] and the circuit lifetime [22]. Thus, they proposed a
new design flow (Figure3.3) including the ageing analysis into the classic design (Figure3.1).

Estimation
Performance 

EvaluationSpecifications

Optimization

First

Design

Fresh

Design
Final
Design

Ageing

Model

Device
Aged

Stress
Device

Figure 3.3: The state-of-the-art of design in reliability methodology: ageing stress flow.

In the Figure3.3, we observe that after few optimization cycles a fresh design is found. Using the
ageing model from the PDK, the devices inside the design are stressed leading to aged devices. The aged
design has its performance estimated and evaluated, facingthe specifications in an external feedback.
If the aged design achieves the desired performance, we find the final design. However, if the aged
design does not meet the specification, the design shall be optimized. The optimization step has not
enough information to increase the circuit reliability, sothat it shall implement some exhaustive search
and probably do not converge in a reasonable time.

The reliability-aware design flow presented in Figure3.3 has a complex feedback and it is often a
tricky algorithm for an EDA tool implementation. The problem is always when the optimization stops:
optimal design or reliable design? What’s more, the trade-off between optimal and reliable is not clear.
Therefore, the designer cannot decide which is preferred.

Reformulating the reliability-aware design flow at the variability-aware knowledge, the proposed
improvements change the performance estimator. In order totake reliability and variability into account,
the estimator should evaluate the fresh performance and theperformance variation due to variability and
ageing. This solution shares the characteristics of a simulation approach.

The advantage of this methodology is the accuracy of the results if the model is available and the
stress conditions are known. However, the imprecision in describing the stress condition leads to wrong
conclusions or overdesign. Moreover, the simulation approach leads to a random optimum search ahead
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the weak feedback inside the not clear trade-offs. Such reliability simulation approach can be distin-
guished: Nominal Reliability Analysis, and Variability-Aware Reliability Analysis [80]. Both will be
detailed in next subsections.

3.4.1 NOMINAL RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

The analog reliability analysis is a method to calculate theageing of a circuit with fixed design
parameters, like an IC process corner. Most ageing degradations have a dependence on the transistor
bias (presented in Section2.4). First proposed in 1993 [78], Berkeley Reliability Tools (BERT) simulates
changes in a circuit performance due to NBTI and HCI. It also evaluates the circuit failure probability
due to TDDB and EM. This tool was developed with the objectiveto provide circuit reliability simulation
with little overhead to the design process.

The first attempt to evaluate the ageing degradation is analyzing the circuit ageing due to its DC
operating point. The advantage is the fast simulation convergence; the disadvantage is the inherent small
accuracy. Furthermore, the stress conditions depend on thecircuit operating cycle and so vary with
the time. In order to obtain accurate information about the time-varying stress at every circuit node, a
transient or a steady-state simulation is required. The most accepted ageing analysis is based in BERT
principles and is detailed in Algorithm2. This algorithm has a linear complexity O(n) with respect tothe
number of transistors in the circuit. Currently, the ageinganalysis is implemented in some commercial
solutions [80] and the ageing model is available in few PDKs.

Algorithm 2 Ageing degradation analysis.

Require: freshNetlist, stressPeriod
nodeWaveforms = transientSimulation(freshNetlist,stressPeriod)
agedNetlist = freshNetlist
for all transistor∈ freshNetlistdo

agedTransistor = ageingAnalysis(transistor,nodeWaveforms)
agedNetlist = update(agedNetlist,agedTransistor)

end for
return agedNetlist

According to the phenomenon, the analysis runs a specific model characterizing the ageing degrada-
tion into the transistor parameters. There are a lot of different models described in the state-of-the-art.
Some of them are implemented for specific applications in dedicated simulators. They often uses simpli-
fied equations and need a specific model fitting. Others are described in a behavioral language including
the transistor model and the ageing degradation description.

What’s more, the commercial tools have their own models and only few foundries offers the ageing
characterization as an option in the process design kit (PDK) description. Therefore, there is no standard
ageing model, and they are not often available in the desiredtool. The common characteristics among
the models are summarized below for each ageing phenomenon.

3.4.1.1 HCI SIMULATION

The model estimates the NMOS or PMOS HCI ageing by theAgeparameter defined as:

• NMOS

Age=
∫ T

0

IDS

WHn

(
Isub

IDS

)mn

dt, (3.5)

• PMOS

Age=
∫ T

0

1
Hp

(
Ig
W

)mp

dt. (3.6)
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The T is the period of time of stress andW is the device width.Isub, IDS and Ig are the substrate, the
drain and the gate currents, respectively.H andmare technology dependent parameters. Afterwards, the
amount of degradation suffered by the MOSFETs is monitored in each model parameter (P) (for example
the threshold voltage, the channel mobility, etc.) and the degradation dynamics can be written as

∆P(t) = K (Age· t)n . (3.7)

So, such model equations use computationally simple and BSIM compatible reliability models to
predict the degradation. Experimental evidence confirms that device degradation may be represented as
a function ofAgeover a wide range of stress conditions and for channel lengths down to the submicron
region [78].

3.4.1.2 NBTI SIMULATION

The behavior of the NBTI degradation is monitored by the threshold voltage shift (∆Vth), represented
in Figure3.4. The∆Vth is induced by both permanent damage and recoverable degradation. As soon
as the stress is stopped, the recoverable degradation decreases in time. This degradation is activated by
temperature (T) and a high negative field and hence is dependent on the bias (VGS).

The permanent damage is modeled using the equation

∆Vthp = Apexp(γpVGS)exp

(

−Eap

kT

)

tn
stress. (3.8)

The recoverable degradation is modeled by

∆Vthr = Ar exp(γrVGS)exp

(

−Ear

kT

)

ln

(

1+
tn
stress

τr

)

. (3.9)

The recovered degradation is modeled by

∆Vthrr = Arr exp(γrrVGSrecover)exp

(

−Earr

kT

)

ln

(

1+
trecover/tstress

τrr

)

∆Vthr. (3.10)

In all ∆Vth equations (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) [81], A is the technology dependent pre-factor,γ is the
voltage accelerator factor,Ea is the activation energy in each case,τ is the physical time constant,k is
Boltzmann’s constant andT is temperature. Finally, the total threshold voltage shiftis monitored by the
equation

∆Vth = ∆Vthp+∆Vthr −∆Vthrr . (3.11)

This model is simple and BSIM compatible, but, to avoid any∆Vth underestimation, it is important
to use the on-the-fly stress and measurement technique [41] to fit the NBTI degradation model.

3.4.1.3 TDDB SIMULATION

Most of the simulators do not simulate post-breakdown transistor electrical behavior. They often
evaluate the transistor gate electric field against the maximum technology allowed field, treating it as a
hard breakdown (HBD) rather than a soft breakdown (SBD). HBDassumes a circuit catastrophic failure.
In reality, the post-SBD circuit continues working with a performance loss. Thus, the HBD is of no
interest in this work, and the design for reliability shall reduce the HBD probability. And often, the
design-kit has the relied information about the mean time tofailure and guidelines to reduce the HBD
probability.

The statistics of SBD are described by the Weibull distribution (Eq. (2.1)). However, this equation
is used only to estimate the first SBD event. To estimate the post-SBD, the electrical model presented in
Figure3.5 [11] is usually employed, where theSBd, SBs are the SBD low conductive paths modeled by
a≈10 kΩ resistance [82]. Despite the continuous breakdown characteristics, the second event cannot be
easily described and it is often considered as a HBD.
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Figure 3.4: Behavior monitor of the NBTI permanent and recoverable damage: illustration [81].
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Figure 3.5: Behavior of the post-SBD degradation: NMOS illustration (PMOS is the analogous).

3.4.1.4 EM SIMULATION

The EM is often checked at the circuit layout level, because the EM involves all metal line con-
nections and their current densities. In fact, there is no early EM estimation and in most cases it does
not represent a constraint. However, RF circuits are particular cases because they often use inductors
and capacitors as a tuned circuit, and in most cases they havelarger currents passing through the induc-
tors. These passive components are designed and software optimized, but the inherent low quality factor
becomes worse without a robust design, because of the EM reliability degradation [83].

Many layout techniques may be used to reduce the EM, but the post-EM behavior is not often treated.
In order to estimate the post-EM performance, it is suggested to model it as a quality factor reduction by
increasing the inductor series resistance (Rs), see Figure3.6. This idea does not increase the simulation
effort, as the passive components optimizers return a lumped model or an equivalent S-parameters model
which include the quality factor characteristic.

3.4.2 VARIABILITY -AWARE RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

In fact, the ageing degradation is not totally independent of the IC process variability. Before ageing,
the circuit suffers from the process variability that is a statistic variation. Then, the stress environment and
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Figure 3.6: Inductor lumped model: illustration.

the stress time are the agents of a deterministic variation.Although both are combined in this physical
happening order, the nominal reliability analysis does nottake such an order into account.

In order to fill the nominal reliability analysis lack, the variability simulation, like MC simulation, can
be run after the degradation with the aged netlist. The hypothesis behind such argument is that statistic
and deterministic variations are naturally independent phenomena. Accurate results are achieved if the
ageing degradation is small enough, and that is the case in 90nm and 65 nm CMOS technologies aiming
a lifetime less than 50 years. The huge advantage of this method is combining PDK accurate models and
commercial tools in a single EDA methodology. The disadvantage is that the hypothesis cannot be true,
moreover under 32 nm CMOS.

The solution is to break the nominal reliability analysis paradigm and propose a variability-aware
reliability analysis. However, there is no commercial toolimplementing this solution. In fact, random-
sampling techniques, like MC simulation, are accurate, butvery CPU intensive. Then implementing the
ageing degradation, the EDA algorithm will have a complexity bigger than O(n2) , which can rapidly
achieve a not feasible number of simulation points.

One solution for this problem is proposed in 2010 by E. Maricau and G. Gielen. In [80], they
demonstrated a deterministic, variability-aware reliability modeling and simulation method. In their
work, a DoE with a quasi-linear complexity algorithm is usedto build an RSM of the time-dependent
circuit behavior. The simulation speed improvement is up toseveral orders of magnitude with good
simulation accuracy. Another solution is proposed in 2010 by X. Pan and H. Graeb. In [84], they
proposed an efficient method to predict the lifetime yield ofanalog circuits considering the joint effects of
manufacturing process variations and parameter lifetime degradations. However, the analysis limitations
are:

• a simplified ageing degradation model, far away from the commercial models;

• the model fitting availability for the commercial PDKs;

• a dedicated simulation until disconnected to the commercial tools.

3.4.3 CONCLUSION

Regarding the state-of-the-art, there is no most accepted solution. The reliability-aware remains in
the analysis only and mostly simulation based approach. Theclear disadvantage is the weak feedback
to the optimizer algorithm. The reason is that the ageing degradation models are under research and the
state-of-the-art efforts are concentrated in accurate modeling and simulating.

This scenario leaves an opportunity to innovate proposing areliability-aware design methodology.
The research needs resides in increasing the optimization feedback by design equations to estimate the
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ageing degradation in early stages. These new equations should be integrated in a multi-objective op-
timization algorithm. Similarly, it is done in the variability-aware design methodology as proposed in
[16, 60, 18]. The huge challenge is proposing an accurate design methodto estimate the ageing degra-
dation in early stages and use this information to find the optimum design space. The proposed method
shall have in mind not only the advanced CMOS technologies, but also the future IC technologies when
circuit reliability even worse is expected.
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CHAPTER 4

RELIABLE RF FRONT-END: BOTTOM-UP DESIGN

In this chapter, we will present three applied examples of reliable-circuit design. Each example is
one of the building blocks described in the study case designin order to propose a reliable RF front-end.
Such building blocks will be designed in transistor level using CMOS 65nm technology.

The first block of an RF front-end is the low-noise amplifier. Aggregating balun, wide-band low-
noise amplifier, and I-Q mixer; the BLIXER was designed following a classical design flow step-by-step.
First of all, we collected the performance specification from the top-down design and the design space
characterization from the CMOS 65 nm technology. Then, we obtained the BLIXER model equations
using a constructive approach and the gradient for all design performances. Next, we obtained a BLIXER
design solution using a classical design optimization.

In this step, the bias voltage obtained imposes the transistor in moderate inversion. This solution
reduces the power consumption in required minimum gain and maximum noise. After achieving the
optimal design we decided to evaluate the BLIXER failure forboth variability and ageing. We found
that such a solution imposes less circuit stress which implies in less ageing. The trade-off presented in
design strategies will be discussed in Chapter6. Now, we discuss such a trade-off inside the BLIXER
design example presenting an increasing variability compromise.

In order to obtain a BLIXER failure evaluation, we developeda sensitivity analysis and a variation
sharing. Thus, the BLIXER failure and design space will be discussed aiming a reliable-BLIXER design.
Later, the transistor-level BLIXER was simulated and its performances estimated using a typical-corner
electric simulation, a nominal reliability simulation anda Monte Carlo simulation. We analyzed these
three results concluding that the ageing is negligible in comparison to the variability. We published these
analyses and discussions in [23].

The second building block in the RF front-end is the digital controlled oscillator (DCO). The DCO
design has followed two different points of view. First design is aiming a reliable-circuit synthesis and
the result is a full analysis comparable to the BLIXER. We published these analysis and discussions in
[28]. The second point of view is the answer to the question: how much has the reliability increased
during the reliable-circuit synthesis? In order to answer this simple question, we redesigned the DCO
using a classical design methodology. As a result, we compare the different points of view: if we choose
a reliable-circuit and if we do not take the reliability intoaccount during the design flow. We published
theses analyses and discussions in [25].

The conclusion of the DCO design clarifies the advantages andthe disadvantages to analyze the
reliability in early stages and take measures to manage thiscriterion [25]. Designing a classical and
a reliable DCO, we achieve a frequency degradation reduction by a value between 15 % and 30 %.
And also, the reliable-DCO has a circuit lifetime five times longer than the classical-DCO, if we fix the
maximum frequency range degradation at 2.0 %. Disadvantages of the method are the increase of the
phase noise and the reduction of the frequency range.

The third building block in the RF front-end is the programmable-gain amplifier (PGA).The PGA
design is mostly composed of reconfigurable passive components with some few transistor-level con-
straints in the amplifiers. These few transistor-level constraints are similar to the constraints found in the
BLIXER design. Thus, we explain why the PGA is naturally reliable (in CMOS 65 nm) in terms of their
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amplifiers. The sensitivity analysis and the PGA failure evaluation reveals that the amplifier-performance
variation is not big enough to imply in a PGA failure. Therefore, we do not need to full design the PGA
to be sure that the transistor ageing in PGA is negligible in comparison to the transistor variability. Fi-
nally, the PGA reliability is dependent on the reliability of the control circuits, mostly digital circuits.
The reliability in digital circuits is out of the scope of this work.

4.1 RELIABLE -BLIXER DESIGN

4.1.1 BLIXER SCHEMATIC AND SPECIFICATION

The BLIXER topology is presented in Figure4.1 and its specifications in Table4.1. For the circuit
design, we used the transistor-level characterization which will be presented in Section6.2. This charac-
terization consists in aIDS andgmversus bias simulation for a fresh normalized NMOS (W = 1µm and
L = 60 nm) and the CMOS 65 nm integrated process ageing simulation.

M3 M3M3M3

M2M1

sin sin

CLRL

CLRL

CL RL

CL RL

RBOND LBOND RPAD
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R2VB1

CPADCBOND
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Figure 4.1: The BLIXER topology composed of a balun, a wide-band low noise amplifier (WBLNA),
and a mixer connected: illustration of the I-path (the Q-path is not present as it is similar to the I-path)
[2].

Table 4.1: The BLIXER specifications for wireless applications.

Operational Frequency 1 GHz - 5 GHz
Bandwidth > 100 MHz

Gain ≥ 10 dB
NF ≤ 5.0 dB
IP3 ≥ 0.0 dBm
S11 ≤ -10 dB
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4.1.2 BLIXER MODEL EQUATION

POWER CONSUMPTION The power consumption is the first important circuit characteristic to be eval-
uated; it is described using the equation

P=VDD (ID1+ ID2) . (4.1)

Then, we found the total derivative of such a characteristicas

∆P≈VDD (∆ID1+∆ID2) , (4.2)

which leads to a decreasing power consumption with theIDS ageing degradation. Thus, the circuit degra-
dation does not lead to a worst characteristic as a power consumption decreasing is desirable. Although,
the power consumption is an easy way to evaluate the circuit ageing degradation [28].

GAIN The BLIXER gain is defined as:

G=
π
4
(2gm1RL +gm2RL) , (4.3)

whereπ
4 is the passive mixer conversion gain and we assume an ideal matching impedance. So, its total

derivative is

∆G≈ π
4
√

2
(2∆gm1RL +∆gm2RL) . (4.4)

The BLIXER differential gain isGd = 2G. The gain degradation shall be estimated by thegm ageing
degradation, shown in Figure6.4(b)(in Chapter6.2). The circuit bandwidth is not controlled by transistor
parameter as it is

BW =
1

2πRLCL
, (4.5)

and it does not degrade with transistor ageing. TheRL resistance might only suffer EM degradation,
but it will not be the case if the designer follows the PDK guide reducing the EM probability. Thus,
only a gain variation could be interpreted as a BW variation.This will have no impact on RF front-end
performance, because the base-band signal has a smaller bandwidth. Furthermore, the PGA will be later
charged to control output signal swing and bandwidth when programmed to a specific standard.

NOISE FACTOR The noise factor (F = 10NF/10) is defined as:

F= 1+

((2gm1RL1)
2−(gm2RL2)

2)
gm1Rs+1 e2

n1+(gm2RL2)
2e2

n2+e2
nL1+e2

nL2

((2gm1RL1)
2+(gm2RL2)

2)
gm1Rs+1 e2

nS

+
π
4

, (4.6)

wheree2
ni is the noise voltage of the componenti and π

4 is the passive mixer conversion gain degrading
the noise. This equation was obtained by the BLIXER noise analysis of the noise model presented in
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Figure4.2. The total derivative of the noise factor is

∆F≈ (4.7)
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Figure 4.2: The BLIXER noise model: illustration.

INPUT IMPEDANCE MATCHING The BLIXER matching impedance is defined:

S11 =
1−gm1Rs

1+gm1Rs
, (4.13)

whereRs is the source resistance and its total derivative is

∆S11 ≈
−2Rs

(1+gm1Rs)
2 ∆gm1. (4.14)

Thus, theS11 is a performance with a large sensitivity to the ageing degradation of thegm1.
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4.1.3 RELIABLE -BLIXER DESIGN

Using the performance specification and the initial design space, the optimization looks for the tran-
sistor parameters which lead to an optimum BLIXER performance. Thus, the required circuit bias is
VDS= 0.4 V andVGS= 0.44 V for both M1 and M2 transistors. The optimized sizes are:W1 = 64.0µm,
W2 =W3 = 200.0µm, L = 60 nm. The passive components values are:RL = 150Ω, andCL = 3 pF. The
components of the bond wire and pad modeling areRBOND= 0.5 Ω, CBOND= 200 fF,LBOND= 1 nH,
RPAD= 0.2Ω, CPAD= 200 fF,R2 = 12.0 kΩ, andC2 = 30 pF.

Regarding the design space (presented in Section6.2), a normalized drain current of 17.4µA, and a
normalized transconductance of 0.1 mS are expected. Hence,the first performance estimation gives us:
P= 5.5 mW,Gd = 14.7 dB,NF = 3.9 dB. The design space also indicates the ageing variation under 1%
and the variability of 75% for the drain current and 55% for the transconductance. The bias choice has
reduced the HCI stress, because the overdrive voltage is small and the NMOS transistors are in moderate
inversion. However, the bias choice has increased the importance of the transistor variability which could
be responsible for the BLIXER failure.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS The BLIXER sensitivity analysis has pointed the transistorM2 as the most
sensitive transistor. In power consumption sensitivity analysis, we found

SIDS1
P =0.24, and (4.15)

SIDS2
P =0.75; (4.16)

(4.17)

which means that M2 consumes more and is more sensitive. In gain sensitivity analysis, we found

Sgm1
G =0.39, and (4.18)

Sgm2
G =0.60; (4.19)

(4.20)

which is a similar result for M2 as presented in power consumption sensitivity analysis. In noise sensi-
tivity analysis, we found

Sgm1
F =0.83, and (4.21)

Sgm2
F =−1.34; (4.22)

(4.23)

thus it is clear the M2 noise cancellation role in the sensitivity signal. The M2 parameters variation will
decrease the noise cancellation.

FAILURE EVALUATION Considering only the nominal circuit characteristic, a classical synthesis will
just optimize the circuit sizing. After that, the designer should simulate the circuit variability and ageing.
Using a given specification of maximum ageing degradation ofthe transistor parameters and the total
derivatives (Equations (4.4), (4.12) and (4.14)), we propose to early estimate the circuit characteristic
variability and ageing.

Assuming the case of 1 % ageing degradation of the transistorparameters, we found the estimated
characteristic degradation as:∆P/P= 1 %,∆G/G= 1 %,∆S11/S11= 0.7 %, and∆F/F= 0.5 %. Such
information shall be used on the design flow to improve the circuit against ageing. Moreover, it leads
to how sensitive the chosen circuit schematics and technology are to ageing degradation. Hence, such
failure evaluation proves that the designed BLIXER is reliable.

Assuming the case of 75% for the drain current and 55% for the transconductance variability, we
found the estimated characteristic variation as:∆P/P= 75 %,∆G/G= 55 %,∆S11/S11= 39.2 %, and
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∆F/F= 27.7 %. Such information clarifies the importance of the transistor variability on the BLIXER
failure. Therefore, the BLIXER performance and failure should be discussed in higher level evaluating
the impacts of the characteristics variation on the yield requirements.

4.1.4 BLIXER SIMULATION RESULTS

First, the BLIXER design example was simulated obtaining the nominal characteristics for RF-input-
signal frequencies: 1.0 GHz, 2.4 GHz, and 5.0 GHz. The simulation results of the typical circuit are
summarized in Table4.2and they are coherent with the RF front-end specification.

Table 4.2: The BLIXER simulation results: typical performance.

Frequency (GHz) 1.0 2.4 5.0
Power (mW) 5.55 5.56 5.59
Consumption

Differential Gain (dB) 13.5 13.5 14.3
NFmax (dB) 4.0 4.5 5.3
IP3 (dBm) 4.4 3.4 -0.73
S11 (dB) -17.6 -15.4 - 13.3

Subsequently, the BLIXER design example was simulated obtaining the variability of the Gain (Fig-
ure 4.3(a)) and NFmax (Figure 4.3(b)) characteristics. We present in Figure4.3 the results of a 1000
points of Monte Carlo simulation of the fresh BLIXER for the 1.0 GHz of input-signal frequency. The
simulated result shows that 96.4 % of the simulation runs have Gain> 10.0 dB, and 92.1% of the simu-
lation runs have NFmax< 5.0 dB. Therefore, both characteristics did not lead to the BLIXER drop out of
the specifications despite the integrated process variation and mismatch.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: A 1000 points Monte Carlo simulation of the freshBLIXER (a) for the Gain and (b) for the
NFmax characteristics at 1.0 GHz of input-signal frequency.

In order to characterize the BLIXER ageing degradation, thepower consumption (P) will be evalu-
ated. We propose to evaluate the power consumption by 1000 points of Monte Carlo simulation of the
fresh BLIXER and the 30 years old stressed BLIXER. Firstly, we obtained the model library for the 30
years aged BLIXER using the typical integrated process parameters. Next, we did a 1000 points Monte
Carlo simulation of the fresh BLIXER (presented in Figure4.4(a)) and of the 30 years aged BLIXER
using the aged model library (presented in Figure4.4(b)). The mode of the fresh BLIXER histogram
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is 4.2 mW. The mode of the 30 years aged BLIXER histogram is 4.4mW. Then, we fitted a Poisson
distribution for 99.9% of confidence, described by the probability density function

f (P;λ ) =
λ Pe−λ

P!
, (4.24)

and we foundλ f resh= 5.8 mW andλaged= 6.3 mW. As expected, the bias voltages chosen will lead
to an ageing degradation much lesser than 1 % checking the Figures6.4(a)and6.4(b)(in Section6.2).
Therefore, the performance-ageing degradation of the BLIXER is negligible.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: A 1000 points Monte Carlo simulation (a) of the fresh BLIXER and (b) of the 30 years aged
BLIXER power consumption using the obtained model library.

4.1.5 RELIABLE -BLIXER DESIGN CONCLUSIONS

In this section, we proposed the reliable-BLIXER design using the failure evaluation. In the bottom-
up approach the circuit design equations have been used to obtain an early estimation of the circuit
characteristics ageing. Using the CMOS 65 nm transistor ageing characterization, the sensitive circuit
bias condition was identified. The HCI can be avoided reducing the time in which the transistors are in
strong inversion, controlling theVGD and theVGS. In order to increase the circuit reliability and also to
achieve the desired performance, the required circuit biasisVDS= 0.4 V andVGS= 0.44 V.

The simulation results of the typical circuit are coherent with the RF front-end specification. Despite
the integrated process variability and mismatch, we observed that 96.4 % of the simulation runs have Gain
> 10.0 dB, and 92.1% of the simulation runs have NFmax< 5.0 dB, and they did not lead the BLIXER
drop out of the specifications. Moreover, the BLIXER ageing degradation is negligible according to the
fitted Poisson distribution of the power consumption for 99.9% of confidence.

4.2 RELIABLE -DCO DESIGN

4.2.1 DCO SCHEMATIC AND SPECIFICATION

In order to illustrate the reliable-DCO design method, we chose to design a realistic DCO for RF
applications near 1 GHz. The 5-3 NOR interpolative DCO [24] was chosen because it has a large signal
at the transistor gates, resulting in HCI degradation. And also, we cannot control the PMOS transistor
NBTI stress time, as this time is correlated with the oscillation frequency. The DCO, designed in CMOS
65 nm, has to generate a frequency clock between 600 MHz and 1.2 GHz. The Figure4.5 shows the
circuit schematic, whereVCT andVBIASare the control words converted into bias voltages for NMOS and
PMOS respectively.
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Figure 4.5: The 5-3 NOR interpolative DCO schematic [24].

4.2.2 DCO FAILURE EVALUATION

We proposed a reliability analysis at the transistor level in [25]. The device behavior chosen to model
the HCI and the NBTI degradations in this analysis is the transistor drain current. Thus, we assume that

IDSaged= (1−α) IDS f resh, (4.25)

where∆IDS = α IDS f reshandα is the percentage ofIDS degradation.α is evaluated between the fresh
circuit simulation and the aged circuit simulation as [85]

α =
IDSaged− IDS f resh

IDS f resh
. (4.26)

The [1] and [82] have shown similar models. In order to evaluate the circuitreliability, ∆IDS will feed the
transistor model shown in Figure4.6. This transistor model will replace its corresponding transistor and
indicate the sensitivity of the devices [85].

M1 M2∆IDS ∆IDS

Figure 4.6: NMOS and PMOS transistors reliability model foranalysis purposes (∆IDS= α IDS f resh).

The most important step consists in describing the typical environment conditions, such as temper-
ature, signal swing and circuit frequency. In order to obtain a consistent model, the circuit test bench
should represent these stress conditions. Thus, the circuit degradation is measured by the chosen behavior
of the transistor (IDS) under HCI and NBTI degradations.

As earlier the designer can simulate the cell performance, as better it is to evaluate∆IDS degradation.
Moreover, such degradation represents the behavior variation that the circuit should be robust to. Thus,
a design methodology could predict how robust the circuit isand if a possible redesign can increase its
reliability. In order to achieve better results, the analysis is iterated with the design in a new reliable-
design flow (see Chapter6).
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APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS MODEL In order to demonstrate the reliability analysis method,
we show the analysis of a DCO designed with the classical methodology and a reliable-DCO (design
presented in Subsection4.2.3). Figure4.7(a)and4.7(b)show both DCOs stressed for 30 years of ageing
at 27oC for all digital control words, converted into analog voltages. Actually, the full validation of the
analysis model was presented in [28].
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Figure 4.7: The DCO oscillation frequency (fOSC) simulated at 27oC during 30 years of degradation for
(a) the classical and(b) reliable designed circuit. The result before the stress is represented by the solid
line, after the stress by a dashed line and the aged model marked by x

4.2.3 RELIABLE -DCO DESIGN

First of all, we will not consider the variability of the integration process technology, discussing only
ageing degradation. Thus, only the reliability could change the circuit performance and so the result
will be the transistor-level considerations aiming a reliable-DCO. In this circuit, the minimum number
of stages is 3 and the maximum (Nmax) is 5, so we have 4 effective stages (Ne f f) in the feedback loop.
The oscillation frequency is

fosc=
1

2Ne f ftd
(4.27)
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wheretd is the NOR cell delay. We found 80 ps< td < 200 ps to be the cell delay, which can be described
as

td =
CL

gm
. (4.28)

We assume that the delay is the same for all cells for both riseand fall transitions of the signal. Approx-
imately,

gm=
2IDS

Vov
, (4.29)

whereVov is the overdrive voltage andIDS is the drain to source current. Therefore,fosc is a function of
IDS, as

fosc=
IDS

Ne f fCLVov
, (4.30)

and the current degradation will represent a loss in the oscillation frequency. The oscillation frequency
degradation can be obtained by deriving the equation (4.30). As presented in

∆ fosc=
∆IDS

Ne f fCLVov
, (4.31)

∆ fosc has a linear dependence with∆IDS transistor behavior chosen in the reliability analysis.
As the frequency, the maximum power consumption (Pmax) is a function of the maximum current at

the load. Thus,Pmax , evaluated as
Pmax= NmaxVDDIDS, (4.32)

is only limited byIDS (assuming constantVDD). Consequently, the maximum power consumption degra-
dation is

∆Pmax= NmaxVDD∆IDS. (4.33)

Another important performance parameter to be evaluated inoscillators is the phase noise (L( f )).
The f is the frequency distance between the carrier frequency andthe noise frequency. According to
[86], the L( f ) is a function of the transistor bias current (IDS in our design) and a constantγn which
represents the transistor noise model, as

L( f ) = 10log
γn

IDS
. (4.34)

Hence, the phase noise ageing degradation is

∆L( f ) = 10log(1−α) , (4.35)

whereα was defined in equation (4.26).
During the design optimization, we naturally found that thepower consumption is reduced, if the

designer choosesVGS= VBIAS−VDD as low as possible. In this bias condition, the reliability analysis
shows lower NBTI degradation. Figure4.8 illustrates the amount of NBTI degradation over years of
degradation for eachVGS at 150oC of temperature stress (see Section6.2 for more details). Clearly, the
circuit will present lower NBTI degradation forVGS>-0.7 V and will consume less power. Aiming to
cover the oscillation frequency span, the designer has to choose between accepting the degradation pre-
sented in Figure4.8or redesigning the DCO to be reliable. If the reliability andthe power consumption
constraints are chosen to be optimized, the designer will need an overdesigned DCO to cover from 600
MHz to 1.2 GHz forVBIAS>0.5 V (VDD = 1.2 V) . Such an optimization will be the design for reliability
choice. On the other hand, the classical design methodologywill choose not to overdesign the DCO, and
hence the DCO will be exploited for 0.3 V<VBIAS<0.6 V.

The classical design indicates that the PMOS width should be3 times bigger than the NMOS width
(W) for the DCO clock with an equal duty cycle. Increasing thereliability, we propose to useVBIAS>0.5
V and to design the width as to W/2 for both NMOS in the Y path (marked with Y andVCT in the transistor
gate in Figure4.5). Comparing the classical design and the reliable design options, the dimensions of
the DCO are present in the Table4.3.
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Figure 4.8: ∆Vth degradation for the PMOS DCO transistors stressed by NBTI at150oC.

Table 4.3: The dimensions of the designed DCO (L = 0.5 µm).

WX (µm) WY andWCT (µm) WPMOS (µm)
5 5 15.0

DCO 4 4 12.0
3 3 9.0

Reliable 5 2.5 15.0
DCO 4 2.0 12.0

3 1.5 9.0

In order to reduce the phase noise, the sizes shall be increased. Table4.4 confirms the phase noise
reduction as the NMOS width increases, but it also indicatesthe increase of the oscillation frequency
degradation forfosc= 1 GHz and after 10 years of ageing. The reliable DCO has the oscillation frequency
degradation reduced by a value between 15 % and 30 %. As a trade-off, the phase noise presented an
average increase of 2.0 dBc/Hz. If such a phase noise is reasonable for a target RF standard, the reliable
DCO will be the better option. Both DCOs will be designed withWX = 5 µm, aiming a phase noise
reduction.

4.2.4 DCO SIMULATION RESULTS

Combining the trends indicated by the reliability analysis, both DCO circuits were sized (L = 0.5
µm and the widths are presented in the line ofWX = 5 µm of the Table4.3) to cover from 600 MHz to
1.2 GHz. The classical designed DCO (at 1 GHz) consumed 1.40 mW of power without stress and 1.37
mW after 10 years of stress degradation. The reliable DCO (at1 GHz) consumed 1.06 mW of power
without stress and the same power after 10 years of stress degradation (negligible ageing).

The reliability simulation reveals in the Figure4.9(a) and 4.9(b) the normalizedfosc degradation
obtained from both DCOs stressed at 27oC for different ageing times. The classical designed DCO
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Table 4.4: Phase Noise (fosc= 1 GHz at 1 MHz off-set) versus thefosc andP ageing degradations at 10
years lifetime for each design and sizing.

WX (µm) ∆ fosc/ fosc ∆P/P L(1.0 MHz)
@ 1 GHz and @1 GHz and @1 GHz
10 years (%) 10 years (%) (dBc/Hz)

5 1.90 2.2 -94.3
DCO 4 1.86 2.2 -93.4

3 1.90 2.2 -92.2
Reliable 5 1.6 0.4 -92.7

DCO 4 1.7 0.4 -91.7
3 1.3 2.1 -90.5

presented a bigger frequency range and bigger ageing degradation up to 2.8 %. Moreover, the classical
designed DCO at 1 GHz results in 2.0 % of degradation limitingits lifetime at 10 years. The reliable
DCO presented a lower frequency range but achieves a smallerdegradation in most cases and 2.5 % at
worst. Therefore, the reliable DCO can be exploited more than 50 years of lifetime in most part of the
frequency range. Its lifetime is 50 years at 1 GHz for 2.0 % of degradation.

In order to present the strengths of the reliable DCO, we choose to present the reliability simulation
in an accelerate environment at 150oC. The Figure4.10(a)and4.10(b)reveals a bigger NBTI stress. The
normalizedfoscdegradation obtained for the classical designed DCO is morethan 3 % in most cases. On
the other hand, the reliable DCO has presented afoscdegradation between 2 % and 3 % which represents
a reduction of 30 % of thefosc degradation in most cases.

The DCO and the reliable DCO phase noise simulations, presented in the Figure4.11, are very close
and only a specific RF standard choice can impose a limit to thephase noise constraint. The ageing
simulations performed at each circuit lifetime (also presented in the Figure4.11) didn’t present noise
performance degradation big enough to be considered a failure.

The variability simulation was performed by 1000 points of Monte Carlo simulation for both DCO
programmed atfosc= 1 GHz and stressed at 27oC. First, they are simulated against only variability
and the results are presented in the Figures4.12(a)and4.12(b). After that, they are simulated using the
ageing model (presented in Figure4.6) extracted from the nominal run for 10 years of stress (presented
in the Figures4.13(a)and4.13(b)). All results demonstrate that the reliability has no significant impact
compared to the variability, and therefore it could be neglected in our example.

Finally, both DCOs can be characterized by the figure of meritfor RF oscillators, defined as

FoM= L(∆ f )−20log
fosc

∆ f
+10logP/1 mW [87]. (4.36)

The FoM of the fresh circuits was evaluated as -152.8 dB for the classical designed DCO and -152.4 dB
for the reliable DCO. If we take into account the power consumption (equation (4.33)) and the phase
noise (equation (4.35)) degradation, the FoM for RF oscillators doesn’t take the reliability degradation
into account. Both degradations compensate each other in equation (4.36), and therefore there is no need
to present the FoM for the aged circuits.

4.2.5 RELIABLE -DCO DESIGN CONCLUSIONS

In this section, we validate a reliable-circuit synthesis method using a DCO design. We have consid-
ered the reliability degradation caused by circuit ageing as a design criterion, as important as the classical
constraints (noise, signal range, power consumption and die area). For this purpose, we introduced the
physical phenomena context and how they could be avoided. Then, we presented the reliable-DCO
design and validated its reliability analysis model.
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Figure 4.9: The∆ fosc/ fosc degradation at 27oC for (a) the classical and(b) the reliable designed DCO.

We checked that the reliability analysis gives us information to improve the method optimization,
designing a more reliable circuit. Designing a classical and a reliable DCO, we achieve a frequency
degradation reduction by a value between 15 % and 30 %. And also, the reliable DCO has a circuit
lifetime five times longer than the classical DCO, if we fix themaximum frequency range degradation at
2.0 %. Disadvantages of the method are the increase in the phase noise and the reduction of the frequency
range that could be neglected in a specific RF standard.
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Figure 4.10: The∆ fosc/ foscdegradation at 150oC for (a) the classical and(b) the reliable designed DCO.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: The DCOfosc variability, simulated atfosc= 1 GHz by 1000 Monte Carlo runs.(a) The
classical designed circuit presentedµ =1.020 GHz andσ =97.1 MHz, and(b) the reliable designed
presentedµ =0.988 GHz andσ =94.7 MHz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: The DCOfosc variability, simulated with the ageing model for 10 years ofstress atfosc= 1
GHz by 1000 Monte Carlo runs.(a)The classical designed circuit presentedµ =1.003 GHz andσ =95.9
MHz, and(b) the reliable designed presentedµ =0.967 GHz andσ =92.7 MHz.
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4.3 RELIABLE -PGA DESIGN

4.3.1 PGA SCHEMATIC AND SPECIFICATION

In this section, we will present why the PGA is naturally a reliable circuit using a similar analysis
and synthesis methodology applied at the reliable-BLIXER design. The most common topology is a
multi-mode, multi-band active-RC filter and amplifier [4]. Figure4.14illustrates the design example of
an active-RC 5th-order Sallen-Key filter presented in [4].

+
−Vin

Vout
+
−

(a)

Vout
+
−

Vin

(b)

Figure 4.14: The multi-mode, multi-band PGA schematics is composed of(a) an active-RC Sallen-Key
filter and(b) a negative-feedback amplifier.

Furthermore, it is clear that all active-RC filter and amplifier will only meet multi-mode, multi-band
specifications if it has reconfigurable passive components.Another possible solution is a multi-path filter
with a programmable path selection (not discussed here). Using a full differential and balanced structure,
the reliability degradation will hit mostly the amplifiers and the control circuits. If the control circuits
are digital gates aiming to reduce the area consumption, then the circuit reliability should be increased
with digital techniques. These techniques are out of the scope of this work. Hence, the amplifier is the
only analog block which we can propose some reliability increase.

The PGA specifications are summarized in Table4.5and according to the state-of-the-art these per-
formances are achievable. For the circuit design, we used the transistor-level characterization which
will be presented in Section6.2. This characterization consists in aIDS andgm versus bias simulation
for fresh normalized transistors (W = 1µm and L = 60 nm; p type and n type) and the CMOS 65 nm
integrated process ageing simulation.

Table 4.5: The PGA specifications for wireless applications.

Bandwidth ≤ 25 MHz (programmable)
Gain ≥ 20 dB
NF ≤ 10.0 dB
IP3 ≥ 10.0 dBm

4.3.2 PGA MODEL EQUATION

The transfer function of an active-RC filter and an amplifier has the form:

H(s) = K
N(s)
D(s)

; (4.37)

whereK is the DC gain,N(s) and D(s) are the rational polynomial which implements the 5th-order
Sallen-Key filter in the example. Assuming thatK, N(s), D(s) are function of passive components and
reconfigurable, the only source of performance variation isthe amplifier. Furthermore, the amplifier
performance variation may not represent a PGA failure, if the PGA could be reprogrammed reducing
the variation consequences. However, the amplifier performance variation may impose PGA limitations
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and it is the center of the failure estimation. The amplifier key performances are: finite DC gain, finite
gain-bandwidth product, linearity and noise.

FINITE DC GAIN The Equation (4.37) assumes an ideal amplifier, which means an infinity DC gain.
However, the transfer function in the case of a non-ideal amplifier suffers from an error as

Hreal(s) = Hideal(s)ε . (4.38)

The errorε for a simple case of the schematics illustrated in Figure4.14(b)is known to be

ε ≈ GDC

GDC+1
, (4.39)

whereGDC is the amplifier finite DC gain. The basic amplifier of the Figure4.15could be decomposed in
smaller amplifiers stages: differential pair amplifier and common source amplifier. The DC gain equation
is written as

GDC = gm1RL2gm4RL3, (4.40)

wheregm1 andgm4 are the transconductance of the amplifier transistors;RL2 andRL3 are the equivalent
active charges of the amplifier transistor.

M2 M2

M1M1

M5

M4

M3Vbias

Vip Vin

Figure 4.15: Basic operational amplifier: illustration.

A constraints imposed toGDC is to be greater than 1000 V/V, becauseε will be lower than 0.1 %
in this case. However, the error Equation (4.39) is for only one amplifier, and a handy rule of thumb
leads us to an error ofε3 in the case of 3 amplifiers (e.g. two of them do the active-RC filter as Figure
4.14(a)and the last one the programmable gain as Figure4.14(b)). Thus, the worst case of error will be
increased, becoming approximately 0.3 %.

FINITE GAIN -BANDWIDTH PRODUCT The finite gain-bandwidth product (GBW) introduces an un-
desired pole on the transfer function. Actually, amplifier gain is frequency dependent and the Equation
(4.39) shall be rewritten taking the GBW into account. The errorε for a simple case of the schematics
illustrated in Figure4.14(b)will become

ε(s)≈ GDC
GDC
GBWs+GDC+1

, (4.41)

whereGDC is the finite DC gain defined in Equation (4.40). TheGBW is

GBW≈ gm1

Ccomp
, (4.42)
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whereCcomp is the compensation capacitance in Figure4.15. Thus, the undesired pole will be

s=−GDC+1
GDC

GBW. (4.43)

Normally, this pole is far away of the poles ofH(s) becoming non dominant. As a handy rule of thumb,
if such a pole is greater than four times the frequency of the dominant one, the undesired pole will be
negligible. However, the worst case of error for the PGA on the example will increase the strength of the
undesired pole, because such a pole will turns in three polesplaced at same frequency.

L INEARITY The PGA linearity depends on the active-RC filter passive components, and the amplifier
DC gain. We suppose that the passive components do not sufferfrom ageing and despite the variability
the control circuits may correct the mismatch variations. The amplifier DC gain is responsible for the
virtual ground quality, and the finite DC gain problem was already discussed. Furthermore, the state-of-
the-art of PGAs [4] indicates a linearity bigger than 20 dBm, and so it will be always bigger than the
specified 10 dBm of linearity. Therefore, the linearity should not be a design constraint.

NOISE The PGA noise depends on the passive components (the resistance loads), and the amplifier
noise. We suppose that the passive component noise can be reduced controlling the size of the resistances
and capacitances. The input referred noise of the amplifier is

v2
in = 2

i2n1

gm2
1

+2
i2n2

gm2
1

, (4.44)

calculated using the small signal analysis explained at Razavi’s book [88] at the basic amplifier of the
Figure4.15. And thus, the PGA noise will mostly be influenced by the first-amplifier noise.

4.3.3 RELIABLE -PGA DESIGN

The reliable-PGA design can be devised into two parts: the Sallen-Key transfer function, resulting
in the passive-components design values; and the amplifier design in transistor level. The Sallen-Key
transfer function is a solved optimization problem and it will not be discussed in this work as mentioned
before. The amplifier design in transistor level has the performance specifications summarized in Table
4.6

Table 4.6: The amplifier specifications for PGA application.

Gain-Bandwidth Product (GBW) ≥ 1 GHz
Gain ≥ 60 dB
v2

in ≤ 4.510−17 V2/Hz
IP3 ≥ 10.0 dBm

The design of an amplifier with these specifications is not a new challenge and we decided to re-
search the state-of-the-art of miller-amplifiers. In orderto achieve the specifications of the Table4.6, we
found that Miller-amplifiers shall be designed in weak or moderate inversion aiming low-power and high
gain. Regarding the Figures6.2-6.8(see Section6.2) obtained in the transistor level characterization, we
observe that the required bias will impose severe constraints to transistor variability and almost negligi-
ble ageing degradation. Therefore, we decided to analyze the failure conditions of the amplifier only in
terms of transistor variability.
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4.3.4 PGA FAILURE ANALYSIS

FINITE DC GAIN Using the minimum finite DC gain specified in Table4.6, we found the sensitivity
of the worst case of errorε3 to the DC gain as

SGDC
ε3 = 0.003. (4.45)

This too low sensitivity means that even a big amount ofGDC variation; the worst case error will suffer
from a negligible variation. According to Equation (4.40), GDC is a function of transistorgmand so the
worst case is if the∆GDC/GDC =50 % (see Figure6.8). Using such conditions ofGDC and∆GDC, we
estimate the∆ε3/ε3 = 15 %. Therefore, the finite DC gain variation is not capable toinduce a PGA
failure by variability effect.

FINITE GAIN -BANDWIDTH PRODUCT The finite gain-bandwidth product variation will change the
position of the undesired pole combined with the finite DC gain variation. Analyzing the undesired pole
variation, we found the sensitivity

SGDC
s =−9.910−4, andSGBW

s = 1; (4.46)

using the performances specified in Table4.6. The finite DC gain sensitivity is small and so negligible
facing the gain-bandwidth product sensitivity. Accordingto Equation (4.42), GBW is function ofgm1

and so the worst case is if the∆GBW/GBW=50 % (see Figure6.8). Using such conditions ofGBWand
∆GBW, we estimate the∆s/s= 50 %. Therefore, the∆GBW failure specification is directly connected
to thegmvariability and yield requirements.

L INEARITY The linearity of the PGA is dominated by the passive components, which are reconfig-
urable, and thus the linearity failure may be mitigated witha new gain programming. The amplifier is
dependent of the differential pairgm linearity. According to the discussion developed in the reliable-
BLIXER design, we know that thegm linearity will increase with the ageing stress. Regarding thegm
variability, such variation may impose a linearity reduction. Therefore, the amplifier linearity failure is
only dependent of thegmvariability and, moreover its impacts on the PGA’s linearity shall be negligible.
That’s why we did not do a complete analysis of the PGA’s linearity.

NOISE The noise of the PGA is a function of the passive components and the amplifier input referred
noise (presented in Equation (4.44)). In order to estimate the noise variation, it is required acomplete
design of the PGA. Using previous results and the failure analysis based on the transistor level character-
ization, we decided to do not design the PGA and its amplifiers. In fact, the PGA’s noise variation caused
by the transistor-parameter variation will follow the sametrends presented in the reliable-BLIXER de-
sign.

4.3.5 RELIABLE -PGA DESIGN CONCLUSIONS

In this section, we analyzed the PGA and the required elements to design a reliable-PGA. Regarding
the design constraints, the reliability analysis and synthesis methodology are able to point that the PGA
is naturally immune to the ageing as the BLIXER was presented. Thus, the circuit variability will be the
most important agent of performance variation comparing the ageing and the variability characterization
proposed in Section6.2. Hence, the PGA reliability is directly controlled by the reliability of the control
circuits. Such circuits are digital circuits implemented for the gain programming reconfiguration and the
reliability of digital circuits is out of the scope of this work.
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CHAPTER 5

RELIABLE RF FRONT-END: TOP-DOWN DESIGN

In this chapter, we will present the design of a reliable RF front-end using a top-down approach.
During Section1.2, we discussed the architecture topology and its specifications. Now, the architecture
will be modeled and analyzed using the top-down design equations and sensitivity analysis.

We propose a lower-level characterization obtained duringdesign characterization at the bottom-up
approach. The building block failure hypothetically defined will indicate the architecture failure when
combined faults occur. This example will reveal possible fault masking and verify the sensitivity analysis.

Later, the RF front-end architecture will be designed with the reliability analysis and synthesis im-
provements. Then, the building-blocks specifications willbe presented using two different reliability
improvement strategies. Using the building-blocks specifications, the architecture will be simulated at
behavioral level. The simulation results will be discussedand the architecture performance variation
analyzed.

5.1 RF FRONT-END MODELING

Circuit modeling is the process of representing real-worldcircuit behavior using sets of mathematical
equations. Modeling can be described in many levels; the most important among them are electrical
modeling and behavioral or mathematical modeling.

Electrical model requires physical knowledge of the elements that comprise the real system, their
constitutive relations, and the theoretical rules describing their interactions. Moreover, the electrical
model shall represent fitted measurements, variability andageing. These types of modeling are appro-
priate for transistor level simulation, and they have a trade-off between accuracy and simulation time.

Behavioral model, also called black box model, does not require prior knowledge of the physics.
Its internal structure connects only input and output idealvalues. The parameters of behavioral models
identify the specified or estimated block characteristics.If the block specification is simulated it is
possible to validate a higher-level characteristic. If it comes from estimated block characteristics, the
measurement techniques and the quality of data affect the accuracy of the models. The behavioral model
objective is often to speed-up the simulation time, moreover, if it is used with electrical model in a mixed
simulation.

At this point, we are concentrating efforts in behavioral modeling to speed up the reliability analysis
and synthesis using a top-down approach. Thus, we will consider variability and ageing as causes of RF
front-end failure.

5.1.1 BEHAVIORAL MODELING

Most of building-block behavioral models [26] are available for the implementation of an RF front-
end architecture. Each block has a typical set of characteristics which should be enough to represent the
circuit-level behavior. However, the available models do not dispose the set of characteristics needed by
the implementation of the reliable RF front-end architecture. For this purpose, we present some details
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to implement each building-block behavioral model. The full VerilogA codes are available in Appendix
A.

BLIXER Aggregating balun, wide-band low-noise amplifier, and I-Q mixer; the output current assign-
ment of the block is represented as

I(I p) =
1

ωcRout

dV(I p)
dt

+
V(I p)− VRF

VLO
V(cos)

Rout
, (5.1)

where I(I p) is the I-plus output current. The other output equations aresimilar. The gain and the
linearity characteristics are defined by the circuit gain and IP3, and they are implemented in a conditional
statement:

if (abs(V(RF))<
√

c1
3c3

) then

VRF = c1V(RF)−c3V(RF)2

else if(V(RF)< 0) then

VRF =−2c1
3

√
c1
3c3

else
VRF = 2c1

3

√
c1
3c3

end if

TheV(RF) is the voltage of the node input RF node andci : gain of the output ith harmonic. The noise
performance is defined by the circuit noise factor (F) and theinput resistance (Rin). It is implemented by
a white noise source with the power density equation

noiseDensity=
4kT (F −1)

Rin
, (5.2)

where thek is the Boltzmann constant, and theT is the temperature in Kelvin.

DCO The in-phase sinusoidal output signal assignment of theDCO is

I(sin) =
V(sin)−Vo f f−set−Vampsin(2π fLOt + phaseNoise)

Rout
, (5.3)

and the circuit has four outputs delivering the in- and oppositional-phase for sine and cosine waves which
are clocks signals delayed by 90o spacing. The noise performance is defined by the amplitude thermal
noise and the circuit phase noise (L( f )) by the equations

kb = 10noiseFloor/10, noiseFlooris in dB (5.4)

amplitudeT hermalNoiseDensity=
V2

ampkb

2
(5.5)

∆ = 10L( f )/10−kb (5.6)

kw =

√

∆
1
f 2 +

fc
f 3

, the circuit phase white noise modelling (5.7)

kf =
√

fckw, the circuit phase flicker noise modeling (5.8)

f reqNoise= whiteNoise(V2
ampk

2
w)+flickerNoise(V2

ampk
2
f ,1) (5.9)

phaseNoise=

√
2

Vamp
2π
∫

f reqNoisedθ (5.10)
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PGA For the PGA together with the low-pass filter, the I-plus output signal assignment of the block is

I(I p)<+
1

ωcRout

dV(I p)
dt

+
V(I p)−VIout

Rout
, (5.11)

whereωc is the low-pass filter cut-off frequency in rad/s. The gain and the linearity characteristics are
defined by the circuit gain and IP3, and they are similarly modeled in the BLIXER output assignment
(Equation (5.1)) and the conditional statement presented before. The noise performance is defined by the
circuit NF, and it is similarly modeled in the BLIXER noise Equation (5.2).

5.1.2 MODEL EQUATIONS

Among frequency, bandwidth, power consumption, noise, linearity and gain characteristics; we will
focus on gain, noise, and linearity. Since frequency and bandwidth are often controlled by a reliable
reference, and the circuit degradation does not imply a worse power consumption as its reduction is
desirable. Moreover, the power consumption decrease can beused as a measure of the degradation in
the architectural level, as we presented in [28]. Thus, the equation of the power consumption is also
important for the circuit analysis and will also be presented.

POWER CONSUMPTION The total power consumption is a sum of all building-block power consump-
tions, as presented in

P= PBLIXER+PDCO+PPGA, (5.12)

and its total derivative is
∆P= ∆PBLIXER+∆PDCO+∆PPGA. (5.13)

We have presented in [28] that a relationship exists between∆Pi of the i building block and all othersi
building block characteristics. Thus, the measure of the power consumption degradation can be used as
an estimation for all other characteristics degradations.

GAIN The architecture gain is
G= GBLIXERALOGPGA, (5.14)

whereGBLIXER andGPGA are the gain of the BLIXER and of the PGA, and

ALO =
VLO

V ′
LO

. (5.15)

In Equation (5.15), VLO is the simulated DCO amplitude (degraded or not) andV
′
LO is the expected DCO

amplitude (not degraded). The total derivative of the gain performance is

∆G= ALOGPGA∆GBLIXER+GBLIXERGPGA∆ALO+GBLIXERALO ∆GPGA. (5.16)

NOISE The architecture noise is measured by theNF = 10logF , and the total noise factor (F) is

Ftot ( f ) = FBLIXER+
FPGA−1

G2
BLIXERA2

LO

+
NLO( f )

Ns
[89], (5.17)

whereNs = 4kTRs is the noise of the input source and

NLO( f ) =
Rs10(Ps/10)−3

(
S11BLIXER+1

2

)210L( f )/10ALO. (5.18)
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In Equation (5.18), S11BLIXER is the BLIXER S-parameter. The total derivative ofFtot is

∆Ftot ( f ) =∆FBLIXER+
∆FPGA

G2
BLIXERA2

LO

− 2(FPGA−1)

G3
BLIXERA2

LO

∆GBLIXER

+






10((Ps/10)+(L( f )/10)−3)

4kT
(

S11BLIXER+1
2

)2 − 2(FPGA−1)

G2
BLIXERA3

LO




∆ALO

− 10((Ps/10)+(L( f )/10)−3)ALO

4kT
(

S11BLIXER+1
2

)3 ∆S11BLIXER

+
10((Ps/10)+(L( f )/10)−3)ALOln(10)

40kT
(

S11BLIXER+1
2

)2 ∆L( f ).

(5.19)

L INEARITY The architecture linearity is measured by the input referred interception point between the
first and the third harmonic (IP3, in mili-Watts in the following equations), so it is

IP3=
1

1
IP3BLIXER

+

(

1−S2
11BLIXER

)

G2
BLIXERA2

LORs

4IP3PGARinPGA

[89]. (5.20)

The total derivative ofIP3 is

∆IP3=

1

IP32
BLIXER

(

1
IP3BLIXER

−
A2

LOG2
BLIXERRs

(

S2
11BLIXER

−1
)

4IP3PGARinPGA

)2 ∆IP3BLIXER

ALOG2
BLIXERRs

(
S2

11BLIXER
−1
)

2IP3PGARinPGA

(

1
IP3BLIXER

−
A2

LOG2
BLIXERRs

(

S2
11BLIXER

−1
)

4IP3PGARinPGA

)2∆ALO

A2
LOGBLIXERRs

(
S2

11BLIXER
−1
)

2IP3PGARinPGA

(

1
IP3BLIXER

−
A2

LOG2
BLIXERRs

(

S2
11BLIXER

−1
)

4IP3PGARinPGA

)2∆GBLIXER

−
A2

LOG2
BLIXERRs

(
S2

11BLIXER
−1
)

4IP32
PGARinPGA

(

1
IP3BLIXER

−
A2

LOG2
BLIXERRs

(

S2
11BLIXER

−1
)

4IP3PGARinPGA

)2∆IP3PGA

A2
LOG2

BLIXERRsS11BLIXER

2IP3PGARinPGA

(

1
IP3BLIXER

−
A2

LOG2
BLIXERRs

(

S2
11BLIXER

−1
)

4IP3PGARinPGA

)2∆S11BLIXER.

(5.21)

5.2 BUILDING -BLOCK FAILURE ESTIMATION

The bottom-up design has presented the main blocks characteristics with reliability improvements.
As presented in Section1.2, the reliable-architecture shall agree with the multi-standard wireless applica-
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tion specification [5]. Thus, we resume reliable-circuit characteristics for the main blocks: the BLIXER,
the DCO, and the PGA. The BLIXER has:

• a limited 14 dB of maximum gain (GBLIXER) ,

• an output bandwidth (BWBLIXER) limited to 100 MHz (single pole filter model),

• a 3.5 dB of minimum noise figure (NFBLIXER),

• a 1.1 dBm of 3rd harmonic interception point (IP3BLIXER),

• a -15 dB of minimum and -10 dB of maximum input matching impedance (S11BLIXER), and

• the mismatch between I and Q channels will not be modeled in this work.

The DCO has

• a 0.25 V of output amplitude (VDCO),

• a -120 dBc/Hz of phase noise for 1 MHz (L(1 MHz)) with corner frequency at 40 kHz, and

• a 5 GHz of operational frequency (fDCO).

We assume that an ideal PLL will control the oscillator in a fixed frequency point. The PGA has:

• a 20 dB programmable gain (GPGA) by 2 bits,

• a 25 MHz of bandwidth (BWPGA, single pole filter model),

• a 10 dB ofNFPGA, and

• a 10 dBm ofIP3PGA.

Using the architecture model equations presented in Subsection 5.1.2, we estimate the reliable RF
front-end characteristics as:

• G = 34.1 dB,

• NF= 6.87 dB@5 MHz,

• fRF = 5.0 GHz,

• fLO = 5.004 GHz,

• fIF = 4 MHz,

• IP3 =1.12 dBm, and

• S11 = -15.0 dB.

The RF front-end architecture failure was estimated using the degradation of the building block char-
acteristics (see Chapter4) and the architecture model equations (see Subsection5.1.2). The calculated
architecture characteristics degradation is:

• ∆ Gain = -3 dB,

• ∆ NF = 1.0 dB,

• ∆ IP3 = -1.0 dBm, and

• ∆ S11 = 5 dB.
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5.2.1 FAILURE DEFINITION

The building block failure margins are a function of the stress time and environment conditions, and
they depend on the schematic used in the level below (transistor level). In order to simplify the analysis,
we arbitrarily choose the failure margins in order to compare the building block sensitivities calculated
analytically and a building-block failure simulation. TheBLIXER block failure is defined by:

• ∆GBLIXER= -3 dB,

• ∆NFBLIXER= 1 dB,

• ∆IP3BLIXER= 1 dBm, and

• ∆S11BLIXER = 5 dB.

The DCO block failure is defined by:

• ∆ALO = - 0.3

• ∆L(1MHz) = 10 dBc/Hz, and

• ∆ fDCO = 0 (by a ideal PLL).

The PGA block failure is defined by:

• ∆GPGA= -3 dB,

• ∆NFPGA= 5 dB, and

• ∆IP3PGA= 1 dBm.

These defined failures are bigger than the maximum allowed bythe architecture failure specification.
So, we expect that such performances fall out of the specifications. These exaggerated variations are,
however, a true building-block failure. For example, if an amplifier gain drops of 3 dB then it is inter-
preted as a cut-off frequency point and as the attenuation band. That is how these failures were defined;
we looked for values which are always considered as a building-block failure.

5.2.2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Using the model equations, we evaluate the sensitivity of all architecture characteristics for all
building-block characteristics. The calculations were developed in symbolic mathematic software solv-
ing the equation

Sφi
Φ j

=
φi

Φ j

∂Φ j

∂φi
, (5.22)

and the model Equations (5.12)-(5.21). After that, the sensitivities were estimated with the design space
presented in Section5.2, and the hypothesis:

• T = 27 oC

• Rs= 50 Ω

• Ps=−60 dBm

• S11BLIXER minimum

• RinPGA = 100 kΩ
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POWER CONSUMPTION The power consumption variation is not often considered a problem once the
most common is a power consumption reduction after ageing degradation. Anyway, the power consump-
tion sensitivities reveal important information about thecircuit degradation. The power consumption
sensitivities are

SPBLIXER
P =

PBLIXER

PBLIXER+PDCO+PPGA
, (5.23)

SPDCO
P =

PDCO

PBLIXER+PDCO+PPGA
, and (5.24)

SPPGA
P =

PPGA

PBLIXER+PDCO+PPGA
. (5.25)

Thus, the most sensitive building-block will be the block which has the bigger power consumption.
In [4], the PGA and the low-pass filter are presented as the responsible of the most part of the power
consumption budget. Therefore, theSPPGA

P shall be the biggest; and a failure in the PGA shall be the most
important to the architecture reliability.

GAIN In the gain model equation, the equal sensitivity of the gainfor all parameters is evident. Thus,
the gain sensitivities are

SGBLIXER
G =1, (5.26)

SALO
G =1, and (5.27)

SGPGA
G =1. (5.28)

Hence, it is not possible to predict the most important failure onto the architecture reliability, but we can
expect that the PGA can always correct the signal swing before the ADC. Thus, a failure in PGA will
result in losing this degree of freedom.

NOISE The noise sensitivity calculation leads to complex symbolic equations, but estimating the sen-
sitivity values becomes easier to evaluate the variation consequences. The noise sensitivities are

SFBLIXER
F =0.79, (5.29)

SFPGA
F =0.141, (5.30)

SGBLIXER
F =−0.25, (5.31)

SALO
F =−0.17, (5.32)

S
S11BLIXER
F =−0.0049, and (5.33)

SL( f )
F =−2.22. (5.34)

The almost zero influence of the input matching is clear, thatis the sense of theS
S11BLIXER
F value. The

sensitivity absolute value measures the influence magnitude , for exampleSGBLIXER
F andSALO

F will result
in a more important variation. The sensitivity signal represents the sense of the variation, for example,
asGBLIXER andALO decreasing, the negative signal represent a resultant noise increase, and thus a noise
performance degradation. Furthermore, aGBLIXER andALO decreasing is often the case in ageing stress.

TheSFPGA
F is not so small and the PGA noise degradation may result in an architecture failure. More-

over, the BLIXER failure is anFBLIXER increase and aGBLIXER decreasing. Such combined gain and
noise variations result in the noise degradation at high frequency signals (near BW). However, the com-
bination ofALO decreasing andL( f ) increasing in a DCO failure result in the noise degradation at low
frequency signals (near zero if direct conversion). Therefore, if one of the both failures occurs the
consequence may not be big enough to result in an architecture failure. But, both failures occurring
simultaneously and one of them with a failure in the PGA shallbe a catastrophic failure.
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L INEARITY The transistor ageing results in linearity increasing, because the transistors will work in
a more linear region. This variation may be not considered prejudicial, so that the sensitivity analysis
might not point important information for performance variation. The linearity sensitivities are

SIP3BLIXER
IP3 =1.17, (5.35)

SGBLIXER
IP3 =−9.5·10−4, (5.36)

SALO
IP3 =−9.5·10−4, (5.37)

SIP3PGA
IP3 =4.7·10−4, and (5.38)

S
S11BLIXER
IP3 =8.1·10−7. (5.39)

Regarding the sensitivity analysis values, we conclude that the BLIXER is the most responsible for the
IP3 variation, asSIP3BLIXER

IP3 is the biggest sensitivity found. Comparing to previous considerations, the
BLIXER is also the less linear building-block, and thus the BLIXER variability will be the most cause
of losing architecture linearity.

5.2.3 ANALYSIS RESULTS

The RF front-end architecture, modeled in VerilogA, was simulated in SpectreRF (CADENCE sim-
ulator) for fresh-circuit test and degraded test cases. We propose to investigate the architecture per-
formance degradation for eight test cases, composed by the cases: no failure, each block failure, the
combinations of two blocks failure, and the failure of all blocks together. The test cases are summarized
in the Table5.1.

Table 5.1: Failure test cases applied to the RF architecture(Figure1.2).

Case PGA DCO BLIXER
failure failure failure

no failure no no no
test 1 no no yes
test 2 no yes no
test 3 no yes yes
test 4 yes no no
test 5 yes no yes
test 6 yes yes no
test 7 yes yes yes

The architecture gain degradation is shown in the Figure5.1with the no failure case in solid line, the
BLIXER failure case with dashed line, the DCO failure case with dotted line, and the PGA failure case
with square marks. The failures obtained from the combination of blocks are shown with the combination
of failure representations (eg. the BLIXER and PGA failuresare represented with dashed line and square
marks). The test cases were referred in the Table5.1.

The PGA failure has caused bigger gain degradation in test cases where it takes place than the other
test cases without PGA failure. Thus, the PGA block failure has the biggest impact on gain degradation.
Moreover, we lost the advantages introduced by this building block, as natural anti-aliasing filter and
signal swing adaptation. A failure of a single block will notrepresent a gain under the specification,
but it would be considered as a bandwidth reduction. In thesecases, the architecture bandwidth will
be under 10 MHz and depending the standard application, it could be under the specification or not.
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Figure 5.1: The architecture gain degradation: no failure case in solid line, the BLIXER failure case in
dashed line, the DCO failure case in dotted line, and the PGA failure case with square marks.

The combination of BLIXER and DCO failures also reduces the gain under the specification, as any
combination of failures with PGA failure.

The architecture NF degradation is presented in the Figure5.2 with the no failure case in solid line,
the BLIXER failure case with dashed line, the DCO failure case with dotted line, and the PGA failure
case with square markers. The failures obtained from the combinations of blocks are shown with the
combination of failure representations (eg. the BLIXER andPGA failures are represented with dashed
line and square marks). The test cases were referred in the Table5.1.
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Figure 5.2: The architecture NF degradation: no failure case in solid line, the BLIXER failure case in
dashed line, the DCO failure case in dotted line, and the PGA failure case with square marks.

The BLIXER failure has caused bigger noise degradation in test cases, where it takes place, than
the other test cases without BLIXER failure. Moreover, if there is another failure combined, the noise
degradation is increased as predicted in the Equation (5.19). The result presented in the Figure5.2
also confirms the dominant sensitivity of the architecture’s NF by the DCO in lower frequency signals.
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Thus, the architecture NF reliability is also a big constraint in single failures test cases, if low-frequency
performance is required. However, only the test 7 (all building block failures) is able to overcome the
maximum NF barrier of 5 dB for high-frequency signals. Thus,the building-block noise characteristic
limitations are not big enough to represent an architecturefailure in these high-frequency signal cases.

The architecture IP3 degradation is presented in the Table5.2 for all test cases. The results present
the BLIXER failure as the most sensitive block, increasing in ∆IP3= 1 dBm. Moreover, the IP3 increase
does not characterize an architecture failure as a bigger linearity is desired. One trade-off not discussed
in face of IP3 increase is the signal swing decrease. Therefore, the signal-to-noise and distortion ratio
(SNDR) of the architecture will not increase with the linearity increase. What’s more, we analyzed a
noise increasing and thus the SNDR shall decrease when the building blocks fail.

Table 5.2: IP3 results of the failure test cases applied to the RF architecture (Figure1.2).

Case IP3 (dBm)
no failure 1.125

test 1 2.127
test 2 1.126
test 3 2.127
test 4 1.125
test 5 2.127
test 6 1.126
test 7 2.127

5.3 RELIABLE -ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

The RF front-end architecture characteristics and estimated failure are shared among the building-
block characteristics specifications. Using a reliable-ICsynthesis method, we would like to optimize the
building-block performance improving the architecture reliability. According to a reliable-architecture
design strategy, we may propose a building-block characteristic variation exploring the architecture per-
formance limits.

Table 5.3 summarizes the first-design optimization for building-block characteristics and it also
presents the estimation of the RF front-end architecture characteristics. These obtained values were
influenced by the previous lower-level design. Thus, the design values represent a design knowledge
reuse and not a new optimization EDA run. Actually, these lower-level information is not unknown if the
architecture designer decides to use a known state-of-the-art architecture topology and standard circuit
schematics. Hence, these results (Table5.3) are a start point for the reliable-architecture synthesis.

Table 5.3: Optimized building-block performance and RF front-end performance estimation for the typ-
ical lower level characterization.

BLIXER PGA DCO Architecture
G = 14 dB G = 20 dB VLO = 0.25 V G = 34.1 dB

NF = 3.5 dB NF = 10 dB L(1 MHz) = NF=
- 120 dBc/Hz 6.87 dB@5 MHz

fRF = 5.0 GHz fLO = 5.004 GHz fIF = 4 MHz
IP3 =1.1 dBm IP3 =10.0 dBm IP3 =1.12 dBm

Rin = 53Ω S11 = -15.0 dB
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The model equations presented in Subsection5.1.2are able to early estimate the architecture char-
acteristics and their variation using a gradient formulation. This formulation is suitable if the involved
variables are deterministic. Moreover, the gradient formulation is accurate only if the variation is lower
than 10 %. Thus, the architecture variability degradation cannot be estimated with this formulation. A
better estimator shall be the variance, if we can assume thatthe characteristics are statistical independent
variables, as it is

σ2
Φ j

= (∆Φ j)
2 ≈

n

∑
i=1

(∆Φi j )
2, (5.40)

where∆Φ is the estimated characteristic variation. The∆Φi j is the estimated contribution of the lower-
level characteristic of the building blocki into ∆Φ j , as the equation

∆Φi j =
∂Φ j

∂ψi
∆ψi, (5.41)

whereψi is the characteristic of the building blocki.
Regarding the existent architecture-characteristics variation, we shall include these variations as de-

sign margins. In order to optimize the required margins for all architecture characteristics, we may better
share the estimated failure variation among the building block characteristics. The reliability improve-
ment proposed is thus sharing the estimated failure as a design margin.

First, we shall define sharing weights being the reliabilityimprovement sharing strategy. Sharing the
estimated failure, we can give the bigger variation budget for the characteristic with a lower sensitivity
device. Thus, if this characteristic fails, the influence onthe architecture characteristic will be as smaller
as possible. The opposite strategy is to give the bigger variation budget for the characteristic with a
higher sensitivity device. Thus, we can be less severe with the specification of the high-sensitive devices
and more severe with the low-sensitive devices. In this strategy, we assume that if a low-sensitive device
fails the influence into the architecture characteristics will be negligible.

Regarding the variability-aware criterion, if we choose togive the bigger variation budget for a
lower sensitivity device, thenSGBLIXER

IP3 , SALO
IP3 , andSIP3PGA

IP3 are the smaller sensitivities (shown in Equation
(5.39)). They will impose the bigger∆GBLIXER, ∆ALO, and∆IP3PGA according to the allowed∆IP3
for the architecture. However, these big variations will overcome the allowed∆NF for the architecture,
regarding the noise sensitivity analysis in Equation (5.34). Thus,∆IP3BLIXERwill be imposed by theIP3
failure and shall be tiny, but∆IP3PGA shall be bigger.

What’s more, the∆NF budget will impose the∆GBLIXER, ∆ALO variations once the gain sensitivity is
equal to one for all parameters (see Equation (5.28)). The∆S11BLIXER given by the noise sensitivity analysis
will be too big as the variation given by the linearity analysis, therefore the estimated architecture∆S11

will impose the matching variation limit. The∆L( f ), ∆FBLIXER, and∆FPGA will be tiny, once they have
the bigger noise sensitivity (see Equation (5.34)). Hence, the∆G variation will be transferred to∆GPGA.

This strategy favors the PGA characteristics variation andproposes more severe constraints for
BLIXER and DCO characteristics variation. The advantage ofthis strategy is that PGA performance
variation can be negligible exploring the circuit versatility and control. Thus, if the PGA fails then it is
easier to manage this failure than a BLIXER or DCO failure. Or, the larger performance variation can
be used to relax the constraints on the control circuits. Thedisadvantage is requiring a reliable-BLIXER
and a reliable-DCO, and thus this strategy may impose some power consumption or die area trade-offs.

Regarding the nominal reliability criterion, the discussion about the variation share does not change.
The difference between variability-aware and nominal reliability is only how the variation is mathemati-
cally treated. The variability-aware supposes that the performances are statistical variables (∆ψ = xσψ
andx depends on the desired yield, assuming a Gaussian distribution), and the nominal reliability sup-
poses that the performances degrade only with the time. Thus, the variability-aware will conduct to
two different scenarios which are: aiming building-block characteristics as close as possible to the RF
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front-end architecture standard specifications, and relaxing the building-block characteristic constraints
to an overdesigned RF front-end architecture. Avoiding theover design, the architecture designer shall
propose the shared variance in the first scenario for the circuit designers. In our case,x= 1 is proposed
in variation sharing representing a 68.2 % of yield, but an analysis with more standard deviations (e.g.
x= 3 representing 99.6 % of yield) could be desired. Table5.4summarizes the optimized building-block
characteristics limits for the first scenario and estimatesthe architecture characteristics in this design sce-
nario.

Table 5.4: Optimized building-block characteristics and RF front-end characteristics estimation for the
strategy criterion to give the bigger variation budget for alower sensitivity device.

BLIXER PGA DCO Architecture
G = 13.9 dB G = 16.8 dB VLO = 0.24 V G = 30.6 dB
NF = 3.51 dB NF = 10 dB L(1 MHz) = NF=

- 120 dBc/Hz 6.65 dB@5 MHz
fRF = 5.0 GHz fLO = 5.004 GHz fIF = 4 MHz
IP3 =1.09 dBm IP3 =10.05 dBm IP3 =1.09 dBm

Rin = 61Ω S11 = -10.0 dB

Regarding the variability-aware criterion, if we choose togive the bigger variation budget for a higher
sensitivity device, the sensitivity analysis will lead to symmetric results for each case. The linearity
sensitivity analysis (shown in Equation (5.39)) will impose a bigger∆IP3BLIXERand a smaller∆IP3PGA.
The noise sensitivity analysis (shown in Equation (5.34)) will impose a bigger∆NFBLIXERand∆L( f ) and
a smaller∆NFPGA. Both sensitivity analysis will conduct to a negligible∆S11BLIXER, ∆GBLIXERand∆ALO,
but the gain sensitivity analysis (shown in Equation (5.28)) will be responsible for the∆GPGA variation.

This strategy is more severe only with the PGA gain variation, but it relaxes the BLIXER and DCO
characteristics variation constraints. Thus, the BLIXER could be less linear and have more noise, as the
DCO could have a worse phase noise caused by variability and ageing degradation, without exceeding the
architecture performance specification. Thus, the PGA highlinearity is mandatory and cannot decrease.
However, designing a high linear PGA imposes less constraint in power consumption and die area than
a high linear BLIXER. Furthermore, a relaxed BLIXER and DCO characteristics simplify the power
consumption and die area trade-off.

Regarding the nominal reliability criterion, the sensitivity analysis conducts to a similar variation
share. Thus, the choice between variability-aware and nominal reliability also remains in treat or not
the parameters as statistical variables. There are two scenarios to be evaluated as explained before.
One of such scenarios leads to overdesigning the architecture and the other to design building-block
characteristics as close as possible to the RF front-end architecture standard specification. Therefore, the
architecture designer should propose the shared variance in the optimized-performance scenario for the
circuit designers knowing the desired yield (in this work,x= 1 representing 68.2 % of yield). Table5.5
summarizes the optimized building-block characteristicslimits for the first scenario and estimates the
architecture characteristics in this design scenario.

5.4 RELIABLE -ARCHITECTURE SIMULATION RESULTS

The state-of-the-art presented in Chapters2 and3 indicates that some ageing phenomena are still
under discussion and the post-event behavior are still being studied. CADENCE simulator and ELDO
simulator have only HCI and NBTI post-event models and the available PDK for CMOS 65 nm only
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Table 5.5: Optimized building-block characteristics and RF front-end characteristics estimation for the
strategy criterion to give the bigger variation budget for ahigher sensitivity device.

BLIXER PGA DCO Architecture
G = 13.9 dB G = 16.8 dB VLO = 0.25 V G = 30.8 dB
NF = 3.84 dB NF = 10 dB L(1 MHz) = NF=

- 119.5 dBc/Hz 7.26 dB@5 MHz
fRF = 5.0 GHz fLO = 5.004 GHz fIF = 4 MHz
IP3 =0.16 dBm IP3 =10.05 dBm IP3 =0.16 dBm

Rin = 53Ω S11 = -14.8 dB

supports the ELDO models. The available PDK for CMOS 65 nm does not have the option of an ageing
simulation for each Monte Carlo simulation point. Thus, we cannot simulate the variability-aware relia-
bility analysis in commercial tools. Actually, a variability-aware reliability analysis is still a new subject
in the state-of-the-art and first discussions were published in [80] and [84].

We believe that in the near future, ageing simulation tools will be part of the design process in the
same way that the variability simulation tools already are.The ageing, as the variability, could be placed
in early stages and could be connected with the design criteria aiming a reliable architecture. In order
to fill the lacks of the commercial tools and the available PDKfor CMOS 65 nm, we will present the
simulation results of the RF front-end behavioral implementation. Hence, we keep pace with the required
variability-aware reliability analysis, considering variability and ageing as the causes of parameter and
characteristics variation.

The RF front-end architecture behavioral model was implemented in VerilogA and was presented in
Subsection5.1.1. The RF front-end architecture was simulated in SpectreRF (CADENCE simulation)
for the typical lower-level characteristics and the optimized building-block characteristics obtained with
reliable-architecture design (presented in Tables5.4 and5.5). For simulation purposes, we chose the
oscillation frequencyfLO = 5.004 GHz and the low-IF frequencyfIF = 4 MHz. In this way, we made
the hypothesis that all building blocks were characterizedin this frequency condition and it will not be
degraded, because it is often controlled by a reliable frequency reference. The simulation supposes the
RF input signal around 5 GHz and the base-band output will be around thefIF .

Architecture gain degradation is shown in the Figure5.3. The classical designed RF front-end (classic
design) using the typical building blocks characteristic is represented in solid line. The first reliable
design strategy (strategy 1) using Table5.4 optimized building blocks characteristics is representedin
dashed line. The second reliable design strategy (strategy2) using Table5.5 optimized building blocks
characteristics is represented in dashed-dotted line. Thearchitecture gain was a little underestimated
in comparison to Tables5.4 and5.5) about 0.5 dB. The simulated gain result (in Figure5.3) does not
compromise the RF front-end architecture specification andthe proposed strategies reduce the design
margin about 1 dB. Such a design margin reduction leads to power consumption reduction, avoiding an
overdesign. However, the gain performance crosses the 30 dBlimit under 25 MHz required bandwidth.
Hence, if a high gain is desired, the PGA gain limitation willresult in a bandwidth limitation.

Architecture noise degradation is shown in the Figure5.4. The classical designed RF front-end (clas-
sic design) using the typical building blocks characteristic is represented in solid line. The first reliable
design strategy (strategy 1) using Table5.4 optimized building blocks characteristics is representedin
dashed line. The second reliable design strategy (strategy2) using Table5.5 optimized building blocks
characteristics is represented in dashed-dotted line. TheNF for the typical building blocks characteristics
is 6.9 dB at 5 MHz. The NF for design strategy of Table5.4 is 6.8 dB at 5 MHz. The NF for design
strategy of Table5.5 is 7.3 dB at 5 MHz. This result was predicted using the analytic analysis in the
design methodology. We observe that the NF at lower frequencies is dependent on RF input power and
DCO phase noise characteristic. Thus, the DCO phase noise limitation will degrade the NF at lower
frequencies and could be considered a noise performance limitation.
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Figure 5.3: The architecture gain degradation results: thetypical building blocks characteristics in solid
line, the design strategy of Table5.4in dashed line, and the design strategy of Table5.5in dashed-dotted
line.

Architecture linearity degradation is evaluated using theIP3 simulation result. The IP3 for the typical
building blocks characteristics is 1.12 dBm. The IP3 for thedesign strategy of Table5.4is 1.64 dBm. The
IP3 for the design strategy of Table5.5is 0.187 dBm. This result was predicted using the analytic analysis
in the design methodology. We observe that the linearity does not impose performance limitation. This
result shows no linearity performance failure. However, weclarify the influence of theIP3BLIXER, and
thus the BLIXER could impose linearity limitations.

Architecture matching impedance was not simulated, because this result will not be different from
the estimated during the design. Moreover, theS11 = S11BLIXER assumed has been characterized for the
simulation frequency conditions. Using a behavioral model, the analysis concludes that the architecture
matching impedance failure is conditioned to the BLIXER architecture matching impedance limitation.
Such a limitation can only be estimated with a transistor-level model.

5.5 RELIABLE -ARCHITECTURE DESIGN CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we discussed the design of a reliable RF front-end, and the variation sharing strate-
gies to avoid the overdesign. There are two important strategies highlighted using the sensitivity analysis
results. The choice between both criteria is driven only by the statistical or deterministic characteristics
of the parameter variation. Thus, the architecture design shall propose a feasible building-block charac-
teristics specification, according the building blocks design experience and also avoiding the architecture
overdesign.

Tables5.4and5.5present the building-block performance limits for a reliable architecture. The strat-
egy difference between both designs is to give the bigger variation budget for the smaller or the bigger
sensitive characteristic. Both designs are in the valid design space given by the lower-level characteriza-
tion, but each one imposes different building-block designconstraints. The results of this chapter were
obtained assuming a yield coverage of 68.2 %. In order to increase the yield coverage to 99.6 % the
architecture shall assume a 3σ analysis. It shall be represented∆Φ = 3σΦ, and therefore the required
characteristics variation shall be three times smaller than before.
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CHAPTER 6

AMS/RF DESIGN FLOW FOR CIRCUIT RELIABILITY

6.1 INTRODUCTION

During the reliable RF front-end design, we notice some common steps in the AMS/RF design flow.
At this point of the work, we can organize these steps in a general AMS/RF design flow for circuit
reliability improvement linking bottom-up and top-down designs. Thus, we propose the design flow
illustrated in Figure6.1. After a general description of the design flow, next sections will present in
details the modifications proposed in order to take the reliability into account during classical design
methodologies. In this work, we do not implement a tool demonstrating the proposed design flow in
an Electronic Design Automation (EDA) methodology. An EDA tool for circuit reliability is not our
objective in this work, but we provide the proposed modifications details for an implementation as a
future work.

The first element of the design is often defining the maximum orminimum desired performance and
proposing them as the circuit specifications. The second element of the design is obtaining a description
of the design space. This means associate the design options(like bias and sizing for transistor level
or some state-of-the-art for building block characteristics) with the device characteristics. The design
options will be referred asψ and the device characteristics asΦ. Which is the best set ofψ for an
optimumΦ? This question is answered in Figure3.1, when the classical design methodology estimate
Φ for a set ofψ described in the design space using an estimation model. After that, the optimizer tool
evaluates only if the estimatedΦ is the optimum.

Which is the best set ofψ leading to reliable design? To answer this question, we propose a failure
evaluation which can define if the design is reliable or not using a new element: the design space varia-
tion. Actually, the set ofψ may change due to variability and ageing. Thus, the optimumΦ may not give
a desired yield or reliability, not described in the classical design methodology. How the circuit reliabil-
ity could be improved, if the design does not pass the failureevaluation? The answer of this question is
modeling theΦ variation (∆Φ) as a function of theψ variation (∆ψ) and optimizing the design in terms
of such variations.

The sensitivity analysis was used in bottom-up and top-downdesign approaches to identify the less
reliable component of the device. The sensitivity analysisgives us for each component how much its
characteristics variation influences the system characteristics variation and in which direction. In vari-
ability formulation, the direction information is suppressed as the characteristics are a probabilistic dis-
tribution often described by its mean and its standard deviation. In ageing formulation, the direction
information is very important to show if a reduction in∆ψ leads to a reduction in∆Φ in the case of a
minimum desired characteristic for example. Thus, the direction information shall be compared with the
ageing trend for eachψ case finding the worst case of∆Φ, which leads to a fail in terms of maximum or
minimum desired characteristic.

Knowing the variation of the characteristics (∆ψ and∆Φ), it is necessary to propose a new specifi-
cation with some security margin and avoid the design space where the∆Φ is bigger than the margin.
This opens the discussion of variation sharing strategies.Taking the estimated∆Φ as the initial security
margin, the objective is proposing a set of∆ψ for a new∆Φ always smaller than the initial margin. This
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Figure 6.1: AMS/RF design flow for circuit reliability: design steps illustration.

problem will be formulated as a sharing problem and solved bythe Games’ Theory. The sharing prob-
lem solution can be an optimum or points of equilibrium. Assuming a solution, the designer takes some
trade-offs among variability, ageing and the classical performance (e.g. die area, power consumption and
speed).

The found solution in∆Φ will be traduced in a new reliable specification where the circuit character-
istic is also optimum after some variability and ageing. Thefound solution in∆ψ will be traduced in a
design space reduction where the expected∆ψ is always smaller than such solution. The reliable design
specifications will feedback the optimizer with a coherent specification in terms of variability and ageing.
Moreover, the reduced design space will lead the optimizer to choose a solution avoiding the variability
and the ageing over the specified margin. Variability and ageing informations conduct the optimizer to
converge to a new optimum design which has a higher reliability.

The optimization convergence will be now dependent of two decisions: the model of the character-
istics variation and the variation sharing strategy. During the RF front-end design stages, we adopted a
linear model based in the first derivative of the performanceestimation model. In this case, we assumed
that the statistical variables are independent for the caseof the variability. We also assume that the age-
ing variations are smaller than 10 % as the region of convergence of the linear model. Using the design
experience of reliable design, we can finally address performance, variability and ageing trade-offs. We
will limit this discussion to the technology CMOS 65 nm, demonstrating these trade-offs with a ring
oscillator characterization at Section6.7.
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6.2 CIRCUIT DESIGN SPACE

The first step to characterize the IC technology is extracting information about the design space. The
design space in a bottom-up approach (transistor level) means how the sizing and the bias change the
drain current (IDS) and the transconductance (gm). Moreover, the design space shall identify ageing-
stress conditions and variability influences on the two basic transistor characteristics (IDS andgm). Thus,
we are using the gm/ID methodology [90] as the base of the bottom-up design approach. The gm/ID
methodology is a powerful sizing tool for low-voltage analog CMOS circuits. Moreover, most of methods
using the design space as a criterion, characterize the design space with the basis proposed in the gm/ID
methodology.

In our work, we characterized the CMOS 65 nm technology before start designing the circuit. This
characterization is simulation expensive, but once did it,it would not be necessary again. Hence, this high
cost is not representative after some designs using such IC technology. The first information extracted
from the PDK is theIDS andgm design space for a normalized transistor. We simulate a NMOSand
a PMOS transistor forVDS andVGS bias varying from 0 toVDD and for a size of W = 1µm and L =
60 nm. The Figures6.2and6.3show the technology simulated-characterization for NMOS and PMOS
respectively.

In the top-down approach, the circuit design space characterization can be obtained by a study of the
state-of-the-art. The results will be very similar but in this case the target characteristics will be: die area,
power consumption, gain, frequency and bandwidth, noise, and linearity. Thus, the design space in the
top-down approach is strongly dependent on the applicationand the target architecture. The bottom-up
design experience acquired in this work was used as the top-down design space, which is described in
Chapter4.

In this way, the design reuse will be the start point of the reliable architecture design. If that expe-
rience is not available, the design space should be satisfiedwith the published-research information of
the building blocks often used in the target application. Thus, in both cases the designer could repro-
duce similar graphs like we present in transistor level. Thedesign space characterization is additional
information to the performance estimation model guiding the optimization.

In the bottom-up approach, the proposed reliable design flowalso regards the ageing trends ofIDS

andgm composing a design space variation for a normalized transistor. Thus, the ageing constraints
impose a more complete characterization including theIDS andgm degradations at the required circuit
lifetime. The aged transistor was stressed by 30 years for all VDS andVGS bias varying from 0 to 1.1VDD

for a size of W = 1µm and L = 60 nm. Moreover, the PMOS transistor was stressed at 150 oC putting in
evidence the NBTI degradation. The Figures6.4and6.5show the aged NMOS and PMOS (respectively)
degradation under HCI and NBTI stress. The Figure6.6completes the PMOS characterization showing
the threshold voltage degradation due to NBTI only.

The information inside Figures6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 means that bias and sizing cannot be taken only
optimizing the transistorIDS and gm. The required bias and sizing now shall include∆IDS and ∆gm
failure specification. Hence, the transistor ageing imposes new constraints reducing the design space if
a failure specification is given. In a reliable-circuit synthesis point of view, the EDA optimization tool
shall point the optimal transistorIDS andgmincluding the reduced design space imposed by the reliability
criterion.

For a top-down approach, it is expected in near future more information in the state-of-the-art about
the building blocks reliability. However, in this work we assumed some failure conditions for each
building block in order to fill this lack. The failure hypothesis shall be coherent variations which are
always considered as a block failure, like -3 dB in gain characteristics. In order to have a complete design
space characterization, the building blocks shall be evaluated comparing different topologies. Hence, the
top-down design space will divide the suitable building blocks topologies from the state-of-the-art for a
desired reliability.

Moreover, the technology variability is increasing, and itshould be taken into account. In bottom-up
approach, the variability-aware design requires a characterization including theIDS andgm variability.
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Thus, the information extracted from the PDK shall be theIDS andgmmean and the design space should
include theσ IDS andσgm informations. The Figures6.7and6.8present the percentage of theσ IDS and
σgmover IDS andgmmean, respectively. The NMOS results are presented in solidline and the PMOS
results in dashed line.

In the top-down approach, the variability will appear in thestandard deviation of the building blocks
often characterized using Monte Carlo simulations. There are a set of known solutions to improve build-
ing blocks variability. The most applied is the double balanced and full differential topologies combined
with strong layout techniques. Such solutions are responsible for reducing the IC process variation con-
sequences, but they do not solve the mismatch variation. In this case, a higher circuit yield will be traded
by increasing die area and power consumption.

The research of design space in the top-down approach suggests a characterization of different build-
ing blocks in terms of performance, variability and ageing.The reliable building blocks will have a
smaller characteristics variation and will present some trade-offs often in die area and power consump-
tion. In the state-of-the-art, the smaller variation is obtained with reconfigurable circuits, redundant
paths, and error correction techniques mostly in digital domain. We will not present a complete research
of design space for a top-down approach as it is out of the scope of this work.
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Figure 6.2: The technology simulated-characterization for normalized NMOS (W = 1µm and L = 60 nm)
biased from 0.1 V to 1.1 V for theIDS (a) and thegm(b).
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Figure 6.3: The technology simulated-characterization for normalized PMOS (W = 1µm and L = 60 nm)
biased from -0.1 V to -1.1 V for theIDS (a) and thegm(b). The PMOS bias voltage is represented using
its absolute value helping the comparison between NMOS and PMOS results.
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Figure 6.4: Ageing of theIDS (a) and thegm(b) of the normalized NMOS (W = 1µm and L = 60 nm).
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Figure 6.5: Ageing of theIDS (a) and thegm(b) of the normalized PMOS (W = 1µm and L = 60 nm).
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6.3 FAILURE EVALUATION

During a classical design, the optimization aims the set ofψ which leads toΦ optimum. This means
find theΦtyp = Φspec and consider thatΦ does not change with variability and ageing. However, the
sub-nanometer technologies has proven an increasing variability and ageing (see Chapter2). The truth
is the optimumΦ will fail the specification if it does not include a reasonable margin to take its variation
into account. Actually, the design experience has led to an often overdesigned margin comprehensible in
transistor level, but not exploitable in architecture optimization. This point of view highlights the need of
an early estimation of the failure and feedback mechanisms conducting the optimizer to an also reliable
design.

To estimate the failure, the state-of-the-art has proposedvariability and ageing models. Most of them
are electrical simulation based estimation, and then they are not suitable for an optimization (as explained
in Chapter3). One advantage of the simulation based estimation is the accuracy, often paid with long
time analysis which gives us so little information about howwe can achieve a better performance. Some
new modeling proposals aim a behavioral model of the variation as similar as possible to the same
characteristics model. Thus, the optimization effort for the characteristic variation will be similar to the
own characteristics and both could be integrated in a singleoptimizer. However, this way out presumes
that some circuits are designed and all variation data couldfit the estimation model. Actually, these
researches have mostly presented their behavioral model based in predictive IC technology variability
and ageing models.

Both solutions are not suitable for a time-to-market reliable design, because so many efforts should
be done to achieve the required information. Thus, we propose to innovate with an early estimation of the
failure, reducing the accuracy and the convergence region,to design a reliable circuit at time-to-market.
Moreover, we explore the top-down design proposing an increasing reliability for architectures, which
was not mentioned before.

During the reliable RF front-end design, we faced small ageing degradations always under 10 %,
high amount of IC process variability and lower mismatch variation. The solution is often to design full
differential, and balanced circuits reducing the influenceof IC process variability to always under 10 %
variability due to mismatch variation. If we can consider all variables statistically independent, we can
estimate the variation of a function using its derivative and the formulation of the variance of a quantity.
If we consider nominal reliability degradation, which means neglect the variability; we can estimate the
variation of the function using its derivative and the totalderivative formulation.

Using the behavioral model estimator, the device characteristics Φ j∀ j ∈ [1,m] are modeled by a
function

Φ j = f (ψ1, ...,ψn) , (6.1)

whereψi∀i ∈ [1,n] are the lower-level characteristics. If the lower-level characteristics changes with
ageing or variability, the degraded device characteristics is estimated by

Φ jdegraded= f (ψ1±∆ψ1, ...,ψn±∆ψn) , (6.2)

where∆ψi∀i ∈ [1,n] are the lower-level characteristics variation. Now, we assume∆Φi j as contribution
of the∆ψi at the characteristic variation (Φ j ). The variance ofΦ j∀ j ∈ [1,m] can be estimated by

σ2
Φ j

= (∆Φ j)
2 ≈

n

∑
i=1

(∆Φi j )
2; (6.3)

if we assume that the degradation∆ψi represents less than 10% of the parameterψi value and the set of
(ψi∀i ∈ [1,n]) are not correlated variables. In the case of nominal reliability, it is possible to estimate the
∆Φ j with a linear estimator defined by

∆Φ j ≈
n

∑
i=1

∆Φi j ; (6.4)
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if we assume that the degradation∆ψi represents less than 10% of the parameterψi value. In both cases,
∆Φi j is the contribution of∆ψi into theΦ j variation, defined as

∆Φi j =
∂Φ j

∂ψi

∣
∣
∣
∣
ψ

∆ψi, (6.5)

whereψ here is the solution obtained during optimization step.
Now, the failure estimation can redefine the device characteristics as

Φ jdegraded= Φ jtyp ±∆Φ j . (6.6)

If the design is reliable, thenΦ jdegraded is better than the maximum or minimum specified performance.
The PGA is a design example of an optimum and reliable circuit, because we decided to use a full differ-
ential PGA reducing the variability. Moreover, the PGA ageing is negligible because the optimum design
point is in a region of the space of negligible ageing degradation. What’s more, the combination of both
variations could be always adjusted by the digital control circuits with the reconfigurable components
inside the PGA. However, some circuits can be vulnerable to characteristics variation. There are many
circuits where the imposed characteristics are source of ageing stress and full differential solutions may
be not suitable. For these circuits, the failure evaluationwill indicate that the optimum design is not
reliable. Hence, its reliability should be improved.

6.4 RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT

In order to increase the circuit reliability, we should specify the desired characteristics taking into
account its variations, and so solving the Equation (6.6) as

Φtyp = Φspec±∆Φ, (6.7)

where∆Φ is the estimated variation. The reliability improvements will be achieved if the failure esti-
mation is able to guide the optimization to a region of less variation. Moreover, the optimization will
need a coherentΦ optimum agreeing with the estimated failure. The newΦtyp, from the solution of the
Equation (6.6) is the reliability improved design proposal.

How can we lead the optimization finally to a reliable design?Assuming we have no information
about the circuit characteristics, the better option is to take

∆ψi j =
∆Φ j

n ∂Φ
∂ψi

, ∀i ∈ [1,n]. (6.8)

This means share theΦ failure equally among theψ failures, and estimate∆ψi being the minimum inj
of ∆ψi j . Then, the optimization should look for a new optimum insidethe space whereψi variations are
always lesser than the estimated∆ψi. This simple solution will guarantee that the new design space has
only reliable solutions. However, the equally∆Φ share is not often the best response.

The best response in∆Φ sharing shall be reusing the design experience by the definition of a sharing
weightsWi ,∀i ∈ [1,n]. Hence, the∆Φ sharing can be described as aSharing Problemand solved using
Games Theory[91]. TheSharing Problemsolution will be discussed during Section6.5. Finally, the re-
liable design space will be obtained using a better estimated ∆ψi and a reliable solution will be evidently
chosen.

6.5 SHARING STRATEGIES

The variation sharing is an interactive decision process, which can be modeled and analyzed using
a set of mathematical tools called Game Theory [91]. In variation sharing decision, we identify three
primary components:
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1. a set ofψi∀i ∈ [1,n], which are the lower-level circuit characteristics varying under variability and
ageing influence;

2. a sharing strategy space composed by theψi priority in variation sharing defined by the set of
positive sharing weightsWi j ;

3. a set of utility functions deciding how much is∆ψi∀i ∈ [1,n], and defined by

∆ψi = min
j

∣
∣∆ψi j

∣
∣ , (6.9)

where the variation allowed toψi under theΦ j criterion is

∆ψi j =
∆Φi j

∂Φ
∂ψi

, (6.10)

and∆Φi j is the influence of∆ψi in ∆Φ j depending the adopted strategy.

In a general variation sharing, the decision strategy is often choosing a characteristici = k, giving
it the highest priority. Then, it shares a bigger variation to this characteristicψk. Next, it also shares a
smaller variation toψi∀i ∈ [1,n−1] for eachΦi j . Thus, theWi j shall be defined in a way that the highest
priority characteristic (ψk) has

Wk j = max
i

Wi j . (6.11)

The influence of∆ψi in ∆Φ j is calculated by the Equation

∆Φi j = ∆Φi jmax

Wi j

Wk j
. (6.12)

The ∆Φk j is the max
i

∆Φi j and is estimated under variability and ageing. If the designcriterion

is a Nominal Reliability Analysis (see Subsection3.4.1), then we obtain a linear estimation solving
Equation (6.4) as

∆Φk j =
∆Φ j

∑n
i=1

Wi j

Wk j

. (6.13)

If the design criterion is aVariability-Aware Reliability Analysis (see Subsection3.4.2), then we obtain
a linear estimation solving Equation (6.3) as

∆Φk j =

√
√
√
√
√

(∆Φ j)
2

∑n
i=1

∣
∣
∣

Wi j

Wk j

∣
∣
∣

2 . (6.14)

The ∆Φ j is the estimated variation during the failure evaluation step of the reliable design flow (see
Section6.3).

The best available strategy for any characteristick ∈ [1,n] is the strategy that maximizes∆ψi un-
der the belief that alln characteristics do the same as well. This set of best strategies forms a Nash
equilibrium [92]. Hence, the variation sharing decision at this equilibrium will always impose a smaller
variation inΦ j than the first estimation of∆Φ j during failure evaluation. Moreover, this variation sharing
decision converges to an optimal sharing reducing the required margin. The reliable design proposal in
the proposed design flow presented in Figure6.1will be specifying this margin for a condition where the
performance after variation is always better than the specification.
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SHARING STRATEGIES EXAMPLES Identify the best strategy is proposing the best sharing priority in
the variation sharing weights. The simple solution and not optimal solution is the equal share, where
Wi j = 1/n∀i ∈ [1,n]. This solution was presented in Equation (6.8). The best response should be reusing
the design experience and proposing coherentWi j . As any design decision, theWi j definition will impose
trade-offs among the classical performance, variability and ageing.

In order to better explain the variation sharing decision, we exemplify the reliable-circuit design in
terms of a two-stage transistor-level amplifier. We evaluate only two amplifier’s characteristics: gain and
noise; being a function of both stages transconductance, as

G= g(gm1,gm2) , and (6.15)

N = n(gm1,gm2) . (6.16)

The two sharing strategies for the gain variation are:

• giving the priority togm1 (SG1) using

WSG1 = [0.6,0.4] (6.17)

• giving the priority togm2 (SG2) using

WSG2 = [0.4,0.6] (6.18)

The two sharing strategies for the noise variation are:

• giving the priority togm1 (SN1) using

WSN1 = [0.9,0.1] (6.19)

• giving the priority togm2 (SN2) using

WSN2 = [0.1,0.9] (6.20)

The Equation6.9 solution is represented by the ordered pair(∆gm1,∆gm2). Assuming∆G= 1 and
∆N = 1, we can calculate the characteristics variation using Equation (6.10), (6.12) and (6.13). Finally,
we can represent the results of the variation sharing decision strategies using the Table6.1.

Table 6.1: Variation sharing payoff defined by(∆gm1,∆gm2), using the strategies in terms of gain and
noise.

SG1 SG2

SN1 (0.6,0.1) ( 0.4, 0.1)
SN2 (0.1, 0.4) ( 0.1,0.6)

The describedSharing Problemhas two possible equilibria. The equilibrium assumes some trade-
offs in the reliable-architecture design, which means:

• a strict design ingm2 relaxing thegm1 design (SG1 andSN1), or

• a strict design ingm1 relaxing thegm2 design (SG2 andSN2).
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Thus, the best compromise shall be severe designing a building block naturally reliable and relax the
design of the less reliable building block. However, point the reliability of the building blocks means
design the reliable block going down to the transistor-level sizing and bias. Moreover, the number of
characteristics is often bigger than the two presented; andthese characteristics often present some de-
pendency.

Define theWi j is not a simple task. Such decision will involve a lot of interaction among the lower-
level designers and the higher-level designers. Actually,Φ ∈ Φ j∀ j ∈ [1,m] are the circuit-characteristics
like: die area, power consumption, gain, frequency and bandwidth, noise and linearity. Hence, this task
will need a team effort finding all theWi j which may be an over time-to-market solution, and so the best
response cannot be used in early design steps.

In order to propose a better solution than the equal variation sharing, without a strong design expe-
rience definingW, we applied a first order sensitivity analysis in our design examples (see Subsection
5.2.2). Actually, the first order sensitivity analysis give us a reliable sharing weights if the variations
are smaller than 10 % and ifΦ j defined by the model Equation (6.1) is accurate enough. Therefore, the
sensitivity analysis result leads us to a betterW even in a first design experience.

6.6 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A higher-level characteristic sensitivity to a lower-level characteristic is defined in a first order ap-
proximation as

Sψi
Φ j

=
ψi

Φ j

∂Φ j

∂ψi
. (6.21)

The component sensitivity contains the information of how much its variation influences the system
variation. What’s more, this information is normalized forthe appropriate design point (Φ j ,ψi) under
analysis.

The sensitive analysis has been proposed for AMS/RF circuitdesign a simple and strong tool to es-
timate the circuit characteristics variation trends. For example, Y Cheng and R. Fujii [93] proposed in
1992 a sensitivity analysis computation using circuit elements in symbolic format. Usually, the sensitiv-
ity analysis is applied in optimal placement of poles and zeros in the transfer function in filter design.
The general idea is identifying the weak components represented by a high sensitivity and proposing
improvements for these components. In this way, a smaller sensitivity is often achieved for such compo-
nents.

There are two informations inside the value ofSψi
Φ j

. The first information is the sign ofSψi
Φ j

. Such
sign indicates the direction of theΦ j variation in comparison to aψi variation. If a reduction inψi will
reduceΦ j , so the sign of the sensitivity is positive. If an increasingin ψi will reduceΦ j , so the sign of
the sensitivity is negative. The second information is the magnitude ofSψi

Φ j
. Such magnitude measures

how much theΦ j is influenced byψi .
Thus, the magnitude of the sensitive can be used as the first sharing variation weights. During the

reliable RF front-end design, we proposed thisWi j definition to solve variation sharing in two strategies:

• giving preference to a lower
∣
∣
∣S

ψi
Φ j

∣
∣
∣ to have a higher∆Φi j , so that

Wi j =
∑n

i=1

∣
∣
∣S

ψi
Φ j

∣
∣
∣

∣
∣
∣S

ψi
Φ j

∣
∣
∣

, ∀i ∈ [1,n]and∀ j ∈ [1,m]; or (6.22)

• giving preference to a higher
∣
∣
∣S

ψi
Φ j

∣
∣
∣ to have a higher∆Φi j , so that

Wi j =

∣
∣
∣S

ψi
Φ j

∣
∣
∣

∑n
i=1

∣
∣
∣S

ψi
Φ j

∣
∣
∣

, ∀i ∈ [1,n]and∀ j ∈ [1,m]. (6.23)
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For each strategy, we decided for some criteria taking some constraints.
The sign ofSψi

Φ j
is not an important information in a variability-aware design, becauseσψi will

influenceσΦ j in both senses. Actually, a variability-aware design will define a worst-condition of∆Φ =
xσΦ in the direction of the minimum or maximum performance specification. For example, if it is
required a 99.73 % of yield thenx= 3 in the case of a gaussian distribution.

However, the signal ofSψi
Φ j

is very important in a reliability-aware design. With theSψi
Φ j

sign, we are
able to eliminate theψi ageing which do not influence in a worseΦ j characteristic. In the reliable RF
front-end for example, we used this information not to increase the circuit reliability in terms of power
consumption. Actually, we always found decreasing power consumption and a positive sign forSψi

Φ j
, and

so such degradation will not lead to a worse power consumption expected to be bigger than the typical
power consumption. We also removed the linearity from the ageing analysis, because the aged transistor
is more linear and the sensitivity analysis sign is positive.

6.7 VARIABILITY AND AGEING TRADE-OFF

Designing a reliable circuit, we faced a compromise betweenthe optimal characteristic and its vari-
ation. The convergence of the proposed design flow is dependent on the continuous reliability improve-
ments and design space reduction. In lower-level design, the convergence is conditioned to the existence
of an optimal characteristic in the design space where the transistor suffers less stress than some maxi-
mum stress. Such maximum stress causes the maximum characteristic variation allowed for the required
lifetime and so the reliability specification. However, there is no guarantee that a solution exists. Thus,
severe reliability requirements may lead to a deadlock during the reliability improvement iteration.

Using specific optimization tools, it is often possible to prove the existence of this solution or detect
the unfeasibility during some iteration point. One idea is testing the existence of a solution before
optimizing. If such a solution does not exist, the optimizercan identify why the solution is not feasible.
Another way is proposing an always feasible optimization using as an example the posynomial modeling
and the geometric programming. If such a solution does not exist, the model cannot be build and the
unfeasibility is detected. More details in optimization tools, which are able to detect if a such solution is
feasible or not, are presented in Subsection3.2.2.

Indeed, detect the deadlock caused by a severe reliability requirement is not difficult. The problem
is the deadlock diagnosis which means understand why the requirement is severe. Thus, we would be
always able to propose a coherent specification for the trade-off: performance, variability and ageing.
This means prefer a more reliable technology or a more reliable circuit topology when the achievable
performance is suitable for the requirements. Therefore, there are two new questions to be answered:

1. How reliable are the known circuit topologies and architectures?

2. How reliable are the sub-nanometer IC technologies?

A complete reliability study of circuit topologies and architectures should be conducted using an
automatic reliability analysis and design tool. Such a toolshould implement the center of the proposed
flow, which is the iterative failure evaluation and reliability improvement. For this future work, we con-
tribute to presenting the physical phenomena influence intoelectrical circuit characteristics. The design
experience demonstrated during the RF front-end design andreliability improvement may influence these
future works.

The objective in future reliability works could be quantifying and increasing the reliability of circuit
topologies and architectures. A state-of-the-art survey often compares performance trade-offs among the
existent topologies positioning some device solution for atarget application. The innovation proposed in
this work will make possible such a survey comparing also thereliability among the existent topologies.
Thus, some device solution will be suitable for a target performance and reliability requirements.

A complete reliability study of the sub-nanometer IC technologies should be conducted comparing
the design space variation. Such a research should present the circuit-characteristics variation under
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a stress environment coherent with the circuit operation conditions. For this work, we contribute to
presenting the variation of the design space under the influence of variability and ageing. The usage of
the characterization experience during the RF front-end design provides the required informations for
the deadlock diagnosis.

The objective in future works also could be quantifying the device-characteristic variation in the
operation environment conditions during the IC technologyevolution. An IC technology survey often
compares the achieved performance and the expected performance among different IC technologies. The
innovation proposed in this work suggests the performance degradation as an element of comparison.
Thus, such an IC technology will be suitable for a target application only if the performance and its
degradation attend the application and reliability requirements.

During this work, we faced these two questions at same time which brings us to a different question
similar to both. How reliable could be the circuits in CMOS 65nm technology? The results achieved
in this work indicate variability and ageing compromises inreliable-circuit design. We often observed a
small ageing and a big IC process variability. Thus, the design solution was applying full differential and
balanced circuits, bringing the circuit variability to a smaller mismatch variation. However, we cannot be
sure if some reliable-circuit design is feasible in CMOS 65 nm. Therefore, the answer of this question is
the key of the deadlock diagnosis avoiding the unfeasible conditions in a reliable-circuit design in CMOS
65 nm.

In order to answer this question, we decide to characterize the variability and ageing trade-off in
CMOS 65 nm. For this purposes, we take a ring oscillator composed by thirteen inverter gates (the small-
est inverter gate in CMOS 65 nm) which is a standard characterization circuit in CMOS IC technologies.
Understanding the variability and ageing conditions in a ring oscillator, we can analyze the variability
and ageing trends for a reliable-circuit design in CMOS 65 nm. What’s more, such a characterization
generalizes the results obtained in bottom-up and top-downdesign. Therefore, such a characterization
may be employed in determining the variation sharing weight.

The most important characteristics of an IC technology are:die area, power consumption and speed.
Using the smallest inverter gate, we assume a die area minimization which imposes the most severe
trade-off between power consumption and speed. If the sizing is increased, we can often relax such a
trade-off. The power consumption is reduced by a voltage source (VDD) reduction. In this sense, the IC
technology evolution has been proposing smaller and smaller VDD as close as possible to the threshold
voltage (Vth). The technology speed is often measured by the gate delay. The ring oscillation frequency
is the inverse of the ring delay. Thus, the mean delay of an inverter gate is calculated dividing the ring
delay by the number of the gates in the ring.

The Figure6.9 exemplifies the power consumption and speed trade-off, using the mean power con-
sumption and mean delay of an inverter gate of the ring oscillator. As expected, we should increase the
power consumption to increase the speed. So that, the optimum design should be achievingTdelay≤ 0.2
ns andP≤ 1 µW for each gate. Thus, we present the existent performance trade-off in CMOS 65 nm.
This result is satisfactory to conduct to an optimal circuitdesign, but it is not sure if this circuit will be
reliable.

Regarding Figure6.10, we obtain the required bias characteristics 0.5≤VDD ≤ 0.7, aimingTdelay≤
0.2 ns andP≤ 1 µW. Choosing a smallVDD close toVth, the CMOS 65 nm provides the maximum speed
with a minimum power consumption. However, this compromisewill impose a small signal swing and
noise margin which influence the other performance needs in AMS/RF circuits. A classical design will
see only this trade-off and make an optimal design in these terms, which still cannot guarantee a reliable
design.

The CMOS 65 nm variability will influence these trade-offs spreading the power consumption and the
speed around the nominal performance. The worst case is a variation increasing the power consumption
and decreasing the speed. This event is driven by lower-level characteristics, which is in this example
theVDD. Thus, we simulated the ring oscillator for differentVDD from nearVth to the nominal voltage
source plus 10 %. For each source condition, we simulated a 1000 points Monte Carlo simulation and
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Figure 6.9: Power consumption and speed trade-off illustration using the mean power consumption and
mean delay of an inverter gate of the ring oscillator.

extracted the mean and the standard deviation for each characteristic (P andTdelay). Through the ratio
standard deviation over mean, we can analyze how much representative the variability is in the variation
of the performance trade-off. The Figure6.11 presents the expected variability influencing the power
consumption and speed trade-off.

It is evident that choosing a smallVDD implies in a huge amount of IC process parameter variability.
The expected variability influence for 0.5≤VDD ≤ 0.7 shall be near 30 %, and the characteristic variation
may represent a circuit failure. This information answers the question why full differential and balanced
topologies are required, reducing the variability to values under 10 %. These topologies double the circuit
area and increase the power consumption trying a variability cancellation. Actually, only the mismatch
variability cannot be ideally cancelled and the result willbe a smaller variability. However, this solution
is not always available, and the cost in area and power consumption could be bigger than specification.
Therefore, the solution is increasing theVDD, increasing the power consumption and keeping the same die
area. This solution does not agree with the first optimal design considerations, which were not reliable
enough in terms of variability.

In order to evaluate the ring oscillator ageing, we simulated the 30 years aged ring oscillator for all
VDD conditions described in the variability characterizationfor 27oC and 150oC temperature stress. The
aged characteristics were represented using the ratio of the absolute ageing degradation and the fresh
characteristics. Understanding the ageing phenomena, we can expect that increasingVDD means bigger
stress conditions. Such stress leads to an increased ageingdegradation as presented in Figure6.12.

We observe that the ageing is a little more representative whenVDD is nearVth, because the bias
current is small. For the CMOS 65 nm technology, we also observe an ageing influence approximately
to 1 % at 27oC and to 3.5 % at 150oC. This result highlights the always bigger variability variation than
the ageing variation. What’s more, this result explains whythe designed amplifiers (BLIXER and PGA
amplifiers) have presented a negligible ageing. Actually, the ageing degradation can be neglected facing
the more than ten times bigger variability in CMOS 65 nm.

Looking for a reliable design, we have exploited aVDD increasing, reducing the variability. However,
this reliable solution at the beginning of the circuit operation time naturally reduces the circuit lifetime.
The expected ageing forVDD between 0.9 and 1.1 times the nominal source voltage impliesin an ap-
proximately 3 % at 27oC and to 5 % at 150oC. Under this condition, the ageing degradation is no longer
negligible and it is expected that the combination of HCI andNBTI degradation leads to less reliable
circuits.
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Figure 6.10: Mean power consumption and mean delay of an inverter gate of the ring oscillator as a
function of theVDD.

Therefore, the compromise for a reliable design should expect a performance variation at 10 % as
the best case and at 50 % as the worst case according the variability trends. Moreover, the performance
variation will increase at 1 % as the best case and at 5 % as the worst case according the 30 years lifetime
ageing trends. The combination of the variability and the ageing trade-offs will induce an important
amount of performance variation turning an optimal design in a design out of the specifications. That is
why a reliable-circuit design flow is important to assure an optimal variation margin and the characteris-
tics, according to the specification of performance and reliability.
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Figure 6.12: CMOS 65 nm ageing influencing power consumptionand speed trade-off for 30 years of
stress and temperatures being (a) 27oC and (b) 150oC.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

During this thesis, we proposed a new design flow for AMS/RF circuits with the aim to improve
the circuit’s reliability. We have exemplified this flow by designing a reliable RF front-end. Our major
objective has been successfully achieved; while improvingthe design of AMS/RF front-end circuits
based on the investigation of new trade-offs imposed by transistor variability and ageing degradation.
Understanding such degradation, we proposed some sharing strategies, optimizing the design margins
and taking into account this trade-off.

This research has described the physic of the ageing phenomena and the required design conditions to
avoid the transistor variability and ageing. The sources ofdegradation (variability and ageing) and their
trends in future sub-nanometer technologies have been identified. The classical design methodologies
comparing the requirements imposed by the device variability and ageing have been described.

Reliability-aware design methodology is still under research and, as best as we know, there is no most
accepted solution. The reliability-awareness has remained in analysis only and mostly simulation-based
approach. The reason is that the ageing degradation models are still under research and the state-of-the-
art efforts are concentrated in accurate modeling and simulation.

This scenario leaves an opportunity to innovate proposing areliability-aware design methodology.
The research expectations reside in increasing the optimization feedback with design equations to es-
timate the ageing degradation in early stages. These new equations should be integrated to a multi-
objective optimization algorithm. Similar methods have been implemented in the variability-aware de-
sign methodology as proposed in [16, 60, 18]. The huge challenge is to propose an accurate design
method in order to estimate the ageing degradation in early stages and to use this information for the
optimum design space search. The proposed method should have in mind not only the advanced CMOS
technologies, but also the future IC technologies, when circuits with even worst reliability are expected.

In this work, we have innovated by proposing AMS/RF circuit reliability improvements during the
design of the multi-standard RF front-end using a bottom-upapproach. First, the reliable-BLIXER
design with a failure evaluation has been proposed. In the bottom-up approach, the circuit’s design
equations have been used to obtain an early estimation of theageing of the circuit’s characteristics. Using
the CMOS 65 nm transistor ageing characterization, the sensible circuit bias condition was identified.
The HCI was avoided by reducing the time in which the transistors are in strong inversion, controlling
theVGD and theVGS. The simulation results of the typical circuit have satisfied the multi-standard RF
front-end specifications.

The validation of a reliable-circuit synthesis method using a DCO design has been conducted. We
have considered the reliability degradation, caused by thecircuit ageing, a design criterion as important
as the classical ones (noise, signal range, power consumption and die area). We have presented the
reliable-DCO design and validated its reliability analysis model. We have checked that the reliability
analysis gives us information to improve the optimization method, designing a more reliable circuit.
Designing a classical and a reliable DCO, a reduction of the frequency degradation, by a value between
15 % and 30 %, has been observed. And also, the reliable DCO haspresented a circuit lifetime five
times longer than the classical DCO, if we fix the maximum frequency range degradation at 2.0 %. The
disadvantages of our method are the phase noise increase andthe frequency range reduction.
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The PGA and the required elements to design a reliable-PGA have been analyzed. Regarding the
design constraints, the reliability analysis and synthesis methodology have been able to point that the
PGA is naturally immune to the ageing as the BLIXER. Thus, thecircuit variability would be the most
important agent of performance variation. Hence, the PGA reliability has been directly controlled by the
reliability of the control circuits. Such circuits are digital circuits implemented for the gain programming
reconfiguration and the reliability of digital circuits is out of the scope of this work.

Furthermore, we have innovated by proposing architecture reliability improvements during the design
of the RF front-end using a top-down approach. In this case, we have discussed the design of a reliable
architecture for RF front-end and the variation sharing strategies to avoid an overdesign. Two important
strategies have been highlighted using the sensitivity analysis results. Thus, the architecture design
should propose a feasible building-block characteristicsspecification, according to the building blocks
design experience and also avoiding the architecture overdesign. Tables5.4 and5.5 have presented the
building-block performance limits for a reliable architecture. For a reliable RF front-end architecture,
the strategy difference between both designs was to give thebigger variation budget to the smaller or to
the bigger sensitive characteristic. Both designs were in the valid design space given by the lower-level
characterization, but each one has imposed different building-block design constraints. Hence, we have
highlighted a new trade-off among architecture gain, noiseand reliability.

Therefore, we have innovated linking top-down and bottom-up approaches in a general method which
has been the proposition of a new AMS/RF design flow increasing the circuit reliability. The design
of reliable circuits has highlighted a new trade-off among typical performance specification, the yield
requirements and the circuit lifetime. Such a trade-off, ina reliable design, would be expecting a perfor-
mance variation at 10 % as the best case and at 50 % as the worst case according the variability trends.
Moreover, the performance variation would increase at 1 % asthe best case and at 5 % as the worst case
according to the 30 years lifetime ageing trends. The combination of the variability and the ageing will
induce an important amount of performance variation turning an optimal design in a design out of the
specifications. That is why a reliable-circuit design flow isimportant to assure optimal characteristics
and an optimal variation margin, according to the specification of performance and reliability.

By demonstrating the trade-off imposed by transistor variability and ageing in CMOS 65 nm, we have
been able to predict such trends in nanometer technologies.We could observe a reducing in the transis-
tor size and the increasing of the gate electric field which have led to increase the stress conditions.
Becoming the device characteristic variations more important, such variations would lead to a smaller
circuit-lifetime. Hence, such a smaller lifetime has highlighted the importance to design AMS/RF cir-
cuits for reliability. Using the design flow proposed in thiswork, we could analyze and manage the
circuit characteristic variations due to variability and ageing. Thus, reliability improvements could be
proposed in early stages. Hence, such a design flow for circuit reliability should optimize the circuit
performance and also improve the circuit lifetime.
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7.2 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

In this work, we have found many challenges to propose variability-aware and reliability-aware de-
sign methodologies. Thus, we could point some research perspectives in: new analysis tools, new design
models, and new synthesis methods; linking variability andageing. Both are agents of one single conse-
quence which is circuit characteristics variation and so reliability degradation.

This work could be continued with the implementation of an automatic reliability analysis and design
tool in agreement with the commercial tools. Such a tool should implement the center of the proposed
design flow, which is the iterative failure evaluation and reliability improvement. For this future work, we
have contributed by presenting the physical phenomena influence into electrical circuit characteristics.
The design experience demonstrated during the RF front-enddesign and reliability improvement might
influence these future works. Furthermore, we have contributed by presenting the variation of the design
space under the influence of variability and ageing. The usage of the characterization experience in
the RF front-end design has provided the required informations to propose a feasible and more reliable
circuit.

By considering the variability and ageing trade-off, we have introduced the discussion of two main
questions:

1. How reliable are the known circuit topologies and architectures?

2. How reliable are the sub-nanometer IC technologies?

First, the objective in future reliability works could be quantifying and increasing the reliability of
circuit topologies and architectures. A state-of-the-artsurvey often compares performance trade-offs
among the existent topologies positioning some device solution for a target application. The innovation
proposed in this work would make possible such a survey comparing also the reliability among the exis-
tent topologies. Thus, some device solution would be classified as suitable or not for a target performance
and reliability requirements.

Finally, a complete reliability study of different sub-nanometer IC technologies should be conducted
comparing the design space variation. Such a research should present the circuit-characteristics variation
under a stress environment coherent with the circuit operation conditions. An IC technology survey often
compares the achieved performance and the expected performance among different IC technologies. The
innovation proposed in this work has suggested the performance degradation as an element of compari-
son. Thus, such IC technology would be suitable for a target application only if the performance and its
degradation have attended the application specification and reliability requirements.
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APPENDIX A

VERILOGA BEHAVIORAL MODEL

A.1 BLIXER

//Verilog-AMS HDL for "RFreliability", "BLIXER" "veriloga"

‘include "constants.vams"

‘include "disciplines.vams"

module BLIXER (RF, Ip, In,Qp, Qn, sinA,sinB,cosA,cosB,vdd);

input sinA;

output Qn ;

output In ;

input cosB ;

input cosA ;

inout RF;

output Qp ;

output Ip ;

input sinB ;

inout vdd;

electrical RF;

electrical Ip;

electrical In;

electrical Qp;

electrical Qn;

electrical sinA;

electrical sinB;

electrical cosA;

electrical cosB;

electrical vdd;

parameter real power = 1.4; //Power consumption in mW

parameter real gain = 30; // Gain from input to one output, in dB.

parameter real epsilon = 0; // Gain mismatch in percent.

parameter real match = 0; // Balanced gain mismatch in percent.

parameter real I_ip3 = 0; // Input referred 3rd order intercept for I-output.in dBm

parameter real Q_ip3 = 0; // Input referred 3rd order intercept for Q-output.in dBm

parameter real rin = 50 from (0:inf); // Input resistance in Ohms.

parameter real rout = 300 from (0:inf); // Output resistance in Ohms.

parameter real fp = 100e6 from (0:inf); // Pole of the 1st order filter.
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parameter real nf = 4 from [0:inf]; // Noise figure in dB.

parameter real msin = 0.25 from [0:inf]; //Sin wave amplitude

real I_a, Q_a, I_b, Q_b, I_ip, Q_ip, I_vrfoutmax;

real Q_vrfoutmax, I_vrfinmax, Q_vrfinmax, I_vrfout, Q_vrfout; //Non-linearity model variables

real noise_current_squared, rnf; //Noise model variables

real vrf,vsin,vsinB,vcos,vcosB; // They are the respective node voltage

real Wp;

analog begin

// Convert the input parameters from engineering units to implementation units.

@(initial_step) begin

//Compute the I path gain of the first harmonic

I_a = pow(10,gain/20)*(1+epsilon/200);

//Compute the I path interception point (1mW normalization)

I_ip = sqrt(pow(10,I_ip3/10-3)*2*rin);

//Compute the I path gain of the third harmonic

I_b = I_a/(I_ip*I_ip)*4.0/3.0;

// Compute the I path critical point.

I_vrfinmax = sqrt(I_a/(3.0*I_b));

I_vrfoutmax = (2.0*I_a/3.0)*I_vrfinmax;

//Compute the Q path gain of the first harmonic

Q_a = pow(10,gain/20)*(1-epsilon/200);

//Compute the Q path interception point (1mW normalization)

Q_ip = sqrt(pow(10,Q_ip3/10-3)*2*rin);

//Compute the Q path gain of the third harmonic

Q_b = Q_a/(Q_ip*Q_ip)*4.0/3.0;

// Compute the Q path critical point.

Q_vrfinmax = sqrt(Q_a/(3.0*Q_b));

Q_vrfoutmax = (2*Q_a/3)*Q_vrfinmax;

//Compute the noise factor

rnf = pow(10,nf/10.0);

noise_current_squared = 4.0*(rnf-1)*‘P_K*$temperature/rin;

//Compute the pole of the 1st order filter

Wp = 2*‘M_PI*fp;

end

// Assign the input voltage to the variables: vrf,vsin,vsinB,vcos,vcosB

vrf = V(RF);

vsin= V(sinA);

vsinB= V(sinB);

vcos= V(cosA);

vcosB= V(cosB);

// Apply the third order nonlinearity. Clamp the output for extreme inputs.

if ( abs(vrf) < I_vrfinmax ) I_vrfout = (I_a - I_b*vrf*vrf)*vrf;

else if (vrf < 0) I_vrfout = -I_vrfoutmax;

else I_vrfout = I_vrfoutmax;

if ( abs(vrf) < Q_vrfinmax ) Q_vrfout = (Q_a - Q_b*vrf*vrf)*vrf;

else if (vrf < 0) Q_vrfout = -Q_vrfoutmax;

else Q_vrfout = Q_vrfoutmax;
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//Input assignment

I(RF) <+ V(RF)/rin;

I(RF) <+ white_noise(noise_current_squared, "BLIXER");

//1st order filter Balanced output assignment

//Non balanced eq

//I(I) <+ ddt(V(I)/(Wp*rout))+(-2*I_vrfout*vcos + V(I))/rout;

//Positive

I(Ip) <+ ddt(V(Ip)/(Wp*rout))+(-I_vrfout*(1+match/200)*vcos/msin + V(Ip))/rout;

//Negative

I(In) <+ ddt(V(In)/(Wp*rout))+(-I_vrfout*(1-match/200)*vcosB/msin + V(In))/rout;

//I(Q)<+ ddt(V(Q)/(Wp*rout))+(2*Q_vrfout*vsin + V(Q))/rout;

//Positive

I(Qp) <+ ddt(V(Qp)/(Wp*rout))+(Q_vrfout*(1+match/200)*vsin/msin + V(Qp))/rout;

//Negative

I(Qn) <+ ddt(V(Qn)/(Wp*rout))+(Q_vrfout*(1-match/200)*vsinB/msin + V(Qn))/rout;

//Power consumption assignment

I(vdd) <+ 0.001*power/V(vdd);

end

endmodule

A.2 DCO

//Verilog-AMS HDL for "RFreliability", "DCO" "veriloga"

‘include "constants.vams"

‘include "disciplines.vams"

‘define db20_real(x) pow(10, (x)/20)

‘define db10_real(x) pow(10, (x)/10)

module DCO(sinA,sinB,cosA,cosB,vdd);

inout vdd;

inout sinA;

inout sinB;

inout cosA;

inout cosB;

electrical vdd;

electrical sinA;

electrical sinB;

electrical cosA;

electrical cosB;

parameter real power = 1.4; //Power consumption in mW

parameter real amp = 1 ;// amp: LO amp when matched(V) default: 1 V

parameter real flo = 1e+09;// flo: LO frequency (Hz) default: 1 GHz

parameter real rout = 50 ;// rout: output impedance (Ohm) default: 50 Ohm

parameter real offset = 0;//offset: DC voltage offset at the output
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parameter real noiseFloor = -180 ;// noiseFloor: the noise floor (dBc/Hz) default:-180 dBc/Hz

parameter real f1 = 1e6 ;// f1: frequency point for Lf1 (Hz) default: 1MHz

parameter real Lf1 = -100 ;// Lf1: phase noise at f1(dBc/Hz) default: -100 dBc/Hz

parameter real fc = 0 ;// if fc is not set to nonzero, then the flicker noise is ignored.

//parameter string freqName="LO" ;

// fundname: the name of the fundamental frequency default: LO

electrical gnd;

electrical int;

//electrical intSin;

ground gnd;

real vc;

real kw, kf; // coefficients of white and flicker noise

real kb; // white noise coeff for the noise floor

real y1;

analog begin

@(initial_step ) begin

kb = ‘db10_real(noiseFloor);

if(fc == 0) begin // no flicker noise

y1 = ‘db10_real(Lf1)-kb;

kw = f1*sqrt(y1);

kf = 0;

end else begin

y1 = ‘db10_real(Lf1)-kb;

kw = sqrt(y1/(1/(f1*f1)+fc/(f1*f1*f1)));

kf = sqrt(fc)*kw;

end

end

//V(intSin)<+I(intSin)*50;

// form the integral of noise

I(int) <+ white_noise(amp*amp*kw*kw, "DCOtermal");

I(int) <+ flicker_noise(amp*amp*kf*kf, 1, "DCOflicker");

I(int) <+ 1/(2*‘M_PI)*ddt(V(int));

vc = sqrt(2.0)*V(int)/amp;

I(sinA) <+ (V(sinA)-offset)/rout;

I(sinB) <+ (V(sinB)-offset)/rout;

I(cosA) <+ (V(cosA)-offset)/rout;

I(cosB) <+ (V(cosB)-offset)/rout;

// insert the phase noise into the real signal

I(sinA) <+ -amp*sin(2*‘M_PI*flo*$abstime + vc);

I(sinB) <+ -amp*sin(2*‘M_PI*flo*($abstime+0.5/flo)+vc);

I(cosA) <+ -amp*cos(2*‘M_PI*flo*$abstime+vc);

I(cosB) <+ -amp*cos(2*‘M_PI*flo*($abstime+0.5/flo)+vc);

// insert the white noise floor

I(sinA) <+ white_noise(amp*amp*kb/2, "DCO");
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I(sinB) <+ white_noise(amp*amp*kb/2, "DCO");

I(cosA) <+ white_noise(amp*amp*kb/2, "DCO");

I(cosB) <+ white_noise(amp*amp*kb/2, "DCO");

//Power consumption assignment

I(vdd) <+ 0.001*power/V(vdd);

end

endmodule

A.3 PGA

//Verilog-AMS HDL for "

//reliability", "PGA" "veriloga"

‘include "constants.vams"

‘include "disciplines.vams"

module PGA (inIp, inIn,inQp, inQn, Ip, In,Qp, Qn, vdd);

input inIp;

output Qn ;

output In ;

input inIn ;

input inQp ;

output Qp ;

output Ip ;

input inQn ;

inout vdd;

electrical Ip;

electrical In;

electrical Qp;

electrical Qn;

electrical inIp;

electrical inIn;

electrical inQp;

electrical inQn;

electrical vdd;

parameter real power = 1.4; //Power consumption in mW

parameter real gain = 30; // Gain from input to one output, in dB.

parameter real epsilon = 0; // Gain mismatch in percent.

parameter real I_ip3 = 0; // Input referred 3rd order intercept for I-output.in dBm

parameter real Q_ip3 = 0; // Input referred 3rd order intercept for Q-output.in dBm

parameter real rin = 50 from (0:inf); // Input resistance in Ohms.

parameter real rout = 50 from (0:inf); // Output resistance in Ohms.

parameter real fp = 25e6 from (0:inf); // Pole of the 1st order filter.

parameter real nf = 4 from [0:inf]; // Noise figure in dB.

real I_a, Q_a, I_b, Q_b, I_ip, Q_ip, I_voutmax;

//Non-linearity model variables

real Q_voutmax, I_vinmax, Q_vinmax, I_vpout,I_vnout, Q_vpout, Q_vnout;
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real noise_current_squared, rnf; //Noise model variables

real vinIp, vinIn, vinQp, vinQn; // They are the respective node voltage

real Wp;

analog begin

// Convert the input parameters from engineering units to implementation units.

@(initial_step) begin

//Compute the I path gain of the first harmonic

I_a = pow(10,gain/20)*(1+epsilon/200);

//Compute the I path interception point (1mW normalization)

I_ip = sqrt(pow(10,I_ip3/10-3)*2*rin);

//Compute the I path gain of the third harmonic

I_b = I_a/(I_ip*I_ip)*4.0/3.0;

// Compute the I path critical point.

I_vinmax = sqrt(I_a/(3.0*I_b));

I_voutmax = (2.0*I_a/3.0)*I_vinmax;

//Compute the Q path gain of the first harmonic

Q_a = pow(10,gain/20)*(1-epsilon/200);

//Compute the Q path interception point (1mW normalization)

Q_ip = sqrt(pow(10,Q_ip3/10-3)*2*rin);

//Compute the Q path gain of the third harmonic

Q_b = Q_a/(Q_ip*Q_ip)*4.0/3.0;

// Compute the Q path critical point.

Q_vinmax = sqrt(Q_a/(3.0*Q_b));

Q_voutmax = (2*Q_a/3)*Q_vinmax;

//Compute the noise factor

rnf = pow(10,nf/10.0);

noise_current_squared = 4.0*(rnf-1)*‘P_K*$temperature/rin;

//Compute the pole of the 1st order filter

Wp = 2*‘M_PI*fp;

end

// Assign the input voltage to the variables: vrf,vsin,vsinB,vcos,vcosB

vinIp= V(inIp);

vinIn= V(inIn);

vinQp= V(inQp);

vinQn= V(inQn);

// Apply the third order nonlinearity. Clamp the output for extreme inputs.

if ( abs(vinIp) < I_vinmax ) I_vpout = (I_a - I_b*vinIp*vinIp)*vinIp;

else if (vinIp < 0) I_vpout = -I_voutmax;

else I_vpout = I_voutmax;

if ( abs(vinIn) < I_vinmax ) I_vnout = (I_a - I_b*vinIn*vinIn)*vinIn;

else if (vinIn < 0) I_vnout = -I_voutmax;

else I_vnout = I_voutmax;

if ( abs(vinQp) < Q_vinmax ) Q_vpout = (Q_a - Q_b*vinQp*vinQp)*vinQp;

else if (vinQp < 0) Q_vpout = -Q_voutmax;

else Q_vpout = Q_voutmax;

if ( abs(vinQn) < Q_vinmax ) Q_vnout = (Q_a - Q_b*vinQn*vinQn)*vinQn;

else if (vinQn < 0) Q_vnout = -Q_voutmax;

else Q_vnout = Q_voutmax;
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//Input assignment

I(inIp) <+ V(inIp)/rin;

I(inIn) <+ V(inIn)/rin;

I(inQp) <+ V(inQp)/rin;

I(inQn) <+ V(inQn)/rin;

I(inIp) <+ white_noise(noise_current_squared, "PGA");

I(inIn) <+ white_noise(noise_current_squared, "PGA");

I(inQp) <+ white_noise(noise_current_squared, "PGA");

I(inQn) <+ white_noise(noise_current_squared, "PGA");

//1st order filter Balanced output assignment

I(Ip) <+ ddt(V(Ip)/(Wp*rout))+(-I_vpout + V(Ip))/rout; //Positive

I(In) <+ ddt(V(In)/(Wp*rout))+(-I_vnout + V(In))/rout; //Negative

I(Qp) <+ ddt(V(Qp)/(Wp*rout))+(Q_vpout + V(Qp))/rout; //Positive

I(Qn) <+ ddt(V(Qn)/(Wp*rout))+(Q_vnout + V(Qn))/rout; //Negative

//Power consumption assignment

I(vdd) <+ 0.001*power/V(vdd);

end

endmodule
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